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and vigorous measures for the protection
of diplomatic representatives of the United States.Hon. Charles Carleton Coffin,
the famous correspondent during the civil
war, died suddenly of apoplexy at his
home in Brookline, Mass., March 2d. Two
weeks before Mr. and Mrs. Coffin celebrated their golden wedding.General
Harrison has authorized the statement that
he and Mrs. Diinmiek would be married at
St. Thomas' church, N. Y., by Kev. John
Wesley Brown on April (5th.There are
four daughters of four Presidents now living. Mrs. Semple, Mrs. Sartoris, Mrs.
Stanley Brown, Mrs. McKee, daughters
respectively of Presidents Tyler, Grant,
Garfield aud Harrison_Captain Grant,
who was in command of the steamship
New York when she ran aground on
Southwest spit, resigned, Saturday, from
the service of the company.At the
Brow n council in San Francisco Thursday
evening, after Deacon Vascincellus had
finished his testimony, Deacon E. I). Williams of the First Congregational church
of Oakland, submitted a resolution to the
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Boothby, who is a native of Saco in this
State, and brother of Representative
NEWS OF THE
WEEK.
George II. Boothby. He is for Reed, of
course.The Commercio De Portugal
Governor Cleaves
Matters.
says the conduct of the United States in
m il met March 5th and confirmed
regard to the Cuban revolt is unique and
iiiations.
The report of the fish without
precedent in history and will cause
me commissioners was submitted,
a complete disturbance of
international
g excellent figures on deer, caribou
unless
the nations of Europe rise
rights
use killed during the past season,
and join Spain.St. John Boyle has sucuble that of 1804.
The expenses ceeded Dr. Newton as the
Republican
mmission have amounted to$24,- candidate for Senator from
Kentucky.
appropriatiou having been $25,- Mr. Boyle is said to b able to command
[ t lie expenses, $10,558 was paid
the whole Republican vole. Unfortunatemien account; $3,200 on unpaid
ly that is not enough.James J. Corbett
1S04; Auburn hatchery, $2,324; says he is ready to sign the articles of the
latcliery, $1,40$, and the balance National Sporting club of London for a
is
hatcheries and fisheries aefight with Fitzsimmons.If Congress
aud expenses o: the commission.
wants the President to act in the
really
>t annual report of the board of
Cuban matter it should pass a joint resoit ion of medicine was also subsolution.
That will compel him to do
showing that the number of ap- something. Concurrent resolutions he
"!is received was 1,275, of which 36
can ignore; but joint resolutions he must
used.
The next meeting of the
either approve or veto.The London
and council will be held at 4 r.
Graphic in its comments on the Venezue"th.Bangui has a social sensa- lan bluebook says: The British case is
\ prominent society young man
simply overwhelming. Why with such a
'500 in a breach of promise case, I
case Great Britian ever allowed the disin spoil his prospect of winning a
pute to reach the present point is a mysand wealthy young woman, for
The London Chronicle predicts
tery.
of whose face and fortune he had that when the case is
studied in the Unitv
an equally pretty but pennied States, people will completely reverse
.The Orono Pulp and Paper their
judgment and admit that Great
taken possession of the pulp and Britian's
dealings with Venezuela have
■dll plant at Basin Mills, which it
been an honorable example of modera-x d to the
Bangor Pulp and Paper tion, forbearance and fairness.
"n h recently assigned.
One of the
owners in the Bangor Pulp and
will return from Europe in a
Washington Wiii.spkkings,
Elkins,
y>, and it is nut believed that he
Hep., of West Virginia, Thursday, intro:isent to see the enterprise slump
duced in the Senate a bill imposing an adail the money that has been put i
ditional duty of 10 per cent, on articles
o>r the lack of a little
working ! imported in vessels other than American,
....The appointment of (apt.
to take effect 15 months after the passage
P. Hurley of Rockland to the! of the
act.The Massachusetts delega■n the Democratic
Congressional ! tion in Congress met Thursday to take
existing since the death of j suitable action with reference to Governor
v. MacNichol of
Calais, was anotli- Greenhalge’s death. All the members in
r* blow for the Maine
plum trust.
the city were present.
Senator Lodge
> worth’s
tie vote for mayor beit was agreed that all those
lie Republican and Populist candi- presided,
should attend the funeral, if the
will be decided April 6th, when present
condition of public business permitted_
will be strenuous endeavor to get
General Miles appeared Thursday before
re than a third of the
1,300 voters the sub-committee on fortifications of the
city.The internal revenue col- House appropriations committee.
His
is
for the New Hampshire district
argument followed the general line of
comprises the States of Maine, New that recently advanced by him before the
.'hire and V ermont, for the mouth
Senate committee on coast defences.
He
bruary, were $30,601. This is an iu- reviewed the estimates for the board of
>e
of nearly $4,000 over the correordnance and fortifications, and presented
nng month of 1805.The State some general considerations as to the neof Trade will hold its semi-annual
cessity for increased fortification.Commg at the college hall, Waterville,
plete reparation has been offered by the
meticing at 2 o’clock i\ m., on Wed- Spanish minister of State for the recent
ay. March 18th, and every board is
damages to the American consulate at
ally invited to send delegates.Col. Barcelona
by the mob.The bill to inr Hutchings died March 5th, after
crease the navy by 1,000 men passed the
ness of four
of
He
days
pneumonia.
Senate March 2d.
Hale urged the bill.
the leading criminal lawyer of the
Said he did not think war imminent, but
bscot bar.
He had been county at- in view of the
course of the United States,
v several
years and mayor of Brewer, he
regarded it as desirable.The bill
hich city he had lived for years. Col.
providing for the abolition of compulsory
lungs was commander of two color- pilotage is still in the hands of the Comgiments in the war of the rebellion,
mittee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries,
caves a wife and three children,
one
of which Sereno E. Payne of New York is
his
lawbeing
partner. He was 61 chairman. It is probable that it will be
of age— March 2nd, when there was
the committee and
direct communication with Portland a favorably reported by
that it will pass the House.
What the
g«u man sent a
to
that
despatch
city Senate may do with it is, of course, largeEngland. It was telegraphed from Banly problematical. In all probability that
tu North Sidney, C.
B., then to august body will attach a free silver
u't’s Content, N.
F., thence to amendment thereto.In the House of
ncia, Ireland, thence to Land’s End, Representatives the other
day Mr. Smith of
gland, thence to Dover, thence to Michigan began to dwell on
the horrors of
st,
France, thence to St. Pierre, the
Spanish Inquisition. Mr. Boutelle
thence
to
Mcqlie-ton,
Duxbury, Mass., threw the house into convulsions of mernee to Boston,
and thence to Port- riment
by quietly rising and asking
I.It was a good thing for him“unanimous consent that the Spanish Init and for
everybody that the devilish quisition be abolished.’’....The conferees
ute who
murdered the two Irving on the
Cuban resolutions agreed, Thurslien in Old Tojvn should finish bis work
day, to the House resolutions without
•shooting himself dead.Illustrating change. The conferees were not in ses*
severity of the winter storms along sion over twenty minutes. There was no
Eastern Maine coast, the Machias
dissenting vote in accepting the House
ni
says that the salt spray has dashed resolution.
During the discussion it was
n the roofs of houses over 150
yards stated by a prominent member of the Sen'ii the sea in such
as
to
salt
quantities
ate committee that the second clause of
water in tlm cisterns and spoil it for
the Senate resolutions which asks Spain
dly use.The Cape Elizabeth farmers to recognize the independence of the isbeen getting an average of $10 a ton
land, was a wanton affront, to the Spanish
1
Hieir cabbages this winter.
If the
government and her people. By adopting
! Y d $10 a ton had
not been taken otf
it the Senate has gone out of its way to
> would be getting an average of $20 a
insult Spain. The House resolu tions,it was
They have raised about 2,000 tons pointed out, in addition to granting belligon
the
That
makes
a
■ibbages
Cape.
erent rights, deolared the only solution of
"f $20,000 to the Cape farmers bethe trouble was to be found in an inde'<*
of the taking off of the tariff on
1
pendent government of the choice of the
l,:lges.J. P. Baxter was inaugurated
people of Cuba, and concluded with the
"i' of Portland
Monday for the fourth significant words that the United States
In his inaugural his allusions to
government should be prepared to protect
enforcement of the prohibitory law the
legitimate interests of Americans by
"‘•n*
pungent. He declared it an impos- intervention if necessary. This looked as
to
law
un!'ibty
thoroughly enforce the
of more importance than anything to be
1
Hie existing conditions.
He scored found in the Senate resolutions and it
5i‘*' Civic
and
the
League
bumptious took no argument to persuade the mana1 ities
who assailed from the pulpit the
on the part of the Senate to accept
;elministration for alleged non-enforce- gers
the House resolutions.Senator Frye
"H nt of the
liquor law.
has presented in the Senate petitions
from about 4,000 Maine people, protestI n Brief.
The joint resolutions of the ing against the present evils of immigraniteil States Congress relative to the tion and
urging the passage of the Lodge
ban situation, created quite a flurry in bill. The
petitions are presented through
'Tain.
Feeling against the United States L. P. Dennett of Portland.
'an
high, and considerable war talk was
■'"bilged in. An attack was made upon
To California.
American consulate at Barcelona,
""t was
in
Pullman Tourist Sleepers,
the
authorities.
upholstered
The
repulsed by
spanish government promptly disavowed via Union Pacific. Special attention to laalone.
dies
For details write to
anv
traveling
responsibility for this attack, and, in
addition to expressing deep regret over Willard Massey, or J. S. Smith, Trav. Pass.
Agents, 292 Washington St., Boston, Mass.,
Hie
occurrence, has offered to make com- or Li. Ten Brock, Gen. East .Agt., 287 Broadplete reparation. It is believed that noth4teo^ll
way, N, Y.
■
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private property, Mr. B A. Spencer’s lumber
and grist mill was quite badly damaged.

Freshet.

DAMAGES IN CITY AND
WORK
OF REPAIRING
IN

THE

THE

eral days. The Thomaston smelters in the
vicinity of Oyster river lost 23 out of 25
houses on the ice, which were carried down
the river and completely destroyed.

The ice took of? about 50 feet of the foundation on the north end and north side; also
the bridge below the mill owned by Mr.
Spencer. His loss will be about 3200. They
are
repairing the mill. Charles Wiggins
lost a bridge that it will cost 350 to rebuild.
No other damage to note.

While Belfast suffered quite severely from
the freshet of March 1st and
2d, the losses
here were small in comparison with
many
places. The only individual losers are R.
A. Gurney and F. S. Johnson. Mr.
Gurney
finds his loss to be about as stated last week.
The dam, waterwheel and the main line of
shafting are uninjured. The mill stones,
saws, and other machinery are nearly all in
the river and the building is badly wrecked.
It will cost about $2,000 to repair the damages. Mr. Johnson lost a part of his dam,
but by this going out and
relieving the pressure of the water the mill was saved.
The city officials were prompt in providing for renewing travel and gettiug ready to

FROM ALL

In the recent floods Troy escaped
without any damage, save blockaded roads
from snow drifts, and even this did not
deter Mr. York, stage driver between Unity
and Dixmont Centre, from going through
Troy.

Either nature or Providence, or both, have
kindly protected Rumford Falls. While the
storm was terrific, not a single dollar’s damage was done to the village or its industrial
system. The rainfall was seven inches, as
made by careful measurement of the engineers of the Rumford Falls Power, and there

portion is built along the

front of a
steep hill. The remainder of the road to
the Lower bridge consists of a series of
short, sharp hills. There are a number of
houses on this road, but all between the low
part and the city, hence there is little travel
now over that portion.
The opponents of
discontinuance of the Upper bridge say that
to put this road in condition to accommodate the increased travel will cost more
than to re-build the Upper bridge, as a portion is so low that it is Hooded and impassable at every very high tide, and must be
raised at least .'5 feet for quite a long diswater

They also claim that the whole road
expensive one to keep in repair. The
Upper bridge road is a county highway, and
cannot be altered or discontinued except by
the County Commissioners, after a hearing

tance.
is

an

at

which all interested may be heard.
REPORTS FROM

Prospect Ferry.
Centre
storm

our

THE COUNTY.

No

damage here.

Lincolnville.

During the
escaped damage.

town

Jackson.

No

private, by

or

recent

damage

the

Freedom.

to property, public
freshet of March 1st.

informed that there was
no damage to property in this town, of
any
kind.
I

am

Halldale. The dam and bridge on the
Half Moon stream near Frank Clements'
were carried away by the freshet March 1st.
Sandypoint.

by the freshet
The

owners

The

only damage done here

Rice & Snow’s wharf.
say that $35 will pay for the rewas

to

pairs.
Belmont. I know of no damage here by
the freshet. There is only one mill in town,
and I enquired of the owner if the storm
hurt him any. He said, “No, Belmont is so
poor it has nothing to lose.”
Unity.

This town loses three of her principal bridges, known as the Farwell bridge,
the Hussey bridge and the outlet bridge.
All the others are more or less damaged.
The loss is estimated at $3,000.
Swanville. Although it may seem almost
incredible Swanville escaped any damage in
The lake was very low
and the bridge at the foot of it is built entirely of stone. There are no large bridges
the recent storm.

in town.

Winterport.

The town was fortunate
in receiving very little damage during the
late freshet. Only one bridge was carried
away, and the expense of replacing it, which
is estimated at about $500, is shared by
Frankfort.
Brooks. The actual damage to property
this town by the late flood was really
much less than was anticipated, and $100
will probably cover the actual damage to

in

bridges, dams, mills, etc.,
Brooks.

We

were

in the town of
very fortunate.

Morrill. This town was highly favored
the late storm. The small bridges that
were partly wrecked were easily repaired.
The wall under one side of the old grist
mill fell in, and the gearing below was somewhat damaged. Mr. Vickery, the owner, is

by

now

making repairs.

Liberty.

nately

There

was no

damage

to any in-

The

recent s

torrn

did

but

Thomas Drinkwater says he lost about seven
cords of posts besides some kiln wood. As
he could illy spare the loss, he has the sympathy of all. It is too bad that the labor of
a hard working man should prove so fruitless.

The town of Knox sustained no
recent storm. As to

damage whatever by the

was

not.

ously high.

An estimate of $10,000,000 for all Maine’s
losses by flood, is perhaps none too high.
The highways bill will be enormous, and
every rural stream devoured thousands of
dollars. At least 200 bridges, big and little,
have been carried away. The lost wages and
business item is big in the mill towns. This
estimate of loss is, of course, pure guess

Waldo. Very little damage was done by work.
Sunday afternoon a wave entered the yard
the iate storm.
The Pierce bridge was of the Portland Head
lighthouse, 500 feet
out
of
from
the shore, and washed out everything
a
but
was
place
swung
little,
put
movable
in it.
A
number of people
large
back with little expense.
The Bragdon
who came from Portland to see the breakers
bridge near tlie spur track was taken out witnessed the incident. Five years ago a
into a field near by and left in good condiheavy sea broke in the wall of the new enMr. Strout, the keeper, says
tion
It was put back in place at an ex- j gine bouse.
the
waves during the recent storm v» ere the
Orrin Peavey’s bridge near j heaviest since
pense of §10.
that occasion.
I
The ancient chronicler now rises to the ocSargent’s crossing was carried away, and G.
casion
A
weather
recorder at Augusta
!
O. Holmes’ bridge farther down stream
claims that the rain fall of Feb. 20, 1870, beat
shared the same fate. A ;mall bridge near that of Feb. 29th and March 1st
by threeE. Sheldon’s in the \C.-Hern part of the
quarters of an inch, and that several others
surpassed it. He gives the Kennebec Jourtown was carried away. The whole expense
nal the following list of Hood marks;
to the town will not exceed §35. We conFeb. 20, 1870. .(>.75 inches
sider ourselves very fortunate.
Nov. 17, 18(53.5 84 inches
Seausmont. The storm of Feb. 20, Man h Oct 14, 18(>9.5 (50 inches
j Oct. 12, 18(51 .(5 25 inches
1st and 2nd was the severest ever known
j Aug. 19. 1879.(5(59 inches
here. There are eight bridges across the. St. j July 24, 188/.(5 84 inches
George’s river in this town and ali l ut mie ; March 2,189(5.(5.00 inches
I

damaged. The bridge at Woodman’s
Mills, the Muzzy bridge, and the one at B.
F. Fuller’s mill are gone entirely, and part

is

Death of Governor Greenlialge.

| Massachusetts, in the death of Frederick
of the abutments. The others are more or T. Greenlialge, loses a governor who dared
j
less damaged.
Several others in different to do in his official capacity what he thought
parts of the town are injured. A. B. llipley’s : lie should do. lie deserved and enjoyed the
dam is gone. B. F. Fuller’s dam, which confidence, respect and kindly regards of
was stone, and his stave mill, are gone.
J. the people of his State, and his death is sinL. Bean’s and E. S. Wing’s noils are dam- cerely mourned by them, as well as
by many
aged quite badly, and at oue time it was j iu other States. An Englishman by birth
thought they must go. The machinery was he came to this country at so early an agotaken from them. The damage has been es- that he grew up an American iu all essential
timated as follows: To the town oil account
respects and his foreign birth was never
of bridges, §1,(XX); to B. F. Fuller dam and thought of. He took a prize medal in the

j

mill, §2,000; to J. L. Beau damage to
mill, §100; to E. S. Wing, foundation
to planing mill and removal of machinery,
§75. A. B. Ripley’s mill was not damaged
stave

Lowell high school and was graduated at
Harvard in 18(53. He began his political
career iu congress iu 1888, and had been
twice elected governor of the State of Massachusetts on the Republican ticket. He
was an honorable aud able exeutive and iu
bis death the State loses a good and faithful

stave

to any extent.

Prospect.
Freeman Partridge writes:
On our land March 2nd there were three
jams of ice big enough to load three vessels,
and good blue ice, too. Big cakes are away
up where the mowing machine ran lust summer.
At one place near by the water was
higher than at any time in the past 38 years.
The old big elm stump was under water and
a huge cake of ice drawing two feet of water
came down and grounded on the stump.
A
few rods below a big ice jam had dammed
the water so that it ran across the intervale
on the Haley farm, and for a time we had a
river as wide as the Penobscot to look at.
Among the ice cakes were cord wood, fence
boards, stakes and rails, logs, brush, roots,
The H. C. Partridge
stumps and mud.
bridge below us is gone, although he took
off the planking and chained the stringers.
The ice struck the stone abutments and the
stone is gone as far down as the water has
fallen as yet. One of my boys says he saw
what he called the planking of the Dead
Brook bridge come down Sunday into the
main stream. This Dead Brook bridge has
always been a lucky bridge for Prospect,
never having gone away but once as yet.
It
is a low bridge, built so on account of the
level land by it. The stringers always freeze

The storm Sunday destroyed a large
amount of property on the Georges river.
The bridge at North Appleton was swept
away and the heavy masses of ice striking
the piers of the bridge knocked out some of
the largest rocks and left one of the outside
stringers with no support at one end. This
has been strengthened and the bridge is
now safe, but cannot be permanently repaired before next July or August. Willard
Sherman expected to see his mill go down
stream, and had all of the machinery removed. The new dam built last season remained intact and probably saved the mill
Five bridges in Union
from destruction.
were swept
away.
Bessey’s blacksmith
shop with contents went down the stream
early Monday morning about the time the
bridge went. Hill’s Mills bridge is gone.
Young’s bridge and the South Union bridge
have disappeared, also Ripley’s bridge. The
old shop on the west side of the river
next to Bessey’s shop is in ruins. It contained several tons of hay besides a number of
agricultural implements and carriages. No
train was run over the G. V. R. R. for sev-

damage here. The uncommonly high
tide swept away a few cords of wood and
posts that were ready for shipment. Mr.

it

The Bath Enterprise reports a remarkable
condition of affairs at Merry meeting Bay.
The thousands of feet of logs that have
run down the
Androscoggin are, strangely
enough, running up the Kennebec. This
curious reversal of conditions is due to the
fact that the Androscoggin waters are higher
than the Kennebec and thus the tides of
that river are driven back to the north. As
yet not a stick of timber has passed Bath on
the way to the sea. It is held by the ice
jam at the Chopps. In the floating mass are
$80,000 dollars worth of Marshall’s pulp
wood, the property of the Yarmouth Paper
Co. Tugs at Bath may be able to save some
of the timber, but the salvage will be ruin-

ried away, but the loss will not exceed $100.
The bridge at Woodman’s Mills was washed
away and the water burst in the door of J.
P. Bennett’s cider mill and the cider barrels
were seen floating down the river.
Most of
them have been recovered.

Burnham. Burnham was very fortunate
during the late freshet. There was no material damage done by the freshet in this
town. The Sebasticook rises slowly and
falls slowly on account of the vast amount
of flat land that is inundated when the river overflows its banks.
The water has not
yet drained down to the banks of the river.
Northport.

the dam.

possible.

were car-

dirt in winter on top of the abutment, and there has been but one freshet in
40 years when the stringers got away.
It is
possible now that the ice took off the planking, for the water must have been 4 feet deep

little

on

Col. Damrell, U. S. Engineer, was in
Lewiston Friday to see if Uncle Sam could
help out the two cities by permitting the
use of one of his pontoon bridges for use
while the new bridges are being built. On
looking the ground over he decided that a
pontoon bridge would be impracticable.
The committee of the two city governments
therefore decided to build a temporary
trestle bridge on the site of the North
bridge, and will build iron or steel bridges
in place of both the old ones as rapidly as

South Montville. The rain of Feb. 29th
and March 1st did considerable damage iu
this section. G. F. Randall suffered the
most severe loss.
His board circular mill
was totally destroyed and carried away, including even the wheel. The shore is strewn
with the wreck. The loss is estimated as
nearly $1,000. He is contemplating building iu the spring. The damage in town is

comparatively light. Two bridges

nine feet of water

The Kennebec Journal published its edition of Tuesday morning under somewhat
threatening circumstances. The water was
two feet deep beneath the press and there
were prospects of a rise at
any moment.
Arrangements were made to seize the forms
and rush to auotlier office with them in
case this were found
necessary, but fortu-

a few stringers, and it will cost about
$75 to repair the Tibbett bridge. The top
has gone and also the top of Lord’s bridge.

dividual property in this tow n and none to
bridges or roads of any account. A small
bridge at Yorktown lost its planking, and
there was a slight washout at toe bridge
near the Lewis Mill, West Liberty.
The
municipal officers say that $50 will more
than cover all loss by the flood.

Knox.

were

lost
1

this March
freshet on
disastrous.
March 12.

the river.

bridge

There is to be a spirited contest as to
whether or not the Upper bridge will be rebuilt. The people living in the Upper bridge
settlement claim that the bridge is a necessity to accommodate not only those in the immediate neighborhood, but those who come
from the Board Landing and from up the
Swanville road. If this bridge is discontinued the travel will, of necessity, be over the
Robbinstown road, so-called, to the lower
bridge. About a quarter of a mile of this
road next the Upper bridge is low, and a

STATE.

THallowell Register.
Capt. Abram Rich of Farmingdale was
fortunate enough to have his ice tools all
housed Sunday, and he comes out with but
trifling damage. The Knickerbockers will
lose heavily at their different houses along

day.

prompt in attendance.

Tuesday.

THE

From a record kept since 1785,
freshet is the earliest spring
record, and is probably the most
In 1871, the ice left the river

His mail pouch was rather tiat,
however. Mr. B. F. Harding’s school was
in session and he made the trip each day to
East Troy, and the pupils were nearly all

each

OVER

About SI,000 damage was done by the
flood at Poland Springs, chiefly by water
beating into the big hotel.
But four lives were lost by flood in this
State. They were Charles P. Otis, at Sanford ; Geo. Wagg and two Frenchmen, names
unknown, at Brunswick.

Centre Montville. Last week’s storm,
repair damages. The ferry established at
the lower bridge is a great convenience to although very severe, did no damage of
dwellers on the east side. A shelter tent any amount in this section. The only loss
has been placed on this eud of the bridge to reported was a slight one to the bridge
be used as a waiting room. Capt. R. S. near the home of Mr. Sumner Poland.
Davis of Camden has brought his pile-driver Losses at Hal 1<1 ale and South Montville are
and scow here, and Howard F. Mason sac- j reported. Although we escaped serious iuceeded Wednesday in securing the neces- jury, many were inconvenienced by the
sary piling. The other timber needed can great amount of surface water flowing into
be obtained as wanted.
With favorable j their cellars. The mail carrier made his
weather the work of repairing the lower trips to Freedom and back each day, which
bridge will soou be in active progress. The was the case on but few routes.
winch at the eastern side of the draw fell,
Frankfort. The freshet and ice moved
but was hung up by the shafting, which was the blacksmith shop of T. E. Cuddy into
badly bent. The winch is not much dam- the road and flooded the house and stable of
aged. The piling and timbers supporting James Sprague After the freshet subsided
that side of the draw are but little damaged. the ice was live feet deep in the road above
Work was begun Friday on the Kaler and the lower bridge. A crew of fifty men was
Citypoint bridges, and the former was soon put on, and it took them all day to clear a
completed. The Citypoint bridge will be road, so that the mail stage could go through
finished as soon as possible.
to Stockton Springs. The lower bridge was
The “Red bridge” above Kaler’s on the damaged the most of any. Two of the
piers
Wescott stream was easily repaired, aud the will have to be rebuilt and new
stringers
damage to Poor’s Mills bridge was fixed and covering are needed. The upper

1
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servant.
For the first time in over 20 years the gubernatioual chair of Massachusetts is vacant,
During the illness of Gov. Greenlialge, according to the constitution Lieut-Gov. Roger
Wolcott was officially known as “acting
governor.” The constitution does not transmit the title of governor to the second officer
of the State in the event of the death of the
first officer. When the death of the Governor is officially announced the lieutenant
governor ceases to he acting governor, but

becomes

lieutenant

governor

and

com-

mander-in-chief.

Me

March 5. Gov. Cleaves
arrived in Augusta this morning and immesent
the
diately
following telegram to Mrs.
Augusta,

Greenlialge:

State of Maine, Executive Chamber. \
Augusta, Me March 5, 1896.
j
Mrs. Frederick T. Greenlialge, Lowell, Mass
The people of Maine deeply sympathize with you
in your great sorrow. Governor Greenlialge was
conspicuously loyal to every duty and faithfully
and nobly served the Commonwealth. Maine
mourns with Massachusetts.

City Elections in

Maine.

In Bangor the Republicans elected Hon.
F. O. Beal Mayor by a majority of 1,049, and
carried six of the seven wards. They have
G aldermen anti 18 counci linen. There was
a big majority in favor of the Winterport

railway.

In Biddeford the citizens party carried
of seven wards and elected Carlos
Heard Mayor over Mayor Hamilton, Republican.
The election in Brewer was a walk-over
for the Republicans, the Democrats making

four out

no nomination for mayor and only one ward
ticket.
Bisbee B. Merrill, Rep for mayor,
had 245; scattering, 7. The Republicans
carried all of the live wards.
In Augusta W. S. Choate, Republican,
was elected mayor with 807 votes.
W. S.

Thompson, Pro., received 56, scattering 1,
there being no Democratic nominee in the

Held.
The straight Republican ticket was elected in Brunswick. The selectmen are F. C.
Webb, E. A. Crawford and A. F. Bradley.
The Republicans elected the town ticket
entire at Alfred,
eraging 60.

The

Monday, by majorities

Industrial School

for

av-

Girls.

The report of the Maine Industrial School
for Girls gives an average attendance of 78
the past year—with 28 accessions.
The
whole number of different pupils since the
opening of the school in 1875, is 439. Of
them, 90 married before majority, 115 reach-

majority unmarried, 67 are now in homes,
returned to friends, 14 dismissed as
unsuitable, 22 have died, 4 have escaped

ed
48

were

school.
The present number in
attendance is 79. The superintendent, in
his report, calls attention to the special
need of an abundant water supply.
from

the

City Election.

The

Personal.

The spring election passed off very quietly.
There was but one ticket throughout the city
and only two independent candidates. Chas.
H. Waterman was a candidate for Common
Councilman in Ward 3, and received 62
votes to 64 for Edgar M. Cunningham, the
caucus nominee.
Waterman was voted for
by stickers and 11 votes were spoiled by

Miss Harriet Furbish is visiting friends in
Boston.
in

Post Office Inspector Snow spent Sunday
Belfast.
O. G. Critchett went to Boston yesterday
business.

on

Miss Mildred Nash is visiting friends in
using the stickers. In Lawrence, Mass.
Ward 5 Pembroke S. Staples was elected
Hon. Crosby Fowler of Unity was in BelConstable by stickers, over Syreno P. Gilfast last Tuesday.
more, the caucus nominee, by a vote of 28
Sheriff Norton went to Waterville last
to 23. In Ward 2 Charles W. Follett, the
nominee for Constable, refused to accept, Friday on business.
in

errors

and the

marking

John Dolloff

of

name

or

was

written

ballots, which secured his election.
The other candidates ran very evenly. Following is the vote:
into 12

FOR MAYOR.

Wards.

Edgar F. Hansou..

1
00

..

2

3

4

57 130 40

5 Total
47—324

Mayhew.
5— Dexter T. Guptill.
F.

Frank B. Strout.

39
47
50

FOR SCHOOL COMMITTEE.

Ward 1—James H. How es.50
2— Norman Wardw'ell. 58
3— John F. Tilton.143
4— Loretto Hay ford.40
5— George J. Grotton.47

FOR W ARDENS.

Ward 1—Edwin P. Giles. 50
2— Sylvanus T. Edgecomb. 58
3— John T. Frost.137
4— Ephraim WT. Wiley. 40
5— Albert T. Stevens. 50
FOR WARD CLERKS.

Ward 1—Austin W. Keating. 50
2— Nathaniel J. Pottle. 58
3— John A. Logan. 137
4— Ralph H. Mosher. 40
5— Edwrard F. Carrow. 50
Board

of

Trade.

Miss Lucy A. E. Palmer went
Monday, March 9th, for a visit.
Fred

The Belfast Board of Trade held

an

A

Trade

Portland

W. Pote returned Monday from
Boston and Portland.

Joseph Williamson, Jr. of Augusta
Wednesday on business.

a

was in

town

Dr.

F. E. Follett of Rockland spent Sunin this city.

day with his parents

Fred Stevens has been at home from Bartfor a short vacation.

lett, N. H.,

Dr. G. C. Kilgore left by noon train yesfor Boston, on business.

terday

Miss Nellie P. Colley went to Rockland
to visit Miss Clara Mayo.

Monday

A father’s pension has beeu granted to
Charles Bradstreet of Libertyville.

J. W. Knowlton spent Sunday with his
F. A. Knowlton of Fairfield.

son, Dr.

An original widow’s pension has been
granted to Abbie L. Soper of Brooks vi lie.
M. C. Dil worth arrived home Saturday
from Houlton, where he has beeu employed.

Superintendent O. C. Evans went home to
South Portland last Friday to spend his vacation.
Mrs. E. M. Hall and Miss Ella Whitmore
spent a few days the past week with friends
in Jackson.

Miss Isabel Towle arrived home last week
Farmington Normal School for a short
vacation.
from

Mrs. I. V. Miller went to Waterville last
for a visit to her daughter, Mrs. Erva
1). Hubbard.

ad-

Mrs. J. P. Nutting of Washington, IV (’.
visiting her father, Mr. Newell Mansfield,
circular from the State Board of who is quite ill.
in relation to the coming meeting of
Mrs. C. H. Maxfield and daughter Mamie

that Board

Capt.

was

read.

is

North Belgrade last Saturday for
weeks.

went to

Kilgore, of the comhotel, reported progress, anti were
granted two weeks further time They remittee

to

Friday

journed meeting at the Police Court Room
Tuesday evening. President Sibley presided.

Josie Willis went to Boston Monday
take lessons on the banjo.

to

FOR CONSTABLES.

Ward 1—Charles T. Richards. 50
2— John Dolloff. 12
Thomas Haugh. 1
3— Llewellyn H. Jipson.134
4— Charles H. Thurston.40
5— Syreno P. Gilmore. 23
Pembroke S. Staples. 28

Belfast

from Boston

Eugene Black came home from Augusta
Saturday for a short visit.

visit to

COUNCIL MEN.

Ward|l—Jesse E. Wilson. 50
Percy B. Redman. 50
2— Charles B. Farrar.
58
Edwin A. Jones. 57
3— Edgar M. Cunningham. C>4
William W. Cates.139
Charles H. Waterman.G2
4— Richard W. Woodbury. 40

The

home

Miss

Vote
Ward 1—Francis H. Welch. 50
2— Frank H. Mayo. 58
3— Gustavus C. Kilgore.132
4— Robert F. Russ. 40
5— Thomas L. Shiite. 49

George

in Belfast.

Henry Walker came
Saturday for a vacation.

ALDERMEN.

FOR

FOR

Mrs. Eliza A. Saunders of Deer Isle is visit-

ing relatives

Baker ami Dr.

a

visit of lliree

on

Luville

J.

Pottle

lias

returned

home

from Bangor, having finished
course in
port a few thousand dollars raised in Belfast,
with promises from outside parties, ami ask- the Commercial College.
('apt. Marcellas Veazte of Islesboro has
ed for more time. J. F. Wilson said the comgone to New York to take command of his
mittee have done nothing towards buildsch. Mary A. II ill.
ing on the Ford lot, as they wish to re- vessel,
build the Crosby Inn, if possible. If that
Mrs. L. A. Knowlton and her granddaugh
fails
the
other
will
be
undertaken. ter, Miss Margaret Ka/.e-tiue, went to Bo
Mr.
Wilson moved that the members ton Monday to visit relatives.
of the h tel committee, who are not on
j Miss Lizzie K. Bobbins left by train Siturto solicit subscriptions, 1
the sub-cominitte
day morning for a visit of three weeks to
be a sub-committee to get the sense of the
friends in Lawrence ami vV alt hum.
voters in relation to taxing the hotel properCharles P. Hatch, National Bank Examity on its valuation before the improvements ner, was in town Tuesday mi business with
are put on, and on abating the past taxes
the Belfast National and People's National
now due.
Capt. Baker objected, as he Ban ks.
thought the time for that move had not arMiss Margaret Ha-dy of Boston, who has
rived. When the stock is subscribed for he
been visiting Mrs. Kate Leary of E st Belwould undertake that canvass. After a
fast for the past two months, return- i home
spirited discussion the motion was voted Monda\.
down.
Calvin Austin, general superintendent ot
Mayor Hanson, of the committee on industhe Boston & Bangor Steamship company,
tries, reported that the Keating Wheel Co.
was in the city Tuesday, coming up from
has decided to locate nearer New York city.
He described the match
substantial- Rockland in steamer Catherine.
ids

project

ly as reported elsewhere in this paper, and
the committee was instructed to invite the
projectors to visit Belfast and present the
matter.

Adjourned to Tuesday evening, March
24th, at 7.30 o’clock.
Bicycle
Bicycles

Show

are

in

Minneapolis.

all the rage in Minneapolis

and W. K. Morison, an enterprising
hardware dealer of that city, interested the
leading exhibitors at the Chicago and New
York shows to join with him in giving a
most complete and novel exhibition at the
Lyceum Theatre March 3d, 4th, 5th and Oth.
The exhibitors were the Stearns Manufacturing Company, Stearns bicycles ; Plymouth
now,

few days ago Capt. Ames of Criemissed but five days, Sunday
excepted, since Dec. 1, at bis task of choirping in the woods. He is 84 years old

Up

to

haven

a

had

Capts George Stevens and

Maurice

Tapley

Brooksville were in town Saturday, on
their way to New York to take < ommand
of their tow boats in the coal barge business,
of

Capts. 0. A. Wade and W. S. Wentworth,
with Everett Payson and Elmer Hartshorn,
started Saturday morning for H irtford, Ct..
to resume their duties on the coal barges.
The barge business starts this year about a
month earlier than usual.
Forrest

Goodwin, Esq. of Skowhegan

was

Belfast Saturday on legal business. In
his college days he was a member of the
Belfast ball team. He has since served ill
the Legislature, been postmaster at Skowhegan, and is a successful law yer
in

Cycle Manufacturing Company, Smalley bicycles; Stover Manufacturing Company,
Phoenix bicycles; Tourist Cycle Company,
Tourist bicycles; New Departure Bell ComMrs. J. G Paul arrived home Wednesday
pany, bicycle bells; Morgan & Wright, bievening, March 4th, from Boston. She arPalmer
Tire
Manufacturing rived in Portland
cycle tires;
Monday and was obliged
Company, bicycle tires; Globe Whistle Com- to remain there on account of the freshet
pany, bicycle whistles. There were all kinds
until Wednesday morning. She was all day
of novelties and up-to-date wheels, and exon the road from Portland to Belfast.
cellent music afternoon and evening. The
Mrs. Viola M. Ames and daughter Ida
Minneapolis Tribune says that “Mr. Morison
leave Saturday for Mapletou, North
will
nor
neither
t«>
make
pains
expense
spared
six
this show a success in every sense of the Dakota, where they expect to remain
word.” A later issue of the same paper says :
Without doubt the greatest feat of businerve
which has characterized the
ness

opening

of the bicycle season in
was the proposition to

Minneapolis

take, singlehanded, the Lyceum Theatre for three
nights for the wheels for sale by W. K.
Morison & Co., the Bridge Square hardware
merchants. In business, like in war, it is
audacity that wins. This is perhaps the
reason for the undoubted success which has
characterized the Morison bicycle show.
The expense which attends it is great, hut
it is not so great as the fame which the
dealer ami his wheel secure by reason of the
this year

undertaking.

Transfers

in

Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo county Registry of Deeds
for the week ending March 11, ISiMJ: Mary
C. Moulton, Lewiston, Mon., to Benj. W.
Knowlton, Montville; laud in Montville.
Ansel H. Smith, Stockton Springs, to Emery
A. Calderwood, Prospect; land and buildHenry S. Lauings in Stockton Springs.
pher et als., Brooklyn, N. Y., to Ella 0.
Sprague, Tremont, Me.; land and buildings
N. B. Turner, St. Alin Stockton Springs.
bans, to Mary C. Turner, do.; land and
buildings in Northport. Grace N. Water-

house, by guar., Searsport, to Andrew' J.
Biatlier, do.; land and buildings in Searsport.
Leonard Packard of Rockville has been in
on his way home from Eden, w'here he
has taught two terms of school. He has been
engaged to teach the next term at the Uuion
high school. Mr. Packard is a graduate of
the Gastine Normal school. [Rockland Star.
town

months or more. Mrs. Abide Bennett has
taken Mrs. Ames’ boarding house, opposite
The Journal office, to conduct during the
owner’s absence.
in

the

Congregational vestry at Calais, Me
Tuesday evening under the auspbes of

last

Charlotte T. Sihlev lectured

Miss

C. E.

Y. 1*. S.

She has nine

••tin-

the

engage

Maine, including Bangor,
and Eastport, which will 1. tilled

uieuts in Eastern
Brewer

before her return.
The

Rockland Tribune says of ('omnium

Carver’s appointment of Samuel I.. Miller <>!
Waldoboro as Assistant Adjutant, General:
“Mr. Miller is a past commander of the
Maine department, editor of the Lincoln
County News, and one of the most popular
comrades in the State. His appointment
will give the best of satisfaction and Commander Carver’s reign cannot he other than
a success with such au able coadjutor.”

pained

are many in the city who
to learn that W. B. Eaton of

Eaton

has

There

will lie

Revere,
Mass., has wholly lost the use of his eyesight. For many years Mr. Eaton has been
employed on the Boston & Bangor steamboat line, occupying positions on the Lewiston, Cambridge and old Kutahdm. In this
capacity he made many friends with the
travelling public, who sincerely sympathize
with him in his terrible affliction. Mr.
a

family dependent upon him,

and has been obliged in spite of his infirmity
to do something toward its support, and has
entered into the stock brokerage business.

[Rockland Star.

In conclusion let me ask, What have
you done, or what are you intending to
do for your own, and specially your own
WILL BE HELD IN
household? Some of you have done noble
CITY MALL, PORTLAND,
things for those dependent upon your
care.
You have toiled early and late to
provide them food, clothing, school privAt Eleven o’clock A. .VL,
and
ileges
home, but what have you done
or what are you intending to do for the
■! siieeting >i\ candidates for
t.•
Ii•
i
(
J’i.-i.lei t .uni Yin- Presidem of the
Hcrini'v
; development of their soul life? What is
I
States, ami lour delegates at large and
it your purpose that they should grow
etes to at tend the V.; i -nal Hcpuldican
.»r a:
into? What, do you wish them to become?
t o|.\ (•!
t»> he held .it St l.oilis, Missouri, on
i
.• lb. 1 s‘,n;. and
Tiirv
ransact ing any other
llow terribly solemn is the truth emphaat may pn.pirly ■■-•me lichee i>.
It will positively cure the many common ailments which
lm>ine."
will occur to the Inmates of every
sized in the words of the text, “If any
ol rcpre*entaii'>i. will he as follow*:
The I a
family as long as life has woes. It soothes every ache, every lameness, every pain, every
a
h < ity. Town and Plant at ion will he ent it led to
sareness everywhere
It prevents and cures asthma,
provide not for his own and specially his
bronchitis, colds, coughs, croup, catarrh,
aril -evenly -live votes ca.-t
one in a
'J'le, aliii for
own household, lie hath denied the faith
diphtheria, gout, hacking, hoarseness, headache, hooping
cough, influenza and neuralgia.
for the iJ• |*u lienn **andidat( lor Governor tn
| and is worse than an unbeliever.” If it
181*4. i" olditioual delegate. ami for a fraction
is a sin to neglect provision for the body’s
ol in: .v votes in « xeess ot >* v1-i>ty live votes, an
additi*-nal delegate.
needs, to prove indifferent to the welfare
\YA-tiinoto.n
Wiiispkkixcs.
Wednes
Vacancies i’i the delegate n .*1 any City. Tovu
of the intellectual and social powers, to
or Plant:.t .>ii can onlv be
tilled by a resident, of
make no provision for the home life, can
day evening, Feb. 2<>tli, the society of the
Originated in 1810, by the late Dr. A. Johnson, Family Physician.
the i'on!.iv in which the vacancy exists.
The State committee will he in session in the Sons and
it be a sin of lesser magnitude or attendDaughters of Maine held a large
For more than forty years I have used JohnCROUP. My children are subject to croup.
re. e|*ti> i:
m of tin- hall at nine o’clock, on the
ed with less serious consequences to negson's Anodyne Liniment in my
family. I re- All that is necessary is to give them a dose,
morning of the convention, for the purpose of and very successful reception at Masonic
lect provision for the soul’s needs and
gard it one of the best and safest family med- bathe the chest and throat with your Liniment,
receiving he credential* of delegates. De .‘gates hall in
About
seven hunused internal and external in all cases. tuck them in bed. and the
icines;
Washington.
allow our children to drift helpless as a
in order to be eligible t*. participate in the concroup disappear s as
O. H. Ingalls, Dea. 2d Bapt. Ch., Bangor, Me. I if by magic. 1$. a.
vention, must be elected subsequent to the date dred invitations wen
Perrenot, Rockport, Tex.
issued ; hut this inwreck in the presence of a storm? Let
of the
all for this convention: and delegates,
Our Book “Treatment for Diseases and Care of Sick
us all take hold of this solemn truth, that
under this call, should not be elected to the State cluded a much larger number of persons. !
Room/' Mailed Free.
all
Sold
X.
S.
&
22
by
Druggists.
JOHNSON
CO.,
Custom
convention to be hereafter called for the purpose
House Street, Boston, Mass.
we shall not have done our
duty until we
Masonic hall, which is one of the largest
of nominating a candidate for Governor.
have done our best, our very best, in proAll electors of Maine, without regard to past in the
and the smaller hall adjoining,
for His Own.
cold world unbefriended and alone.
God viding for
Providing
city,
and
own,
specially our own
political differences, who are in sympathy with
pity such persons
tile sentiments expressed in the call of the Rehousehold.
were used for the exercises and the collaA
SERMON BY REV.
W. H. WILLIAMS I
But material things are not the only
publican National Commi tee 'or the Republican tion.
Addresses were made by various
1
National Convention, are cordially invited to
DELIVERED AT SILOAM SPRINGS, AHtilings we need to provide for our “own.” Reminiscences of the Yankee Blade.
members of the Maine
unite with the Republicans of the State ill elect- representative
!
KANSAS, FEB. 10, 1896.
Human beings hive intellects as well as
ing delegates to this Convention.
colony, including Senator Frye and Chief
No doubt there are several old fellows and
“Rut
if
not
for
his
Per order Republican State Committee.
any provide
own,and physical organizations, minds as well as
Justice Fuller.
Hon. Sidney Perliam is
.JOSEPH H. MANLEY. Chairman.
his own household he hath denied
b 'dies, brains as well as stomachs.
The girls who share with the writer of this pleasespecially
President of the society and E. H. Kelley
BY BON f o\ D. Secretary.
ant
memories of the Yankee Blade, which
the faith, and is worse than au unbeliever.” mind needs
of Belfast represents Waldo County on 1 Tim. 5 8.
training, the intellect requires started in VVaterville nearly three-score
Augusta, Maine, .Ian. 28. 181MJ.
and
for
cultivation
the
calls
brain
j
culture,
executive board.
I think it was typographically
years ago.
Among those present
These are most emphatic and expressive ! care.
School privilges must be provided the neatest and editorially the brightest
at the reception was Carter B. Keene of
Presidential Electors Must all be Choswords, words which impress an important tor those growing up into life. Books weekly journal in Maine. From VVaterville
Freedom.In the House Feb. 27th Mr.
truth and emphasize an impressive duty.
and other appliances must be provided for it went to Gardiner and from there to Bosen in State Convention.
Hitt, from the committee on foreign The
enjoined is to provide for the development of the intellectual facul- ton and finally to Brooks, Me., where, I
affairs, reported a series of concurrent our obligation
to
care
for
the
interests
of
)
own,
those ins.
HkAIx.M mjtkks
The public schools of this country think, it still lives under the supervision of
resolutions as a substitute for the prothe poet Foss, who succeeded ti e late Justin
Iv !•! I! 1< A N S I A I ( oMMITTl K,
who are dependent upon our care.
This are doing great things for the population
\
An
1:«i•. *JS, 1 SIMP
Jones. The first editor, William Mathews,
A. M
positions and petitions referred to the ! is a
j
duty which taught by nature,is inten- growing up among us, and in many eases is still living at a great
lit 1 ub’i. ;m s
1 Maine: l’rior to 1 St>2 committee on the subject of the Cuban
age.
sified
and
the
revelation,
for
t.iie
by
n
trainprofessedly they supply all the quisites
Wi.liam Mathews was a brother of the
(kilois ,il lat ye
rrosj .oil d i I' ti revolution.
They state in the opinion of ; Christian man who
or overlooks
’liin
Stales Senators, were roini!••• iv,
of
a
fact
is
neglects
ing
the
not
univerman
but
murdered
a state of war exists in Cuba, i
child,
by Dr. Coolidge fifty years
\< ntien
an! tin inuainin^ Congress,
it, denies the faith.” and is, the writer s illy true. It is not true among us here. ago, perhaps. It was a ease celebre and
the numbers <>1 tlie the parties to which are entitled to re!
in -i < nibt:
-.
evoked that gruesome ballad containing the
“worse
than
an unbeliever.”
Let
I
know
avers,
of
from
what
'nit* •: States H
experience something
l’eprc>entatives. were cognition as belligerents, and between
us
read the words a second time so it means to send your children to school pointed inquiry :
ii-min.*:* ii i\ M e several * onorcssional district
which the Cnited Slates should maintain
<> Y. P. Coolidge, how could
convent iclis.
as to get the import of them more
you
after year.
It has nearly drained my
deeply
year
an
attitude
of
decision
to
Such a terrible deed of murder do!
neutrality.A
Tip passage >f the Australian Ha lot law en11• !>
l ialer the law.
tin effect that the numerous bond and impressed upon our hearts and memories. pocket dry, or rather kept it nearly empty.
anyrii the ]»'•■■• *-*i: re.
In point of fact he did it with prussic acid.
if
“But
not
his
for
own and
But tlie sadest reflection that comes to me
al!
.'.i.venti.-ns ,nv port iof our election s\s- investment schemes conducted
any provide
He was convicted of murder and died in the
throughre.
et
in
at
Miis h.« Hot
pi ires that candidates
specially his own household, he hath de- in connection with it is not the money State prison, fH Z. in VVaterville Mail.
out tin* country are lotteries and not envoU <i f. >i hy tli. voters throughout the whole
nied
the
faith,
and
is
worse
than.an
unbewhich has been spent, but the fact that 1
St a-. must he placed ,n nomination by a eonventitled to the privilege# of the mails has
We hesitate about contradicting a writer
liever.”
•.
n iepiI'M'iii iny. n.o a"-- a eoiisi ituenev than the
have not done more.
Some people conbeen submitted to the postmaster-general
State. Hence, all the candidates of a party
w 1
The author of the words was Paul, and ceive of it as a waste of money to do your so well informed as the Mail contributor,
by the attorney-general.In answer to
l’lf'ii eutial e'eetors ua.st he nominated in
but the present editor of the Blade is Mr. E.
< invention, and 1 l a
c
therefore included
the inquiries of numerous produce deal- it is of professedly Christian people that best to highly educate a child so as to tit
J six eh. etors.
he writes, individuals who had taken up- her or him for usefulness in life, if just as B. Lord, and we had supposed that the.
n the .-a
ers and commercial
it is stated
poet,
bodies,
'■
.i.H. M A N LEV. C hairman.
that, the “filled cheese’' bill is an entirely on themselves the obligation of Christian he or she is about to reap the rewards of •Sam Walter Foss, wait only a contributor.
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been a member of the church, though for boys were reared the religious life was have recovered health and strength through
unlays from 10 a. m. to 12 ai., and 2 to 4 i*. m., Premiums in course of collection. $282,337.47.
ment and was given at the Brunswick.
It
or Hancock Building;, Devonshire St., Boston.
this remarkable remedy.
It purifies the until
Liabilities I’npaiil losses, reinsurance reset
years she had renounced allegiance to the cultivated with assiduous attention. It
January 1, 1896. All persons who wish to
blood, stirs the liver and kidneys to a healthy avail themselves of the discount of two per cent- commissions, etc., $11*),306.50; surplus bevon
church. Though she could not expend was in the very air which they breathed.
action.
In cases of rheumatism, kidney, on their taxes must pay by January 1. 1896.
3w8
capital, $63,030,5)7.
father
that
of
his
“without liver
her income, yet under very trying circum- Carlyle says
and urinary troubles, it is a well-known
H. F. MASON, Collector
Max Dan/amek, Pres. Ma.t. A. White, sec\
for Pitcher’s Castoria.
stances she sent her sister forth into the religion he would have been nothing.”
Belfast, Sept. 1,1895.—29tf
specific.
•James Pattbe, Agent, Belfast.

A Replica!! Slate taenia

Thimday, April 16, 1896,

*.

was very informal and patriotic.
In the
absence of Dana Estes. Vice President
Cummings did the honors. The guests
were families of
About 100
members.
people were present. The post prandial
exercises were innocent of oratory. Some
down east artists read and sang the efforts
of down east authors, which was the
best possible sort of entertainment for a
down east audieiikv.Department Commander K. D. ( arver of Dockland has
appointed V L. Miller of diaries Keizer
Post, Wald' b.uo, Assistant
Adjutant
(burial, and Win. II. Smith of Edwin
J ibb\ post, Ib ckland, Assistant Quartermastei Oeneial.
Other appointments will
he made later.
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its perpendicular sides we sat
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Hale’s Honey of Ilorehound ..ml 1
isn’t claimed to cure consumption, but it
prevent it. A positive cure for
a cough.
Sold by druggists.
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absorbed.
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and Smell.
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WILL CURE

A

COLD1" HEAD

particle is applied into each nostril and is
agreeable. J'rice 50 cents at Druggists or l>\ mail
ELY ItltoTHERS, all Warren St., New York

“A New Broom

Sweeps Clean”
IS A N OLD

ADAGE,

HUT THE

New M of a Nfi Fin
IS CLEAN FROM THE START.

take pleasure in announciiur to our friends in
Belfast and vicinity that we have formed a eo1 artnership under tin* tirm name of

W«-

A. K. Pierce & Smalley, Staples* Cottrell,

and that a new store at the corner of (’hutch and
Franklin streets, (Fierce huiliiimr, opposite the
l'ost Office) has been fitted up expressly for i.ur
purpose. We are prepared to show you the best
line of

Stoves, Tin Ware,
and all jroods usually earned in a first-class
stove store, ever shown in
Belfast. In ad
dition. we deal in

OI K SPKIMi SIM I S 'll AN A
Ol
STOCK
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STM.ISM
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12 Main Street, Belfast.
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Plumbing.
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and reliable insurance <ompan\

old

rates.
Prompt and e«piital
justment of losses.
current
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BA1H ROOn
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We have a corps
of first-class and
competent workmen, who are capable of doing any
kind of a job iii
our line.
We cordially nsk you to
visit our store and
examine our stock
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Insurance Co.
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Insurance

Granite State Firk Insckam k
Philadelphia, Capitol Firk Insurance
Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn
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Marine,

CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE
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4
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except
chestnut trees, where canaries in green 1
cts. and
bottle.
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Bueksport Seminary Ketni’.on.
row and in the worst places a low parapet
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the African coast."
and gold make the welkin ring with their
But ii is a
! makes it passable for horses.
on with a glowing account
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annual reunion and banquet of lire
hurst.-, oi melody.
1'hen the saw-tooth
<
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.
| great deal higher, and in one place springs
and beam h-s. ending with nil's begin,
Seminan Association will be
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<
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that i: is generally heheld at the Barker 11 use, Boston,
n
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V-aiing the | up
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tli«* barbarians, that
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March _iHh.
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toj. of the hugest and steepest incline,
Catarrh
Cure
Co.
California
<
1
parapet, into the ocean surging below!
in lields and the seats
from o to 7, enlivened b\ music, will be
they reversed ends of the hamnn ok. as if From Santa Anna to
Boston, Mass,
of
iolb 'wed by tin banquet.
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by
way
which IP oner has describ*
ny a*. ident, so that we could see nothing
C.
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Ail
Ai ter-dinnei
Druggists
; the Lamoeeii
speeches are expected
pass, is another never-Loas of verse."
lie also of the trail ahead. Then,
from the following: Principal
suddenly swing- I
A.
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he-forgotteii experience. Having wound
11oriiis. flying from before ing ai 'itnd.
Ph
D. ; Mr. Edwin (dun oi Linn
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they eiied “Mira, Seuhoras! i
up the steep sides of Mount Courtado, at
A < o. :
Hon.
la’s h gions. met at <» ides
Thomas
II. Sherman, ex(Look 1.a<!ies,) and the surprise was com- the summit of the
razor-like bridge von News Which is Good News to Women. Consul to Liverpool, and for 20
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mariners who had lately plete.
We were on the very brink of an
to
Janies
(1.
come without warning to a cut, A000 feet
Blaine;
It is a fact that our women who sutler private secretary
tin ‘'Fortunate Islands,”
lion.
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appalling canon, the Curral, whose sides |
E.
Knowlton
of
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from
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!y
Ellsworth, Me.,
complaints
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of
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ture in the bottom of a teacup.
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There are the same steep precipices, the more
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The London Saturday Review devotes
degree, fell in love of light and shade is superior, presenting all things earthly must have an end, and ! ing such cases, as to just, what to do to get
A felt, the
| cured. All this will cost you nothing and almost two pages in its issue dated Februdaughter of a contrasts of terrific strength as cliffs pro- to- day we are off for Teneriffe.
i you can thus have consultation with the ary 8th to a critique of Mr. Hardy’s Jude
Fannie B. Ward.
-aperior rank, who returned ject into
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appreciative:
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ful specialist in the world without, leaving
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for Pitcher’s
Annual aales
oais and

and

Travelers Life

July 1, 1895, this grand total was 970,524.
The total loss to the roll from July
1. 1895, to July 1. 1890, is placed at *21,112.
During the six months covered by
the inquiry pension certificates were issued as follows:
Glider the general law, 3,550; act of
1890, 13,314; under sundry acts, 018; total
originals, 17,4>2. lU -issues amounted to
20*.443, total of all classes, 43,925.
Dining the six months' period 3,417
cases were dropped for distinctive causes.

a

the

DESIRABLE

($13,000,000)

Millions

National

Roils.

of June 27, 1890,

102,822

Grand total,

or

waterfall, having a plunge
of a thousand feet or more, disputes the
right of way, and the road is tunnelled

Thirteen

Springfield Fire

ows.

the surf that thunders far below.

Occasionally

Over

War of 1812, 3,583, of which 3,507 are
widows and 10 survivors.
War with Mexico, 20,105, of which 12,241 are survivors and 7,924 widows.
Indian wars of 1832 to 1842, 0,979, of
which 2,807 are survivors and 4,112 wid-

were

of reeds

etc.
the act

Under
which

children,

opposite sides of it, while

lying in the frail network
rope, is actually suspended

over

of

that one’s hammock-

one,

ATWOOD,

Winterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

dropped

children,

creepy

tlie

FRED

from the rolls between
July 1, 1895, and Jan. 1, 1890, and the
number on the rolls at those dates, etc.
There were Jan. 1,1890, pensioners on
the rolls as follows: General law,
454,870, of which 100,714 are widows, mothers,

<

druggists.

FOK SALK BY A. A. IIOWKS A to.

In response to a resolution the Secretary of the Interior has sent to the Senate
information showing the number of pen-

and is unprothe seaward
one a

centre of the back, forming
rolling gores. The favorite
is the finest quality of French
which gives graceful curves with-

hair cloth
out adding weight.
“La Mode de Paris” and “Paris Album of
Fashions” cost $.‘>.50 per year’s subscription,
or o>t cents a
l'he "French Dressmakcopy,
er” is s;; ()(i per annum or oO cents a copy;
and “La Mode” $1.50 a year or 15 cents a
If you are unable to procure any of
copy.
these journals from your newsdealer do not
take any substitute, but apply
by mail to
Messrs. A. Mi Dowell & Co., 4 West 14th

sioners

at all

Is the only positive Cure known to the Medical Profession for
the Cure of Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago, Sciatica,
Neuralgia, Ovarian Neuralgia. Dismenorrhoea. Psoriasis, Scrofula. Liver
and Kidney Diseases,
A positive Cure effected in from 6 to 18 days,

or six

Pension

$r

GR9FF5 RW‘

interlining

The

and in

we

500. and

Association

When You

ver-

at

disease.

in the

; four, five

j1

organs and gives the system the
force needed to throw off the

Street, New York.

third,

a

road,

back. It

come

bearers stand

valley,

district

Funchal

rocks

distressing

way

new

tected hv any parapet on
side.
We blessed our stars that

on a

F.siivito,

aeeu-

out of solid

those

average elevation of 150 feet above the
sea, with a precipice towering above it. is

dismounted

about the

Now the

by pickax

hewed

was

tical faces of the cliff's, affords
hardly more desirable

the Portuguese dominions left roofless and desolate.

j

the mountains.

which

swarm

are

was no

important
Seixal, except by boats in
or by perilous
goat-paths

called

old fort, half

muzzles of

there

all

■-

sometimes present-

recently

calm weather

out

was

Until

valley,

spur projecting from the mountain side are the gray ruins of a nunnery
which the abolition of convents through-

the

know

be

and

Mind Africa and returning
Hen ales visited this i>as

in

stay

from San Vincente to the next

of children, who appear
caretakers of the place.
Several

(piintas

band of them,
ui>ah v-echo, sailed from

w

beach.

the

over

guns at distant vessels, the only garrison
being a lean Senhor and his portly wife,

tny

before (’hrist

erected

the beach: and

cobwebbed

v\ith then

years

by ravines,

scarcely more than
some places hardly
by overhanging plane trees, points

boats lie

i lereut history.

io

and

tivate the sides of the

probably the Western world

■

chapel

w as

lirst marked the spot is still
The grassy valley, and the vil-

farming

the

ii

and there

hut

he great
llad his course of true love

that

experienced

At one time the
ory of Hubert Machin.
rivalled Funchal, but is now a hum-

hidden

■mors:

traveler

assumes quite another character.
The whole north coast of Madeira is a
series of perpendicular cliffs, divided here

barefooted, poverty-stricken peasants cul-

disappointment
navigator to a sea-

w ere

to

powder

u>i>ted that

N «ah.

an

The longer time

permits the

road

had found.

they

seen

thunderous monotone.

lage that gradually grew around the
church, are both called Macliico, iu mem-

ble

rations of tourists, until a
when it was torn down.

next to

on

town

whose balconies overlooked
garden, and has been point..

named .Juan

which

shown.

said, still live

came on

captured

is

When he
incente, tne better tor him.
must tear himself away, lie proceeds to
the shore through a narrow
passage in
the lava cliffs, and for a mile or two
keeps on a level with the sea. Then the

ransomed and sailed for

was

thereby dispelling’

ordinary specifics fail. It
restores strength to the weakened

bishop

symptoms, and in-timting comfort instead
It has been well said,
of pr< .ionged mi. a ry.
that "a dm.ase known is half cured.”
J;:. :Y rcvv b'avorite Prescription is a
sci,
c medicine,
carefully compounded
by an experiem e l and skillful physician,
and adapted to woman’s delicate organization.
it cu>!o all derangements, irreguJ.'.ritii s and weaknesses of the womanly
it is purely vegetable in its comorgans,
p' •-it i* i*i acd wifi-ci !y harmless in its efFor
di/ion of the system.
fect:
any
morning sk kness. or nausea, due to pr-gkindred
nan y
weak sunnach. and
symptoms’ its use. will prove very beneficial. It
a iso makes childbirth easy by preparing
t
system for parturition, thus assisting
labor.” The period
Nature and shortening
also greatly shortened,
of confinement
the mother sUciigihentd and built up. and
an abundant seer, tion of nourishment for
t::c child promoted.
Sold by all dealers.

gate-

\

Xareo sailed in quest of the island
found it in the year 1410,
It was

cross

The house where Columhe

n

the coast of Morocco

Spaniard

a

tumbling on the beach with the ceasless
surf of the trade winds and chanting a

took the

grave of Kobert and Anna, which exists
t-> this day, and in it a piece of the cedar

place person,
wine-selling Madeirian,
is

pilot.

Portugal.

her

sen common

»aidants, it

a

was

side, through
mountain, the ocean

a

when

which are usually finished with a turn over
cuff. These shirt waists are especially satisfactory because'tif their adjustable collars.
Other fancy waists are made up in cotton
crepons which appear in large plaids of brilliant colors and in rotted Swiss muslin, the
latter being very charming in design this
season.
They are much embroidered and
ornamented with Dresden effects.
These
waists are more or less adorned with taffeta
ribbons which are announced by importers
to be the principal feature of the summer
toilette.
These new ribbons are seen in
• bine effects with
large designs of flowers in
bright colors. The French ombre taffeta
ribbons change in color from blue to green,
red to blue, rose to cream, and other new
combinations which make their first appearance. The Louis XVI flower
striped ribbons
are again in vogue with more beautiful coloring than heretofore seen. The most fashionable sleeve has a medium fullness which
begins below the shoulder. A small puff
with a shirred under sleeve is one of the favorite modes. The spring skirts have less
fullness than formerly. One sees the circular front with fewer ripples and the fullness

tions.’ A proper medicine, like Dr. Pierce's
Pavorite Prescription, directed to the cause
would have entirely removed the disease,

a narrow shell' at the
base of the
then entirely uninhabited, and was taken ing
but nowhere anything like a sandy
possession of b\ Xareo in the name of rocks,

and gone sailing to new
her lover.
But she seemed
a

them,

'lien:

and

and indignato iiave made the

glit have stolen out of

on

Taking Morales along and

:i> and die, after the fasli-rn «>f those days: oi- at
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crew

the fourth
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way in the

slaves to the Moors. Eventual-

Mae hi in and the islands

scorn

ought
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and

the way by
the Portuguese navigator, Joao (ionzalez
/ ireo, who learned from him the story of

h«> returned

lad, and the young
well-to-do merchant.

driven

as

Spain; but he

But the future discoverer
i'xU

woe

de M.oah-s,

t

iful maiden.

Then the

memon

and soM

innumerable

but

The
same

dle\ and endeavored to reach home; but

goes much
side of the

on our

galley

buried him in the

praying that the next Christians who visit ?d that, spot would erect a church to

nit-:

of The Journal.

e

history

'>se

t«>

of the

giave and set up over it a tall cedar cross,
with a rudely carved inscription upon it,

*>k
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Five

afterwards Hubert also died.

view

roil Min

I.'IVKI!\
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N.'VVN
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I; I.

days

roi;>

beauty beggars description, rises a
natural terrace, on the edge of which is a
quaint inn. Closely grouped mountains
enclose the idyllic spot on three sides
by
a tremendous forest clad wall.
Numerous streams dance down to the
valley

Will Cure

Emulsion'"^

for street costume in warm
weather. The newest importations for shirt
waists are shown in these delicate tissues.
The shirt waist of this season is easily recognized by immense drooping
sleeves

Many times women call on their family
physicians, suffering, as they imagine, one
from dyspepsia, another from nervous disease, another from liver or kidney disease,
another with pain here and there, and in
this way they all present alike to themselves and their easy-going, indifferent, or
over-busy doctors, separate and distinct dis-t
cases, for which they prescribe their pills
and potions, assuming them to be such,
when, in reality, they are all only symptoms
The physicaused by some womb disease
cian ignorant of the cause of suffering, encou:ages his practice until large bills are
made. The suffering patient gets no better,
but probably worse, by reason of the delay,
wrong treatment and consequent complica-

opposite

0,000 feet.

up without

Scott’s

ally adapted

firmly

Portland, Me.

are run

benefit to the sufferer.

believe it is nearer three million! San
\ incente is the finest of the cultivated
On the
gorges of Madeira.
side

island she died in her lover's arms.

naviga

p

!

v

Madeiras.

How large bills

we

whose

the

of

ns

DISEASE.

into the

cotton-plant

CHICAGO, 224 State St.. Boston,

during the summer season. Grass cloth is
another fashionable fabric. Some varieties
have twilled stripes with dots of white or
colored linen, while others have fancy plaids
and designs in various colors. The French
pattern dresses are made very elaborately
with applique flowers, embroidery ami
bands of insertion. Tiie new zephyr cottons
have heavy threads woven into the outer
surface which gives to them the appearance
of woolen materials so that they are
especi-

TREATING THE WRONG

slid down measureless inclines
valley of San Vincente, which is
said to be 3,000 feet
below, but I

scent,

Cotton dress goods in Persian style with
metal woven into them will be very popular

Hi stakes.

courage returned; not to the extent of
trying the hammocks, however. Grasping each others hands, half the hearers
holding us back from the rear and the
rest going in front to
stay too rapid de-

Cottolene instead of lard and it will
be free from that greasiness and '‘richness” so distressing to dyspeptics : the flavor will be delicious instead of
rancid, and your food will do you good.
Put it in a cold
Cottolene reaches the
pan, heating it with the pan.
cooking point much quicker than lard—care should therefore be taken not to overheat it.
Follow these instructions —you will never use lard again.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY.

Doctors’

our

your food in
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The Nose and Throat,
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Fairfield St.

MASS,
Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment onlv
Oct., 1896.—Iyr45*
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The Rock port Ice Co. has thus far loaded
15 vessels with Lily Pond ice. The amount
aggregated 15,500 tons. The Lydia N. Deering was loaded last week with over 2,000
tons, which is high water mark for any one
vessel for some time.

|
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Healey & Co. started up their new
steam polishing mill Friday.
They have
Mr. and Mrs. Ballington Booth, have one flat-surface polisher and are setting up
started an American Salvation army and a lathe for column anti urn work. Among
the Ihitish branch in this country is the j ilts now in the yard are a set of fence
posts and curbing for the lot of Charles
doomed to decadence.
O’Connell in Grove Cemetery. The firm is
London, March:’.
Lady Henry Somer- having a good run of business.
set has sued William Waldorf Astor for
Commissioner Fernald of Portland opened
£25,OW) <1 mages caused to her reputation bids last week for 7,000 yards of
paving
the
it-mark
in
the
Pali
Mall
Cazette
by
blocks for the use of the city during the
not long ago that “Lady Ilenry Somerset
coming year. The Maine & 2sew Hampwould diive any one mad.’*
That seems a very little tiring to get shire Granite Co. bid §1 12 a yard and Chatto
& Condon of South Brooksville bid §1.15.
mad about, and we doubt if Lady Henry
The contract was awarded to the former
hei
£25,000.
gets
company. Those were the only two bidd< rs.
Northeastern Lumberman: The failure
By actual count there was in the Waldo*
boro Express c ilice March 4th one hundred
to pass the Dinglev tariff bill revives the !
and eighty-seven empty egg cases.
During
hopes of the lumber manufacturers of the past year four hundred and fifty thouNova Scotia, New Brunswick and Canada. sand dozen eggs have been shipp. cl from
Waldoboro by express besides those sent by
We still claim that Waldoboro
They will cut all they can and enter our freight.
and ships more eggs than are shipmarkets at ail available points.
They produces
from
ped
any three railroad stations in the
will furnish yard random to mills situated State, f Waldoboro News.
but are not in position to
on the coast,
The National Granite company, James
send or make prompt deliveries of dimen- Grant president and
manager, is making
sion spruce.
preparations to cut the granite on a large
contract for parties in Holyoke, Mass. The
Spain’s apology for the assault on the granite will be quarried on Lead better's IsBarcelona consulate shows the anxiety of land, near Yinalhaven. The company will
the authorities at Madrid to keep on good employ about 100 cutters and 2i>0 quarrymen
and a large number of paving cutters. The
terms with the United States, says the
Portiam! Advertiser. It is prudent policy job will take about two years to complete
and will require about 25,000 tons of cut
I he\ realize the precarious
for them.
granite.
is
in
which
are.
Cuba
position
they
The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. is
probably lost to Spain anyway, but it
having a good run of work, both on orders
w ould
lost
and
be
Spain hopeinevitably
for machinery and general repair work.
lessly healeu should hostilities with this
They are now at work on stave machines
is
he
mintiy
skating and granite car work. Last Saturday they
provoked. Spain
u thin ice, and the government knows it
had an accident from which all interested
it the people do not.
are thankful that they escaped with so little

chmu.ks

A

ri).sin-uv.

J. H

damage.

('arl .scliurz petitions for Sunday beer,
with a f»-w thousand foreigners like himI.

self.

ot

ent

\Y. s.. the New York
tin* Portland

Argus, said

pouring off castings,
had been drawn down so
that there was about 1 ,.»() pounds in the
furnace the support of the furnace bottom
settled, allowing the melted iron to run out
upon the foundry- door. The. furnace was
“dumped” as soon as possible, and no damage resulted beyond the loss of time in recharging the furnace.
were

and when the iron

correspondsome

week* ago. apropos of this agitation:
i believe in the American Sunday, and
in the eh sing of saloons so that we may
have such a Sunday of peace, order and
a t.
If the people who have come here
i! un F.uropo fm their own and Phi rope’s
ox>d do not like our Sunday, let them go
i« k h.-me whole ’.hey belong.
When we
have given up our American Sunday at
tin- demand «*f the foreign hordes, who
have >warmed uuoii us, we shall have

They

|
I

|

1 he

The

Industries.

“Wellman

Waldo

Comet.

Editor of The Journal: Once
the brilliant astronomers have got
aj
comet ready to strike the earth.
We, who
had our.childhood so many times disturbed
by these calamity prophets, have learned the
need of guarding children and others unTo

the

more

are

lose much of their

mystery and

we cease

to

Iiodel A. Packard, D. D. G. M.f made an
ial visit to Timothy Chase Lodge, F. and
We have revived from an esteemed ! A.
Masons, last Thursday evening. There
correspondent .1 letter in favor of new 1 was a large attendance notwithstanding the
parties. He spares a belief, which linds I storm.
Edwin C. Lockett, of Bloomfield, X. B.,
fiequent expression in certain quarters,
that the two old parties are to go out of ! Deputy Supreme Chief Ranger and Frank
existence, and a new party on Populist i Flagg of Dexter, District Deputy, of the Order of Foresters, were in town a few
days
lines come into power.
Political history |
1 the
past week for the purpose of instituting
shows, however, that new parties as a a local court of
Foresters. The

order of
In recent years the
I Foresters is, with the exception of Freevrvulv k party has cut the biggest 1
masonry, the widest fraternal order in exisswath, but was linally absorbed in large tence
It was organized in London in 1745
The American Order and the Catholic. OrShould a
pait b\ the Democratic party.
uie

an*

short-lived.

tives
Mr.

Mary

S. S. Chapman, first officer of sell.
Wellington, left Monday to join his

vessel in New

York.

Mr.

himself

C.

has

more

haul the slackened lines of his memory of
events and live over again the
amusing
experiences he has so heartily enjoyed.
past

I

of staff

Commander Carver has determina new

system in the ap-

of aides-de-camp from the posts.
There are 1(37 posts in the State and one
aide-de-camp is appointed from each. Col.
Carver will ask each post to suggest a member for the position and will thus be assured

pointment

of

a

popular selection

ment

of

an

efficient

as

man.

well

as

the appoint-

Food makes health.
It makes strength—and strength wards off
sickness. The m iu who has never been sick
was strong because he always digested his
food, and you could become the same by
helping your stomach to work as well as his.
Shaker Digestive Cordial will make you
strong and healthy by making the food you
eat make you fat.
Druggists sell it. Trial bottle 10 cents.

still open, can the owner of the ball who let
it to the town claim his pay for it until the
That’s wliat the
meeting does adjourn?
matter with Hannah!

shoes
Welt
A

HOOD’S

Liver Ille,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.
PILLS

cure

pair will

prove it. Your shoe

dealer will show you
GOODYEAR

SHOE MACH’Y

why.
CO.,'

BOSTON.

can

our

goods it you

are

White Store, 81 Main St

Oman’s Christian Temperance Union
reception to the King's Daughters at

CHARLES O'CONNELL,

I_

Prop i f

their

rooms Monday evening.
There was a
large attendance and the evening was very
pleasantly passed, with music, recitations,
etc., mostly by small children.
Another
similar gathering will he held at the same
place next Monday evening.
Tuesday was the birthday of Miss Florence Clough and her parents treated her to

Worcester

While she was up-street with
iu the early evening quite a
party of her little friends gathered at the
house and surprised her on her return by
their presence. A treat was provided for
the party and the young folks had a
merry

a

surprise.

Mr.

Clough

Salter, Whiter, Purer
than

ordinary

salt.

time.

The third birthday of Miss Cora Crawford
I'roteet the ( lams
Obit nary
observed at her home, on Miller street
in II uicoek county
<Kmldsboro
Mrs. Hannah Kimball died it Imr hmm
last Saturday by a ."> o’clock tea, to which a
few of her young friends and some of the with her sun, Daniel J. Kimball uf' Swau- from which the shipment of ci.i
At tin* rate the
■ar
f lu r age. lately beuun.
older ones were invited, and it is hard to i villc, March 4th, in the V-M
Ham- tor Maine clams has been main'
say which enjoyed the occasion most, the She was the eldest daughter uf Dane
little ones or the grown-ups. Miss Cora had ilton of Swanvilie, and in earh life n irri 1 the past year or t wo i: will be n
Kimball of the same tuwn
The'. for our coast towns to exercis
some little gifts as mementoes of the day ! Abram
was

and all

enjoyed

a

Mrs.

Lliomas

D.

tion

yesterday

feast of

had

|

good things.

six

children,

four

uf

whmn

are

i living, Mrs. Kliza Piper ami Mrs.
Philhruok of hast Belfast. Min. Mar\

Dinsmore gave a recepafternoon at her residence at

supervision

imw
,t

our

1

were

served, and
passed.

a

very

en- ;

j

was

evening

was

m<>st

enj

divine

kind

Mixer

was

born

.u

>:n
in

clams foi

shipment.

■

Iron

to Sept. 1. and all
persons not ei'
tiie town are prohihited from
them f •: shipment at any t ime.
past few years (dams have been
from this town at the rate of U'O
week, every week in the year, an.
informed in tin matter maintain'
they wen- beiim surely extermii.
such wh-desale and continuous
It seems to he \ wise tiling for
to interfere and undertake to re_:ii
business, and every eitizen should
interest in the enforcement of tin
vote.
Hath Enterprise.

two

Mr.

>v-

ab!y spent.

or

willb.v

I’iiipsbui Lf at the
he Kennebec has just taken a-•;.
matter and voted to have a < los

floral tributes were beautiful, and included
know'll here. Miss Haynes is a student and
a lovely wreath from her nephew, Willis F
has a very heavy contralto voice.
Miss 1
Hamilton of Belfast, a hmupiet of roses and
Carter is a graduate of the Boston School of
I pinks from her grand-daughter, Mrs. Fred
Oratory, and in her rendering of Eugene
N. Savery. a basket of Mowers from her
Field’s child poems pleased the audience- I
! daughter, Mrs. Eliza A. Piper, and a boumuch.
very
quet from her grandson, J. \V, K.mball.
The l nity Club gave an entertainment
A precious one from us has gone.
last Tuesday evening in the. Unitarian ParA voice we loved is stilled,
A place is vacant m our home
ish Parlor, it being an evening with DickWhich never can he tilled.
ens.
Mr. Leighton read a very interesting
paper on Dickens’ women characters, after
which twelve living pictures were given ilHorace Mixer died at. Ins hum a, 1“. -uohlustrating Dickens’ Child Life, selected scot, March ■'*, in the 77th year of Ins age.
from scenes from his several stories.
These He was attending to ins duties about the
pictures were explained in a most interest- I house before retiring for the night wi>. u Iming paper written and read by Mrs. Leigh- i fell ami expired instantly. He had been in
ton. There was a filli attendance of the
his usual health up to the time d his death.
members and the

the business,

resources

t

great-grandchildren. She was
ways
to the sick and needy a- d wi! i he kindremembered by all wlm km-w hm\
She
The public* recital given at the Cniversal- ly
! passed through a long and painful illm-ss
ist vestry under the auspices of Kingsbury
with the greatest fortitude, and was au.xiuiis
Social Aid by Misses Stella Maude Haynes
to he at rest.
Sin- was atirm believer m the
and Myra Alice Carter of Wollaston, Mass., J
i Bible and the promises of Cud. and expeetwas very w ell received.
Miss Haynes, forcdto meet her loved ones in Heaven. The
merly of Islesboro. and Miss Carter are well j
Refreshments

joyable afternoon

ovei

valuable

ea,ll\ extinco

Kin
Church street, in honor of the eighty- Pendleton of Islesboro ;md Daniel
fifth birthday of her mother, Mrs. Hannah i ball of Swanvilie. Three brothers ami m.
Moore. The guests were among the older ! sister survive her, Joseph K. of Swanvilie.
1
ladies of the city, and were brought to the Solomon of Oruiund, Fla.. Charles a .V ikereception in sleighs. Mrs. Dinsmore and ! tield, Mass., and Nancy of Smith Da! ti
Mrs. Moore received from ;> to 5 o'clock. j She also leaves twelve grandehd 1-en mil
No. 2;;

South Paris. bur

Peuobs ’id about isyea.->ag"
He
Miss Charlotte T. Sibley lecture.I m the married Miss Lttey (inudle of I’.ni b*
n,Baptist church last Friday evening before i who survives him, together w;th
an appreciative audience.
Her subject was and two daughters, all of wlmm w.
1
“Constantinople, the City of the Golden present, at the funeral. Tln-v na* M;
Horn," and she invested it with all the Eii/.a Perkins of Prmd>s> • d. Herbert <u

Me.

improperly
is appalling. Goodyear
Shoes are rightly made.

suit you ALL and

We

we can SELL VOf
in want of Clothing,
do not make any BAD BREAKS. SQL
is the word or no sale.
Try us for the first

fine

a

a

gave

next

misery

Regulars.

unfinished,

1 he \\

meeting will be at Thorndike,
20th.
All bee keepers are
invited to attend and are requested to be
ready to report how their bees are wintering. Those who can not come will please
send their reports to F. M. Poland, Free-

dom,

i

Stouts arid

k'v

and as the partitions are not
space was alTorded for games,
etc.
An ample supper was served.
A very
enjoyable, evening was spent by all who
attended.
is

all in

Thursday, March

immensely during
stay here of
than two months, and pivbably
during the watches of the night he will overlittle

VVE HAVE THEM,

7

The Epworth League of East Belfast held
sociable Monday evening at the new house
of Alfred Ellis at Mason’s Mills. The house

harm. The apiarist may spread his combs

The

enjoyed

his

*

a

to suit the strength of his colony.
I prefer
mine about one and a half inch from centre
to centre.
If the bees have been neglected
and midwinter finds them destitute of store,
they should not be fed liquid honey, although it may be done with success, but give
them some good candy. It should be placed
over the frames or run to a frame and hung
in at the side.

B.

of

Slims,

The Kingsbury Social Aid gave a party at
Memorial Hall Tuesday evening.
There
was a
large attendance, and a pleasant
evening was passed. Card playing, dancing
and refreshments were on the program.

guessing. I have known guessing to mean
starvation.
It is now proved that a syrup
made of granulated sugar is safe to feed for
winter store and we are sure that our winter
store is good anil suitable. The bees should
be able to pass over and through the combs.
You,can accomplish this best by using Hills
device. I prefer with as little pollen as possible. Pollen si'irely will do no harm, although sometimes it is injurious. If the
bees fly often, keep in a uniform temperature at from 40 to 45 and the pollen can do

and friends.

THAT CAN BE HAL).

The Ladies’ Circle of the Universalist parish, with the young ladies of the Kingsbury
Aid and the Altar Society, are preparing for
quite an elaborate two days’ sale and entertainment for the week following Easter.

food. They are uneasy and exhale much
moisture, which may settle on the outside
combs and mould or s. ur the honey in them
and prevent the bees from getting to the
outside comb and in this ease both dysentry
and starvation confront the bees. The farseeing apiarist keeps his temperature ranging from 40 to 45 F and the bees are qtiiet
and eat but little. It is probable that with
the right temperature the moisture will do
but little harm. To winter, the bees should
have from 25 to 50 pounds by weight, not

Pauline Kent of Rockport will rehere about three weeks, visiting rela-

CLOTH INC

*

The Belfast Band minstrel entertainment
will be given at the Belfast Opera House,
March 19tli and 20th. Sale of tickets begins
at 6 30 a. m., March lGth, at Kilgore & Wilson’s.

cours**, is a subject of much importance to
the bee keepers of the Northern States as
that is the rock on which so many bee keepI try to induce late breeding
| ers have split.
so as to have lots of young bees to go into
winter quarters.
As 1 whiter in the cellar
1 write from experience. If the temperature
runs too high the bees become uneasy and
eat the honev they should not; if con lined to
the hives they become diseased and besmear
their hives and then die.
If they could have
a cleansing flight all would be well.
Again
if the temperature runs too low the bees to
the
animal
heat
must
take
more
keep up

Mrs.
main

styles

A

Total number of swarms.491
Next came a discussion as to whether a
seven-frame hive or a larger one is preferred.
E. Cornforth thought the seven-frame hive
large enough for good resuits and liked them
for several reasons: 1. The bees entered the

no

Are all in, the best and latest

has been unavoidably deferred.

whist party and social hop was given
Tuesday evening by Mrs. A. S. Fahy, at her
home on Spring street, to a party of friends,
all of whom passed a very enjoyable evening.

Bessey, Albion. 30
Ames, Thorndike. 90
I’olaud, Montville. 57
Miller, Searsmont,. 25
C. H. Greeley, Clinton.174
Carroll, Union. 20

der of Foresters are separate and indepeml:isis in all ails arise such as brought the
Newspaper Notes.
Sell. Julia Edna came into the Cove Saturlicpubiican party into existence and pow- j cut, though both sprang from the same day afternoon during the thickest of the
The waters have passed, and it is good to
The Foresters have snow
er, and that party fail to grasp the situa- ; parent organization.
storm, after being about a week on her see the
newspapers of Eastern Maine once
| several features different from other fraterto Rockport.
a new party might
tion
She
more.
started
out
once
and
trip
but
the
[Portland Argus.
succeed;
nal organizations.
The yearly dues are was
to
hut
started
And
vice
versa.
obliged
go back,
again
lb-publican party to-day contains too
graded according to age, and are paid to the Saturday
morning and was soon overtaken
The Richmond Bee of Friday last containmany earnest and honest men, too much Supreme Court of the
Order, while the sick by a thick snow storm about half way home,
ed a full report of the freshet at that point
pure patriotism, and has too brilliant a and funeral benefits are paid out from the but
came in all right.
The vessel will be on the
Kennebec illustrated by nine finely
lec.ord to render such a contingency prob- same source; hence they are not
dependent loaded at once at Temple Heights with wood
executed half-tone cuts from photographs
able.
The Democratic party is too wick- on the condition of the local treasury. There and
proceed on her second trip to Rockport, taken Monday afternoon. It
eclipses anyed to die, and will continue to exist to is a life insurance department connected which it is hoped will
prove more profitable thing in that line in Maine.
with the order, with a minimum of $500.
serve as a bad example.
than the first one.
They say that Morrill Goddard, the Maine
The three features are optional with the
young man who has been captured from the
The first of last week Mr.Otis Drinkwater,
members to take any or all as they see fit.
New York World to become the Sunday
a
well-known citizen of the town, was editor of its
Matcli-Makiug in Maine.
A meeting was held a Memorial Hah Monrival, the Journal, which :s gostricken with paralysis. A doctor was has- ing to the front so rapidly under the direcAN ADVERTISING SCHEME AND A NOVEL MATCHday evening at which preliminary steps
of Millionaire Win. II. Hearst, has a
tion
were
summoned
taken
for
and
it
was found that one
MAKING MACHINE.
organizing a Court. The tily
$15,000 three years contract with Mr. Hearst.
name Court Waldo was adopted, and the
leg and hand were entirely useless. His Mr. Goddard is a fair sample of what the
The match factory it is proposed to estabmeeting adjourned to Friday evening. The mind seemed
to he as active as ever, but his
Maine young man can do when he spreads
lish in Maine is a novelty, and if the expec- 1
of
was
left with a committee
place
meeting
[Rockland Tribune.
who will give due notice.
power of speech was gone. Of course it is himself.
tations of the projectors can be realized will
j
With its issue of March 8th the Boston
only a matter of time whether he ever again
work a revolution in the match business. A
The Pittsfield Water Works.
recovers the full use of his
powers, and as Sunday Herald gave free a splendid producsyndicate has recently been formed which
The report of the Committee on Water his age is somewhat against him it is feared tion of Buffalo Bill’s “Wild West,” which
owns <»4 patents covering a match manufacWorks shows that the whole plant cost ihat his case is a hopeless one.
can be cut out for the stage of its
turing machine, which not only makes the
opera
£50,989.48, of which £15,000 is now owned by
matches at a very rapid rate, but prints an
Cant. Charles Baker of Belfast. The town
On Friday of last week Mr. and Mrs. A. F. house. “The Wild West” production was
ad veriest :nent on each of the four sides of
has the privilege of buying Capt. Baker’s
made by special permission of Hon. William
Elwell received a most welcome despatch
interest in the system at cost at any time,
the match.
It uses any kind of soft lumber,
F. Cody (Buffalo Bill,) and is its first presSo the town up to date has expended in the from San Francisco from their sou C. S. Elj
entation on any stage.
It includes the atpiue, white birch, poplar and the like. The construction <>f a water works
first
officer
of
the
steel
tin
well,
system
ship Dirigo, antack on the famous “Deadwood Coach,” and
sum of £85,989.48.
bolts are first cut into veneers, which are
his safe arrival at that port. Mr.
nouncing
The
construction committee, James F.
is a marvel of realism.
It gives Indians,
fed into the machine from which they
Connor, Oramel Murray and N. L. Perkins, Elwell left New York October 2, 185)5, and stage coach., horses and beautiful
scenery by
emerge finished, printed and boxed. A Chihave represented the town
faithfully and arrived at his destination March Oth, 185)0, a Mr. Walter
Burridge, the great American
cago concern offers to pay for their adverefficiently in this work. We have as good a rather long voyage of about 153 days. Mr.
scenic artist.
system of water works as there is in the
tisement <m the matches a sum sufficient to
and Mrs. E. were getting rather anxious,
State, of its size, and one commended by
The Pawtucket, R. 1., Evening Post lias
defray the entire cost <*f production ami 15 water works experts everywhere.
and it was, indeed, a happy relief to them, as
The report of Supt Murray shows that well as to friends and
per cent on the. capital invested, provided
changed hands and will hereafter appear
to learn of
neighbors,
the expense of running the plant the
No machines
the machine is a success.
past the arrival of the
under the management of a new publishing
ship.
was
year
£8,(>08.89. The receipts from
have yet been made, but expert machinists |
company of which Hun. Henry E. Tiepke,
water rental
have amounted to £2,188.It was rather a novel proceeding that hapthink it will <!<• the work as represented. 05, more by £(‘>00 than it, was estimated the
tlie energetic Mayor of the city, .s President
first, year’s receipts from this source would
pened at the close of the business of our re- and
The company asks the town where they
managing director. It is perhaps needhe. Add to to this £1,500 raised by the town cent town
It
as
the
last
meeting.
appears
locate to give them four acres of laud for a
less to remark that the Post will he a sterfor hydrant rental and £1,000 raised for inarticle
was
voted
the
moderator anupon
factory, exemption from taxation for three terest on the bonds, and the total is £4,ling Republican paper. It could not he other(>88 08.
Deduct the year’s expenses and nounced that as there was nothing further wise with Mr.
years ami that $50,000 be subscribed to the
Tiepke at the helm, as lie is
there
is a balance of £1,054 04, in favor of to come before the meeting a motion could
capital stock of the company. The agents the town. Of this
one of the most active and progressive
young
was used to put
£1,000.28
he made to adjourn. A gentleman arose and
of the company have visited several other
in service pipes, a permanent and necessary
Republicans in the country. The Post is a
uiade
a
motion
to
a
vote
of
thanks
to
pass
in
Maine and have made similar
places
expense, leaving a small balance on the
member of the United Press Association,
side.
the moderator for the fair and
impartial which will give its readers an unrivalled
propositions, but have found, as they do right
This is a remarkably good showing. The manner he had
conducted the meeting, but news service. We wish the new
here, a reluctance to go into the investment water rates have not been excessive, and
company
the tendency in future, after the plant be- the crowd was too anxious to get to their full measure of success.
on
account of the uncertainty about the
comes well established, will he toward lowdinners, we suppose, and not even stopped to
machine doing the work as expected.
er rates for the water consumers and less
We are atteudiug as a nation, to everyconsider that motion, and as the moderator
expense to the town for water for fire proGrand Army Appointments.
body’s business but our owu. [Indianapolis
tection and other municipal purposes. [ Pitts- and clerk surprisingly observed that the ball
News.
field Advertiser.
was nearly empty they gathered up their
Commander L. D. Carver of the Maine Deand books and went out with the rest,
papers
A.
has
made
the
G.
R.,
following
partment,
“I have never had a day’s sickness in my
unmindful of the fact that the meetappointments in addition to those already life,” said a uiiddle-aged man the other day. entirely
“What a comfort it would be,” sighs some ing had never adjourned, and of course is
reported: James H. McGregor, Montague,
for a year still
poor invalid, “to be in his
open for business, and will probably remedical director; J. W. Webster, Newport, or two.” Yet half of the place
invalids we see
chaplain ; Jethro H. Swett, Kittery, inspect- might be just as healthy as he, if they would main open until next spring unless it is
of
only take proper care of themselves, eat closed. But bow is it to be closed, and who The sum, total
or ; Jonathan P. Cilley, Rockland, judge adproper food—and digest it.
is to do it, seems to be the question uppervocate; E. F. Davis, Castine, chief musterIt’s so strange that such simple things are
made
most in the minds of the curious; and if it is caused
by
ing officer; H. H. Bowles, Cherry field, chief overlooked by those who want health.

ed to inaugurate

tertainments

P-

Northport News.

offic

+

The comedy “Me an’ Otis,” is nearly ready
for presentation, but on account of other en-

Walker, Knox. «0
G lid den, Freedom. 3
Hand, Unity. 20

myriad of stars beyond, which when thus
exposed to our view are a solid blaze of sections much
quicker than on more frames.
light. This we call the comet’s tail, but it 2. He thought them better to handle. 3. He
is due to the changed sunlight that has passthought a queen would just about till seven
ed through the comet. The comet appears frames with
brood. Mr. Rand thought seven
to be an electric ball that comes periodically frames
enough. Mr. Poland preferred a
the
sun
with
the
to charge
energy that it is larger hive, for the reasons that the bees
constantly digesting and giving off to the swarm too much in the smaller hive; beplanets. After the coming of each comet cause the queen will till more frames with
the world feels new vigor. The Greeks said
brood; and in a larger hive you can use two
a comet was the sign of war, which was
crates, which is his practice in a good season.
for
what
would
renewed
give
probably true,
The next question was: Which is preferv gor to a warlike people would result in
able, wide frames at the sides or top storing?
The comets clearly bring life and All
war.
agreed that top storing gave the most
energy, but civilized nations are generally
satisfactory results.
able to work it off without war. If no
The third question was: Which do you
comets should come to charge the sun the
prefer to raise, extracted honey at 15 cents
sun would in time lose its power to give life
or comb at 20 ce ts.
Mr. Polaud said he
and energy to the worlds that revolve around
thought it was more profitable to raise exit. This, of course, is only theory; but it is tracted
honey at 15 cents, and to use halfa necessary conclusion if we reason from the
depth frames in the surplus and to use more
facts known.
Mr. Cornforth
supers than one if needed.
mice it was commonly oeneveii that the sun
said he never used half-depth frames.
He
was a ball of tire slowly burning up only to
always had some old combs and only gave
keep this little world warm. Now people are three or four at first.
looking for other causes of the heat and light
Fourth question:
Is it profitable to exupon this and other worlds. If we conclude tract your honey in the fall and feed sugar
that this earth draws magnetic rays from the for
winter store? Some thought it best and
sun, anti that those rays produce light and others did not on account of the work of
heat wherever they strike our atmosphere,
feeding.
and that the light and heat on each of the
r ifth question:
\\ hieli is best, cellar winplanets is dependent upon the depth and tering or in out-buildings? All agreed that
of
its
and
that
if
we
density
atmosphere,
cellar wintering was the best. Mr. Ward
were seventy-five million miles nearer the
sail! he was wintering his bees out of doors.
sun or seven hundred million miles farther
Next on the program was the reading of
off, our earth would neither be hotter or the following essay by F. M Poland:
colder, because the ether in space is a perI will not try to write an essay on winterfect conductor of the sun’s rays.
If we take ing, but simply state the points that 1 think
this view of it, the heat aud light of our world are essential fur good wintering. This, of

stronger.

!

"

I

The K. S. A. will give a “Chocolate Supper” in the vestry of the Universalist
church, Thursday, March 12th.

Colonies
Mr.

known about comets.

But
facts
One is that the tail always points from the
buu, whether the comet is going toward the
The appearance of the
sun or going from it.
comet’s tail is as though the light of the sun
was cutoff and thus allowed us to see the
few

The Shakspeare Club met with Mrs. ElSmall last Tuesday evening.

follows:

is known.

Duplex Roller Bushing think that Venus is out
in the cold or that
Company," a corporation under the laws of
Mercury is boiling and frying in the beat,
the State of Maine, with a capital of
aud we begin to feel that the Creator is
000, have located their plant in Camden,
all worlds about alike.
where they are manufacturing the Wellman treating
Under this theory we can easily believe
Patent Duplex roller bushings and sheaves
eii up our hirtli-right.
that the sun is inhabited,and that it is no
1
for ships’ blocks. The inventor of this bushhotter than this earth is unless it has a
Tiie life of Abraham Lincoln, now in ing, Mr. Wellman, was formerly a resident
deeper and denser atmosphere that appears
of Belfast, and the president and
!
manager to be heated and lighted
‘■nurse «>i publication in McClure’s Magaby other rays, perof
the company,
Frank C. Pitcher of
zine, contains much new and interesting
from the fixed stars, so-called.
Perhaps
Boston, is a native of this city.
James
nattei
The March number reproduces
haps the body of the sun is a storage battery
Mitchell, formerly of Belfast, now of Portthat is charged from time to time by the
a letter written in
when Lincoln was
land, is on the board of directors, and the
a
candidate for the Illinois legislature.
comets, and that in throwing its rays to the
treasurer is E. Frank Knowltoti of Camden.
planets it heats and ligiits the atmosphere
Among other tilings lie said:
The company has engaged the services of
If elected, 1 shall consider the whole Capt. J. H. Sherman of Camden as travel- that is between itself and each of the planets.
people of Sangamon my constituents, as ling salesman, and he is meeting with good This of course would leave s ime very dark
well those that oppose, as those that supon the sun at times.
The spots we
success.
Agents will be appointed in every places
have seen in the sun do not quite agree with
port me.
large
seaport city from Maine to California
This embodies a principle that is too
this theory, hut there are many little facts
for the sale of bushings and sheaves. They
that point to the conclusion that the sun is
often lost sighl of or ignored.
It is of have been
for
the
United
States
adopted
heated on about the same principle that the
course to be expected that a man elected
navy.
earth is, and that the comets are helpful to
t > the legislature 01 to Congress will vote
Secret Societies.
the energy of the sun.
on public questions in
accord with bis
One thing is certain, the whole great sysbut
aside
from
that
be
party platform,
i
Pheeuix Lodge, F. and A. Masons, will
tem is wisely, economically, grandly and
should serve his constituents, irrespective ! hold a special meeting this,
Thursday, even- perfectly managed, aud all fears of collision
of party, to the best of his ability.
In ing. There will he work in the third degree are
C. S. Griffin.
groundless.
the rase of city offices the obligation is i and an official visit by the District Deputy.
«-ven

as

Season.

mer

meeting was called to order by President E.
Cornforth. First on the program was reports
from the towns on the number of colonies,

against these calamity mongers.
As children many of us have actually suffered because no one took the trouble to tell
us that all such stuff is without foundation,
and that no comet ever did run into a planet
or a star since the beginning of creation, so
as

The Social

Bee Keepers' in Session.

The Waldo County Bee Keepers’ convention was held at Thorndike, Feb. 20. The

learned

far

County

1

came

to

s

i
Somesville. (leorge of Camden, A il
d
Concord, N. IF. Frank (1. of Belfast, Marshall of West Franklin, Cora and Manfred
of Penobscot.
The funeral was held TuesMr.
day, and was very largely attended.

interest that have characterized
former lectures in this city. It was replete with information, abounded in beauti-

charm and
her

BOYS OF ALL AGE S

ful descriptive passages, and was enlivened
by flashes of wit. In her denunciations of
the “unspeakable Turk” and her
appeals Mixer was a farmer, and stood very high in
for the oppressed and outraged Armenians the estimation of all.
He was a great reader and
took a lively interest in polito-*,
Miss Sibley was both earnest and
eloquent
She is lecturing in eastern Maine at present, though he never aspired to ot'tiee. He will
and we advise all who have not heard her be greatly missed.
not to

miss the opportunity.

very apt t-> I*«> Hard on < loth.
sell the irood kimi.the kind li
will stand the tiardest kind
w.
And win I
nii'ir
w c
m In

art-

Wo

,»•

with these L-ood \ve.irm{i')ualities. <
e «>thes
may cost a iittle more than

kind, hut our customers
they’re worth more than Hu
lerenee. If the hoy needs a suit v\

common

1

The First Baptist Choral Association, E.
Capt. Freil \V. Hatch died recently at
S. Pitcher director, gave a concert at the (ireen’s Landing, Deer Isle. He had not
been well for more than a
and a short
Baptist church in this city last evening. We | time ago he contracted a year
severe cold and
go to press too early for notice. The pro- I after an attack of the grippe lus lungs were
In a bad condition and eventually consumje
gram was as followsjI tion
caused his death.
('apt. Hatch was
Chorus, “Swift as a Bird.”
Rossini
j a young man quite widely known, having
Choral Association.
Contralto, “Voices of the W oods,"
Rubinstein followed the sea all his life, during the past |
Miss (linn.
few years being quite a yachtsman.
He has
Duet, “The Land of the Swallows,"
Masini been captain or mate of several large sail or
Miss Milliken and Mis. Pitcher.
steam yachts and was highly esteemed in ail
Chorus, “Stars of the Summer Night."
Owen
the positions he has tilled.
He was the
Ladies of the Choral Association.
eldest, son of Seth and Mchitable Hatch. He.
Bass, “Out on the Deep,”
Loinleaves beside Ids parents two brothers and a
Mr. Pitcher.
Soprano, “Beauty’s Eyes,”
He
Tosti sister, a wife and three small children.
Muss Milliken.
was a kind, loving husband and father, and
Violin Obligato bv Mr. Sanborn.
his death will cause sorrow among a large
( horns, “Mice in Council,”
l.unun number of friends.
Choral Association.
Baritone, “Star of Normandie,”
Adams
V. Richard Foss died in Portland March
Mr. Parker.
Trio, “The Erl King.”
He was well known throughout Maine
Callcott oil.
Miss Milliken. Mrs. Pitcher, Mr. Pitcher.
and was for a mini her of years Slate presiContralto, “Sunset,”
Burk dent of the Y
P. S. ('. F. and at one time
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lmrus, “Cradle Song,”

horal Association.
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Carriers’ Bali.

Brahms

The Belfast let-

ter

carriers gave tlieir first annual concert
and ball at Belfast Opera House

Thursday

evening, March nth. The weather had not
wholly cleared at the time of the ball, but
there was a good attendance both of dancers
spectators. The concert by Sanborn’s
Orchestra consisted of four numbers, each

and

of which was finely executed and well received. Following is the concert program:
O ve rture,
liece pt ion.
“Ben Bolt.”
Medley,

Selection,
“Ruby.”
Pot Pourri, “O, Fair Dove! O, Fond Dove!”
There wrere sixteen dances on the card, all

of which

were
well filled.
Refreshments
served at intermission by C. A. Macaterer.
Chas.
Baker
was Moor
honey,
Capt.
director, with the following aids: Letter
Carriers C. A. Thompson, H. H. Carter, Jr.,
and C. B. Eaton, Assistant Postmaster A.
W. Keating, I. T. Clough, Dr. W. C. Libby,
Fred A. Johnson. The affair was a social
and financial success.
were

Maine

Board of Agriculture.

WALL pAPERS
MW

■-C-

president

of the State Y. M C. \ ■•invenAt the time of his death he was senvof
the
(lood Will Home associat‘<>u. He
tary
was a business man of ability and a stamp p
Baptist. In recent years !»«• had prcache-l
in many Maine churches.
He was well
liked and a most strong Christian worker,
ile was general agent for the New Fugland
Mutual Life Insurance Company ami
trried insurance on his own life t the amount,
of Sob,000.
His age was .".0 wars ami he
leaves a wife and three children to mourn
their loss.
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A. CLEMENT,

illness with stomach trouble.
!!••
nearly (50 years of age. Capt. Arey
was
born in Bucksport and has been a !
sea captain during a large part <>f his life.
He was a member of Central Lodge, N L
O. i\ Capt Arey leaves a widow and two
sous, Charles A. and Frank H., both of
Bucksport Centre.
severe

Belfast,

was

of his life in Warren,
lie was the last survivor of the children of Dr. Isaiah Cushing,
who graduated from Harvard in the famous
class of 171*8 in which were the world-renowned William Ellery Channingaud Judge

11

at

Capt. Amos Arey. a wed known resident
Bucksport Centre, died March 8th after a

Edwin Cushing of Thomaston died March
3d aged 87years. He survives all members
of his family, both wives and children. He
was a native of Thomaston, but passed most

vcn l.
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Farmers’ Institutes are now arranged at
Liberal Hall, West Hampden, on Tuesday,
March 17th,^nd at Pine Grove Hall, Brewer, Joseph Story.
on Wednesday, March 18, 18VM3, with the folBELI'AST, MAINE,
lowing subjects ami speakers: Prof. G. M.
How is This?
Gowell on Dairy Husbandry, and Secretary
McKeen on Growing and handling stock
There was no candidate fur constable in
Sale.
For
fodders. In addition to this, there will be Ward !1 and John DollotT was elected. [BelFurnished and doin£ a £°°d luisim*
short papers by Mr. W. B. Ferguson, Hon. fast Special to Bangor News.
tirst-elass hotel in Belfast. Maine, includo
Chas. ButTum and others. The Secretary
one acre, more or less, of land adjoining
will also give his lecture, “Why go West, ;
Old lady (in a shoe shop) —Have you felt This property will he sold cheap tor rash
young man?” At Pine Grove there will be slippers ?
immediately. Address,
a picnic dinner and supper.
Three sessions
IDA fl. BRADBl
Small boy assistant
Yes,
(solemnly)
Hollis Centre. .Ma
each day.
4w9
Public cordially invited.
ma’am ; many a time!
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r„K NF.WS OF BEi.FAST.

Francis Whitmore is suffering from a kick
the side by a horse which was put up at
his stable last Monday. His injury is not
considered dangerous.
The meeting of the Belfast
Debating Club
in
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Thursday evening was well attended,
considering the weather and the fact that

in

the letter carriers* ball was held on the same
evening. The question “Resolved, That
the church has been a greater factor for the
advancement of civilization than the school,”
was discussed by Hugh D. McLellan and L.
W. Hammons, affirmative, and C. E. White
ami C. E. Stevens,
negative. Mrs. E. P.
Alexander gave a drill in elocution, which
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Havener lias painted for
the Beifast Opera House a set of combination scenery, which can be used for several
different interior scenes_Swift & Paul
have two cats at their store named respectively Tom Reed and Bill McKinley. They
are that kind of cats... Some of the sidei walks about town are in bad condition.
i
They were not cleaned during the thaw and
are now nearly covered with ice_Don't
forget the date of the Belfast Band Minstrels—March lotli and 20th at the Belfast
Opera House H. L. Woodcock is represented in the spring exhibition in the Jordan
'-■hat.

I

mock trial at the Court
announced

a

to the program

last week. The proceeds will be divided
between the Alliance and the W. C. T.
U.,
for use in charitable work. Admission for

vacation of

a

Saturday evening

J.

H.

Gallery,

Boston.
The collection includes
the work of the best artists of Boston....
Welch & Stevens have painted a large
It has
sign for Jackson & McIntosh.
gilt letters on a black ground.
*

LiquuR Cases. A hearing was held m
Police Court Tuesday on the libel of
liquors seized at Unity and Burnham Feb.
‘-Utli.
Tlie liquors were declared forfeited,
and were ordered turned over to the Sheriff
to be disposed of according to law.
Charles
Brown of Burnham was arraigned the same
day on search and seizure process. He
pleaded not guilty, but was adjudged
guilty, and was sentenced to a riue of Si00
tlie
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New
Advertisements. Charles O’Congot >10 a ton, I nell. W lute
Store, 81 Main street, has in his
'e\v
<). eans s 1.
Capt. Charles'
spring goods, including the best and latest
: Port Clyde, St. George, masstyies in clothing, and is prepared to suit
er er Harry Prescott of New Haslims, stouts and regulars. Give him a trial.
is disappeared.
He was last seen
Dr. Osgood’s Indian Restorative Bitters,
try 1‘Jth, when he bought a ticket
at Poor A' Son’s, are
prepared from an old
u at New Haven, where he left his
formula, and there is nothing better in the
P -s feared he has been foully dealt
market for a spring medicine. They are
he had considerable money with
made from roots, barks and herbs and are
Kteatieet of coasters are in winter
pleasant to take and pleasing in their effects.
at Bucksport.
At the steamboat
Only 50 cents for a pint bottle.... J. F. Gregthe s-hooners Helena, Emma W.
ory & Sou of Rockland are prepared to
t Carson, Abbie E. Willard, Geo. W.
clothe boys of all ages... .The Waldo ChariKtiiiua, Delaware, and the fixtures
table Veteran Association advertise for proiia and J. (4. Cowell.
The Romeo
posals for furnishing the lumber and for
•crtli at the tannery wharf.
At the
the Home at Windermere Park,
building
dock
are* the schooners
railway
statements of the Belfast and
Unity-See
m and
J. G. Wainwright.
The
Searsport National banks-The National
Omaha, W. T. Emerson, Morgan, Fire Ins. Co. of
Hartford, Conn., representlinker, Susan Stetson and Elizabeth
ed in Belfast by Field & West, lias a
paid up
‘’.uprising the entire Powers and cash
capital of 81,000,000, and assets exceeddcet, are all in port and will begin
Carle & Jones, 21 Main
ing 83,000 000.
The
spring repairing shortly.
street, have 20,000 rolls of wall papers in
let and L’/zie Lee are ,it
Swazey’s new and beautiful
1
designs, at 5 to 15 cents,
schooner Good Intent, famous as
and loo dozen curtains. Papers and curcraft
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tains at wholesale and retail.
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pieces, only >0.50.We needed the
space last week and dropped out Burkett’s
advt. without consulting him.
His sale still
continues and he is offering bargains for
everybody. Odd Fellows block... Friday
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the Buck wharf ...The
privateer scho Ter Polly arrived
.'Minday from B"othbay with a
"Sphate for A. A. Howes A Co.
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The vessel hails
land
Sell. Miantouomah arrivfrom Boston. She put into Port'■•<■ way, but was under sail on the
cit. 17 hours,
one of the quickest
rerord.
F. G. White loaded sell,
j
v Edith under decks with
hay for
and she sailed Tuesday for Sandv:
a deck load.
L. T. Shales is loadSarah L. Davis with hay for Boston.
Maria Webster has loaded hay at
White’s for Mt. Desert-Sell. Kitty
Capt. Chapman, was lying in the
at Rockland
last week with her
" ard
frozen in solid.
.The engi^tiniate of the probable cost of needprovements in Vinalhaveu harbor,
tends to give that project!
k
-ye for the present, at Iea9t.
The i
home
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o'clock Parker •?«: Burrows will sell,
Ph.enix House stable 20 Canada
b uses, workers and drivers,
including 0
matched pairs. The horses may be seen and
tried at the stable before the sale.

at
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The Girls' Home.

Mrs. Izah T. Sanborn
of Norway, Me., has taken
charge of the
Girls' Home as matron, on trial.
Mrs. Sanborn is a lady of culture and
refinement,
and brings to her work a rich experience in
teaching and the care of children, coupled
with an ardent love for the little ones. The
committee tried to secure the services of
Mrs. Sanborn at the opening of the Home,
but circumstances prevented at that time.
Miss Ryan, who served temporarily as matron, gave her services freely to the society
for four weeks, and her work was highly

Frank

Pomeroy

of

Foxcroft is visiting

The Labor

Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
Ilsley and child are
visiting relatives in Waterville.
Capt. and Mrs. C. F. Carver came from
Camden last

week

of

visit (Mrs. C. H.

to

Crosby.

Churches.

The

Services at the Baptist church next Sunday will be as follows: Morning, subject,
"Enduring Hardness.” n. Tim., 2: 3. Evening, subject, “Drifting.” Heb. 2: 1.

getting

confronts some one in every
home each year. Whoever the (j{
work devolves upou should fc
know about

room.

A stamp collector's club was formed at
the residence of Ambrose J.
Morrison, on
Court street, Tuesday
with the

March

*

tives in

worn nn-savJrS?' 11's a labor-saver—a
njf^er. Without the long and wearv-

to

tion

5ft

)

price.
Saturday at 10 o’clock Southworth and
Lancaster will sell 20 Iowa horses, ranging
in weight from 1.000 to 1,500
pounds. There
are several fine
single workers and a number
of matched pairs m the lot. All are
thoroughly brokeu. The horses may be seen and tried
at the stables of*the Belfast Livery Co.
prior
to the sale.

ing peeling, chopping, boiling,
seeding and mixing, a woman can
truit pudquicklv make mince pie,
ding, or fruit cake that will be the de- |
Since
None
household.
light of her
Such is sold everywhere there is no
mince
of
yourown
need
making
more
meat than of making your own yeast.

Try
Take
Seud

one
no

package—10

19th, and

ing worship with sermon at 10 45. Rev. J.
M. Leighton occupies the
pulpit in exchange
with the pastor. Sunday school at 12, and
rehearsal of Easter music. Young
People’s
meeting at 6 p. M. Subject, “External Helps
to Christian Living.”

cents.
paper

«

we will send you free a hook. “Mrs. Pop- 1
la kins Thanksgiving,'' by one of the most J
% popular humorous writers of the day. fi
I MEKKELL-SOULE CO.,
£
8y raeuae, N. Y.

ij

Town

made last week of a forthcoming Biographical Review of Waldo
county. Many of our best citizens h-?ve furnished sketches and subscribed h r the
work.
The genealogical feature will have
careful attention, and the ^ ork will be read
with interest not only by the present but
by
future generations.
I. L. Moreland and wife of Helena, Mont,
have been in the city guests of Mr. and
J. G. Scott at the Inter-Ocean Hotel,
departed last night for their home. Mrs.
Moreland is a sister of Mrs. Scott. Mr. Moreland is a prominent mining man in Montana
and is now on ids return trip from New
York, where he closed deals with eastern
capitalists for mining property in his State.
[Wyoming Trit une, Cheyenne, Feb. ‘Jbtli.

DOORS OPEN AT 7.

OVERTURE AT 8.

NUTRIOLA

SKIN

FOOD

Is guaranteed t > banish any skin disease, however obstinate, when used as
directed. The worst cases of eczema that have defied all medical
skill, all skin
er,:"
quickly to its magical powers. For every form
or Skm Trouble, from
R.-Highness t » torturing Ezeema.and from Pimples to
leers, under all conditions, from the moment of birth to the hour of death,
there is nothing known to man that will
give such immediate relief .»»• work
such radical cures. Ir comes as an
Angel of Mercy to the little cherub iti the
cradle, or the gray haired dre. There is a w »rld of relief in every box. It is
the crowning product of the advanced
sciences of Pnvsiologv and < ministry at the present day.
•'Kix Food may be
applied to all parts of the surraoe of the
v
potty, by bandages or by hand. It is soothing in its action, and allavs all
irritation and itching as by magic. It is a
specific for all abnormal conditions of the skin, such as
Alopecia, or falling of the hair. Birth Hunior>.
Jt-czema. salt Rheum, Scabies or Itch. Psoriasis,
Dry Tet ter. Syr..sis. etc. For
the Complexion it has no
equal. It removes Pimples. Freckles. Flesh worms,
vmoasma <>r Liver Spots, Sunburn,
Ir heals Cuts and
etc
Roughness,
Wounds without a scar. As a
dressing for Scalds. Burns. Fleers. Cancers
aim an sores, tor
Chafing, Galling, etc it. is unexcelled,
rice 50 cents per
box, by mail, or 40 cents at our agencies.

Cf

°lp',nsnts*

^TKjOI.A

liams," by MissAbbie Faunce ; "Chauning,"
by Mrs. R. T. Emery; "Theodore Parker,"
by Rev. J. M. Leighton. Whittier’s poem
on Chancing was read by Mrs. Alexander.
The subject next Sunday evening will he
“Anti-Slavery.” The papers read will beou AXUTRIOLA, the new chemical
blood and nerve food, r estores to health in apparWilliam Lloyd Garrison, John Brown aud d-i
ently hopeless cases. It tills every artery and vein v ith rich blood. Regenerates
Abraham Lincoln.
The reading will be eveij nerve, muscle and fiber in the whole
body. It is a blood maker. A tissue former.

Troy. The annual spring meeting was
held on Monday, March 9th, and the following officers elected : Selectmen, R. E. Stone,
Hartley Cunningham, Lute L. Rogers;
Town Clerk, John W. Lamb; school committee, B. F. Harding, Fred Myrick ; Treasurer. Newell Bagiey.

who
Mrs.

*

| Reserved Seats 50c. ?6n^reT^sM 'Mar'i Admission 35c.

week, was interesting and largely attended.
The papers were as follows: "Roger Wil-

Elections.

Waldo. Moderator, J. G. Harding; Clerk,
C. H. Smith ; Selectmen, Assessors, etc., Edward Evans, N. PL Clary, C. W. Shorey;
Treas., G. C. Levanseller; Collector and
Constable, L. L. Barlow.

*

----

The fourth of the Unity Sunday evenings
with world helpers at the Unitarian church
last Sunday, postponed from the previous

was

give

Friday, March 23,1896.

-K

At the Universalist church next
Sunday I
the following services will beheld: Morn-

substitutes.

tout address, naming mis

.safely.”

will

Opera House,

says:

C.

Mention

Thursday,

Rev. S. A. Apraham of Green’s
Landing
publishes a correction of the report that he
was apprehensive the
money sent to rela-

Dmsmore wishes to announce that
the severe weather last week he
will continue his gigantic clearance sale in
boots and shoes another week. This will
give those who were unable to attend an opportunity to get first class goods at half
*»•

owing

by their musical friends,

at Belfast

Mr. Mills is the father of Rev. Geo. S.
Mills of the North church.

Armenia would not reach them. He
“I sent the money to the treasurer of
the American Board for Foreign Missions
and have no doubt it will reach its destina-

Band,

*

»TWO MINSTREL ENTERTAINMENTS^

nel.

evening,
following officers: Gerald M. Howard, Pres.;
A. J.
Morrison, Vice President; Loring S.
Willis. Secretary and Treasurer.

Belfast

*

Assisted

Rev. Geo. A. Mills of Dennysville in exchange with Rev. C. S. Holton preached
two able sermons at the Central
Congregational church last week.
lEastport Senti-

1095 Meals

The Waldo Bar Association is
adding
82o0 worth of books to the bar
library and
making needed improvements in the library

A nerve builder.
Don t be a bigot.

“John Brown of Ossawatomie.”

The town election
Stockton Springs.
took place Monday and the following officers
were elected:
Moderator, Simon B. Littlefield; Clerk, Willard M. Berry; Selectmen,
P\ L. Blanchard, PL A. Partridge, John E.
Lancaster; Town Agent, Samuel French;
Auditor, H. PL Shute; School board, Fred
M. Nickerson, P'rank Cr ekett.

Who

Was

Architect?

the

of' life. Life for body, brain and
agencies reduced to -1 no. m si. 10 by

Contains the very essence
Fry it. Price at our

MUTRiOLA LAXATIV E GRANULES are the only laxative mad,; that
stores «i naturally healthy condition to he
whole intestinal ,-anal. I
granules—little box -price 2."> cents.

Students of biblical

nerves.

iil.

m

remv

history will find a
given
thoughts in an 'V'UTRIOLA C. P. SOAP—sweet, elegant, mild and pure. Compressed cakes.
intensely interesting article written by d.1 Each cake weighs full four ounces—not three ounces, like other
Will
ups.
('has. ilite-Smith, which appears in the last as long as two cakes of some toilet soaps.
E.->aomie t! -■■juv a touch is suitiA young woman who lives on Waldo
cient.*' The only soap made pure enough to eau Use it for the t diet, for the
March number of American Homes. The
baby for
Avenue was attacked on Primrose Hill MonPalermo. At the town meeting March
cleaning your teeth, for bathing. If you want a soft, white velvety skin free’from
writer
that
the
9th
architect
of
the
officers
were
Solomon's
elected:
or
use
says
Xutriola Soap.
following
spot
Price
cents: :j cakes for
pimple,
day evening while returning home from
cents.
Samuel Marden; Clerk, M. Dedown town and had a serious scuffle with Moderator,
temple, that wonderful structure which
laney: Selectmen, J. Pi. Bradstreet, P"red
REME.TBER all our preparations are sold bv tie* lead in dealer in m.-dire,,.
her assailant. The attack was witnessed by Spratt, C. E. Carr; Treasurer, L. A. Bowler; has been the marvel of all Bi ble students,
in each town in Waldo r.mntv. amt bv R. H. M „lv, B-ifa-;
i.
74-e
new

trend

their

>

■■

young man, who at

a

cue

once

went

and drove off the assailant.

to the
The

Collector of Taxes, S. P.I. Bowler; School
Committee, A. H. Kane, W. Tibbetts: Auditor, P. S. Worthing, it was voted to build
two new school houses—one at Carr’s Cor-

res-

young

lady had a purse with considerable money
and a gold watch, and in the scuffle lost the
latter, but it was found the next morning.
The attacking party
clothes.

was

ner

in Sear.sfort.
Tlie farm buildings
Clarence Wyman, the first place in Searsrt acms*< the town line on the back road,

Fife
of
1

”■

burm d Tuesday morning. Mr. Wyman
ili. and bis wife was at tlie barn feeding
the stock, when the horse kicked tlie lantern
over, setting fire to the hay.
Mr. Wyman
w.*re

is

Weston

Ridge.

men

-I iiet y
lor the

hay,

a new mowing machine, horse rake and
all the farming tools and vehicles, except
one sieigii. The ioss on the property is about
M.oOh; insured for >700.

I
_M.

Tiie

Annual town meeting March
elc ted: Selectmen, assessors
aud overseers of poor, William F. Hutchings, L’riah B. Leach, Calvin Leach; two
members i>f school committee, Fred B
Mitchell, Otis I). Snowman: Town clerk
and treasurer, Albert E. Varuum; Koad
commissioner, Andrew J. Staples; Collector
of taxes aud constable, Leroy S. Wardwell.
The number of children of school age is 578,
being seventy less than six years ago. Debt
of the town $451*, its valuation $258,024

Stockton Springs. Mrs, Horace Staples
has returned from Portland, where she visited her husband. Capt. Staples is much im-

proved.... Mrs. Melvin Col cord has gone to
New York to join her husband, Capt. Colcord, iu the bark Rose Innes.Mr. Ray-

enobscut.

Officers

day. after

a pleasant visit of several days
Kuthryne N ckersou.. Miss Lura
Partridge is visiting friends in Boston....
Capt. John Randell, in sell. Celia F., sailed
from New York last Thursday for Jacksonville. Mrs. R. accompanied him....Mrs.
Isa Howe Sanborn is the guest "f Miss Mary

with Miss

stitute

at

Dr. M. T. Dodge’s.

Lizzie Roberts, who repreYankee Blade, had a very neat
suit of white muslin appropriately
printed
upon the Yankee Blade press by the foreMiss

turesque.

sented the

of that office, Henry J. Cobbett.
It
attracted much attention and was a good
advt. for that paper-The K. P.’s are to
have a dedication hall at the Yankee Blade
hall next Tuesday evening, March 17th, and
a very line time is anticipated. .The Brooks
correspondent has beeu uncommonly busy
for a few weeks past, and feels that he has
not done justice to the Brooks news, but
will make an extra effort to do better in the
future.
man

Deafness

Cannot

be

Cured

by local applications, as they cannot reach the dis
portion of the ear. There is only one way to
cure deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition
of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When'this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling
sound or imperfect bearing, and when it is entire
ly closed, Deafness is the result, and unless the in
eased

PA 1'KltS and

$6.50.

17c. to 50c.

10 Pieces Toilet Sets,

tTTtl'AIXS WHOI.KSALK and I:

$l.o$

r Ml.

CARLE tfc JONES.
^21 Main

Street,

Belfast. Maine>

PEOPLES NATIONAL
L. A

KNOWLrONi, President,

BANK.

F*ANK ft. WlGGIN, Cashier.

Deposits Solicited

INDIVIDI \L

Feb

DEPOSITS:

*2s

May 1, 1891.
841.689.54
May 7, 1895.

1894.

•36,353.69
March 5, 1395.
333,978.53

8116,325.50

These figures are taken from
; of the Current'll, Washington,

July 24, IS94.
$59.1*0.29
July 11, 1*95.
$123,0*5.5*

Oct

2, !sp4,
$74,532 52
Sept, 2s, I S95.
$f 4H,l 47.1s

Dec.

19

$79,4*1).5P.
Dec. I .1, 1H95
$ 16 0. > 3 *. 1 7
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Indian

D/) /r»— If i11f*f
Coughs,
hills, Diarrhoea, nThrunlDysentery, Cramps,
Is

a sure

cure for

Sore

>■

Bitters!

1

Cholera,

and all

Bowel

•*

Restorative

If A rery remarkable remedy, both for INTERNAL and EXTERNAL'use, and wonderful in its quick action to relieve distress.

Complaints.

<

PARKKR tV liFRROWS.

J.vlo

BEST***“•
Pain-Kriltrrl*THF
dill 1\MIMDI e,iy known for Sea

a

Sickness, Sick Headache, Fain In the
Back or Side, llbeumntism and Neuralgia,

Pain-Killer

WADE. It brings speedy and permanent relief
In all esses of Bruises, Cuts, Sprains,
Severe Burns, dec.
well tried and
Do / n
111f* r t®
*dMMMmM\.lMM^l
trusted friend of the
Mechanic, Farmer, Planter, Sailor, and
In fact all classes wanting a medicine always at
hand.and safe to uxe Internally or externally
with certainty of relief.
—

BY

EVERYBODY.
!■ a Medicine Chest la
Do
Ifi1If*f*
a
dill
M\
lMMOM Itself, and lew vessels
leave port without a supply of it.
gar No family can afford to be without this
Invaluable remedy In the house. Its price brings
It within the reach of all, and it will r.nnually
save many times Its cost In doctors' bills.
Beware of Imitations.
Take none but tbg
fsnulns hP^eky Davu."

|

Moderator, Rodney I. Thompson
town clerk, W. A. Bessey ; selectmen, asses- j
sors and overseers of p »>r, J. H.
Shuman,

X Butler, .f.F. Creighton ; town treasurer,
Ardeuis Shuman; tax collector, W. C Mur- j
ton; school board, W. E. Hilt, H E. Messer: i
town agent, Benjamin Burton.
Eight thousand dollars was appropriated for schools,
of
support
poor and the necessary town expenses: voted to expend 82,000 in laboj on
highways, 8100 for free li.gh school, *500
fur school house, >25 for Memorial day exercises; voted to lease three hydrants of the
Union Water Company at 825 each; voted
that, tiie question of .selling the town's stock
in the Georges Valley railroad be left with
the selectmen.

if

IS RECOMMENDED
By Physicians, by Missionaries, by Ministers, by
Mechanics, by Nurses in Hospitals.

nion.

O

They

are

the

best

Spring

tonic.

They

cure

all bilious <lis-

eases.

They dear the complexion.
The y give an appetite.
They teike euceiy elrowsiness.
They a~e made n holly of
reots, barks anel herbs.

A

bottle for ."() cents.

pint

Maine.

CAPITAL, $150,006
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Because it’s the Best.
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MORE^ AUCTION SALE
BARRELS
Horses
*

F

SOUTHWORTH & LANCASTER,
Belfast, Maine.

OF THIS BRAND
i.

Made and Sold every year than
any other (lour.
Norton

thapman to., rortiano,
Agent*

of Glasses a'd Diseases at

Ihe Eye

a

Specially.
EVE

| SEARSPORT,

Sealed

3t

Proposals

Are invited to furnish lumber for the Home of the
Waldo Veteran Charitable Association at w inder; mere Park, I'niry. Said building to be su\-:>: feet,
two
stories in height with a veranda six feet wide
1
The lumber to be deone side and each end.
j on
| livert'd at Windermere Park by Ma\ l't, lain*.
| Plans and specifications of lumber may be seen at
the treasurer,.!. P. I.ibhy. ;it I'niry.
| the office of
The
Proposals t" be received until April 1. is*
committee reserve the right to reject an\ or all
A. J BILLINGS,
bids.
)
,in£r
bn ding
(
i
.T P. LIBBY,
t ""llm,,ee'
JOHN H
2wll

Sealed

Licensed Auctioneer.
trr

for Maine.

FREEDOM,

a

CORDON.)

H. H. LAMSON,

P. O. ADDRESS,

d Ear
!

These horses are acclimated and thoroughly
broken, and will weigh from 1,000 to 1 ,">00
lbs. They will consist of drivers, work horses,
and some very nice matched pair-. They will
arrive on or about March 9, and can be seen at
the stables of the Belfast Livery Co until the
*3w9
day of auction.

BEST

Filling

14, 1896.

25 HEAD OF IOWA HORSES 25

m$sm

j

Belfast,

They steep that elizzy feelUng.
The 1/ are pleasant to take.

HARCH

!

Belfast National Bant

DRUGGISTS.

Fish and Game.
An experiment of
great interest to all lovers of sport in this
State has just been made at New Sweden
by the commissioners of inland fisheries
and game, in the introduction of the
capercailzie and black game of old Sweden
into that town.
Two pairs of the capercailzie have been liberated there, and
three males and four females of the black
These birds have just arrived digame.
rect from old Sweden, and were liberated
in the north part of the town of New
Sweden.At the United States fish
hatchery station at Wood’s Hole, there
were hatched during the past season 75,000,000 lobsters, 45,000,000 codfish and
0,000,000 flatfish.
Steam yacht Eleanor, of the New York
Yacht club, Scott, master, and Wm. A.
Slater, owner, arrived at New London, Mar.
9, from the trip around the world, having
been abseut since O t. 27, lSi»4, iu which
time the yacht traversed 12,400 nautical
I miles. It did it almost without mishap,
only
trifling delays having been experienced
j
| during the entire voyage.

Spring Fixtures,

DR. OSGOOD'S

1

Brooks. The masked ball iutended for
March 4:h came off la t Monday evening.
Many of the costumes were decidedly pic-

on

AND SAMPLE

to contract with the W interport Water
Co. for a term of 20 years for water for tire
purposes; also to exempt the capital stock
and property of the company from taxes for
the same time.

I

Prices

1 12 Pieces Dinner Sets,

COME IN

men

|

100 DOZ.

CURTAINS

EVERY FAMILY
KNOW THAT

1

In-

DOZ.

SHOULD

j

vacation from the M. C.

100

•*

and one son, children by bis second
SEARSMQ2?T. The following are the town
marriage, and two sons and two daughters officers for the ensuing veaii Clerk, A. L.
Maddoeks: selectmen, assessors, &c L. L
by a former marriage. Mr. Heaid was a
Cross, J. P. Wellman, C. G. Hemenway;
quiet, unassuming man, and will be missed Treas., J. F. Burgess; towu agent, L. L.
in his immediate neighborhood.... Mr. AlCross; S. S. com., Eben Cobb, J. P. Wellbion Piper of New York, who has been with man; auditor, 0. D. Wilson; collector, S S.
Beau: constables, S. S. Beau, E. S. Cushhis brother, David Piper, through the winman, J. W. Farrar.
Appropriations: Poor,
ter, left town Monday morning for Ruck- 8*00, town charges, *200; contingent, .*250: j
collector
and
treasurer’s
commissi ns. ;
land, to visit his brother, Joseph Piper of
ami a transfer from an- I
that place.... B. F. Harding weighed three •8125; bridges *540,
other account of 8400: school hooks 850:
of his spring lambs this week, and they tip- 1 roads 8250; highways 81.750; school amount j
ped the scales at 37 30, 23 pounds. Their ] required by law. The school committee
and (i weeks.... Miss Annie Hollis elected A. L. Maddoeks, superintendent.
ages are

spenditig her

20,000 Rolls—NEW and BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS,
Prices, 5c., 6c., to 15c.

v

ters

is

Papers, Wall Papers,

■

Boston on Monday of this week-Capt.
Parsons, V. X. Higgins. Selectmen, Assessors and
Overseers of the
Ralph Morse and wife went to Bangor Mon- Cornforth, Treasurer: Edwin Poor; Edwin
Lauder, ColThomas
of
the
Clark,
day...Mr.
lector and Constable; Ernest Bartlett, dias.
orgauiz.er
School
L.
Committee;
G. Mouroe,
Independent Order of Foresters, is about or- Parsons,
Amount of money raised
f .r
ganizing a court in this village. .The masked juryman.of
support
pour and to be expended on high- 1
ball at Denslow Hall Monday evening was
tor
ways, bridges, etc., $],500:
repairs of
well attended. Slipper was served at Hotel school houses, $25. A v- te was taken not j
Cleaves_The Current Events Club will to raise any money for support of high j
schools.
meet with Mrs. Henry Overlock on ThursW inter port.
At the
town
meeting j
day.
Monday the following officers were elected:
F. Hussev, Walter Littlefield,
J.
Selectmen,
Troy. Mr. Peter Heald.anold resident of
G. H. Fisher; Clerk, B P. Hall; Treas., A.
dead in his dooryard E Fernald; Col., L.
Troy, dropped
Clark; Assessor, E F.
Monday morning, March 9th. He had been Blaisdell. Dr. Webber was elected on the
school hoard to til; the place of J. W. Miller,
in usual health and was cutting wood at the
who «hed a few weeks since.
The town
door. His daughter was putting out her voted to
appropriate $150 for the Free
washing, when she found it required an ex- Library, and voted to authorize the selectsupport for the clothes line. Her father
went to get the post and was returning with
it when he fell. It was thought that death
was instantaneous. He leaves three daugh-

Maine

r.

Thorndike. The town meeting Monday
in the election
of the following
officers- Benj. Ames, Moderator; J.
X
Clerk : j. If. Sayward, diaries
Tilton,^

tra

Wall

XITRP >L.V C< )VII’AN V. Belfast

statements to the Comptroller
the a hove dales.
very complete set of plans,
DEPOSITS ill the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable ..:i .lematel. draw i:i:..-e.t
payable lannand the reference to their preparations by ary 1st amlJ-ilj l.t.
D.;p wits .lurliu' the ilr-t three lay. .,f
.iraw Miiere.t fr, lu tl>. tint
| if that month This <len:ircraent
*;fers m-t-h //•*••//«•<•
directions of the Spirit would indicate
p
i-.i/•-/// t.n
ami a!'. •i.-p-.-rs
>r Bank are ■/ t.
1.
'.M-eth*
that their author was inspired to produce ; much as every ileposit
<
; amount of our ‘apital Stock.
just what he did; but still the question
This Bank heinir the lare«r est:in!i-hf l B ink in
p p,
pF
>ve
remains open, who planned the house of j inents in Fire ami B 11 alar-i'rm.f w->rk. tii-re».\ otferim:
..‘‘ p r.
•-//-;*
],■
| hank in tinui
the Lord in .Jerusalem2*1
unity
We -tii! have a few $5.00 MKK DKPOMT B0\Kn.
V
extra
fork#, s«» they may he-taken t'uiml fn«m the Bank i; u-sireh.
I

‘•Evidently

resulted

to

of work.”

11.
Alien David gavt- to Solomon his
the pattern of the porch, and of the
houses thereof, and the Treasuries thereof,
and of the upper chambers thereof, aud of
the iuner parlors thereof, and of the place of
the mercy Seat.
12. “And the pattern of all that he had
by the Spirit, of the courts of the house of
the Lord, and of the chambers round about,
of the treasuries <-f the house of God, and
of the treasuries of the dedicated things."

town

Mr. Leonard Bowden returned

manner

asking.

free for the

son

Prospect. At the town meeting March
Utli the following town officers were elected :
Moderator, I. H. Killman; Clerk, J. F.
Libby; -electineu, Josiah Colson, C. H.
Partridge, Lemuel Ames; School committee,
('apt Evander Harriman, Llewellyn Ward.
O. B. Gray; Town agent, Josiah Col-on :
Surveyors ..f wood, etc., W. C. Bowden,
Mark D. Herriman, Arthur Boyd.
Voted
that the school committee be truant officers;
voted what the law obliges for schools, and
>joo fur a free high school; $800 tor
puor
and other town expenses; $150 for bridges
aud $1.2ihi in money f. >r roads.

mond Smith is at home for a short visit. He
had been absent some time.
Mrs. William
Carter and daughter Etta visited friends in
North Searsport last week....Miss Clara
Mudgett returned from Swanville last Mon-

for all

“These treasures, this accumulation of
material, and the gathering of these hundreds, it may have been thousands, of
master workmen, was not the work of a
day: it was not accomplished without
years of toil and study, and unquestionably after the adoption of the plans for
the Temple, else how could he have intelligently proceeded with such vast
preparations? Whose plans were they?
Who w as the architect who could and did
plan this world famous temple, draw the
specifications and details, and make out
in advance the comprehensive bills of
materials needed? Was it David himself?
That there was a plan is demonstrated by
tlie statement in XXYill, 11-1“, which
reads as follows:

’I lie town meeting passed off
following officers were elected
ensuing year.
Selectmen, C. R.
Nickerson, il. P. White, M. fcL Curtis:
Treas, H. M Cliase; clerk, A. li. Ellis;
collector, V. L. Walker. PL 0. Holmes was
re-elected on tij»- seliool hoard and A IP. Ellis was elected to li i i the vacancy left by A. T.
Nickerson, whose term had expired.* Hon
A. PL NLckerson made a very etfi lent supervisor of schools last year and took great interest in the advancement of the pupils.

out

Hii hborn....

one on

Swanvii.i.e.

and together tiny succeeded in
saving the horse and cow, and * few articles from the house and barn. Mr. Wyman
was quite badly burned about til*' face, and
w was
the
singed and made blind. They
lost all their clotl ing except what they had
on. together with all their bedding, furniture and household effects. In the barn they
lost s 100 worth of wood, quite a quantity of
came

and

is unknown, and the question which forms
the title of the article will be a puzzle to
The following extract
many readers.
will give some idea of the character of
the article, which is to lengthy for its
entire reproduction here:
14.
“An hundred thousand talents of
gold, aud a thousand talents of silver; and
of brass and iron without weight, for it is in
abundance; timber aiso and stone have I
prepared, and thou uiayest add thereto.
1.1. “Moreover there are workmen with
thee ill abundance, heweis and workers of
stone and timber, and all manner of cunning

BuooKs
The annual town meeting was
held March 9th. The reports of the town
officers showed an improvement in the financial condition of the town. The usual
appropriations were made. The officers for
the \ ear ensuing are as follows: Moderator,
John H. Gordon; Clerk, Otis W. Lane; Selectmen, Mareeiius J. Dow, Loss A. Jones,
'Tin
C. Rowe; Treasurer, Elmer CL Roberts; School committee,
Harry Littlefield
and PL eiett P\'ss: trustee of sinking fund,
PL L Prime.

dressed in women’s

appreciated. Thursday afternoons, from 2 30
to 4.30 o’clock, will be reception days at the
Home, at which time all interested in the
work are invited to call. One little girl,
Jennie Wiley, was received at the Home
last Saturday from Mrs. Smith of South
•r
recounuended two plans
one
flammation can be taken out and this tube restorbreakwater, costing more than $100,- ; Newburgh. Applications arc now on hand ed
to its normal condition, hearing will be de1
one for dredging..
The following to semi out to good homes three of the girls.
Among the recent contributions to the Home stroyed forever; nine cases out of ten are caused
^ssel property are reported:
Sell. ! are
a number of suits for the children from
by catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed conI
Corson, 205 tons, built in Milford, friends in Saco, and a package of goods from dition .»f mucous surfaces.
We will give one Hundred Dollars for any case
II
J.
P.
Mrs.
of
Libby
1*72, for Boston account, p. t. Sell.
Unity... .Monday Mrs. of Deafness
(caused by catarrh) that cannot be
J. G Damon gave the girls of the Home a
'r
’ta S. Snare, 241 tons, built in Bath in
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars;
sleighride, and Mr. Damon presented each free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
1
tptains account, $5,700.
w ith a bag of candy, nuts,
fruit, etc.
Sir^Sold by Druggists, 75c.
4wl0
—

The

friends in Belfast.

MAINE.

Proposals

I Are invited f"r the buildim: <>f tin- Hum- of rhe
i Waldo Veteran t'lnritablc Association nr WinI tlerinere Park. I ni
Plans nnd specifications
may be seen at the oftii-e of the trensiirer. .1. P.
Libby, at Pnity. Proposals will be received until
April 1. lHSW. The committee reserve the riirht to
reject any or all bids.
A. J. HI I.I.l NOS,
Building
.1 1*. LIBBY
<
Miiniiftee.
2wll
JOHN H CORDON,
<

“The Reign of the Queen,” from the
Edinburgh Review; “The Wild Wa-a
Head-hunting Race,” by »J. George Scott,
(J. I. E.; “The Seizure of a Turkish Flagship,” by Demetrius Bikelas; “The New
Photographic Discovery,” by Silvanus P.
Thompson; “How to Read,” by Arnold
Haultain, and “Germany Under the Em-

u

pire,” by A. Eubule Evans.

Doss Your Back Ache ?

SnRflobbs

THEY

cause the
to fiit r
all uric acid ami
other poisons or
impurities from
£
the blood.
Cure Rheumatism, (emit, hczema, An,t=
c
mia. Pimples, Bad Blood, Bright’s Dis^ease. Malaria, Backache, Kidney Pain -,
Dropsy, Pain in the Abdomen Frequent
jr Urination. Inflamation o* Kidneys, etc
Are not a secret renv-dy, but con hi in
t highly concent.ri t v*< rv tracts of Asp iragus. Juniper Berries, ttuchu. Corn
t Silk, Pnreiru Brava a d Uva Ursa .1
kidn-v lu-olers) and are scientifically

KicIneyPHfs

jc

compounded.
Ur. biobbs Sparagos Kidney Pilis are
»:«>; --in! druggists.
erd.T-. d by phy d
Y ala
ots
x.
Book Free.
50
H ilAs Medicine C«>., C! r: •<;r' or S in Francises

Magazine for March is
a speech of
1837 by
Abraham Lincoln, which the biographers
until now, seemingly, have known nothing of, though it contains passages still
of the highest interest.
For example, of
politicians, Lincoln says: “A set of men

-£
■£
r

-d

^

tA

ii.

*4.

JA.

Literary

Ntws

J.'.

J4

anil

fJ

to

light

who have interests aside from the interof the people, and who, to say the
most of them, are, taken as a mass, at
least one long step removed from honest
men.
I say this with the greater freedom,

-e!

ests

J

-ij"
•_$

because, being
can regard it

1
J
j

a

politician myself,

none

personal.” There are
also an amusingly judicious love proposal
of Lincoln’s, and some lively reminiscences of him as the le; tier in a successful mauoeuvere to establish the State
capital at Springfield, and as a young
lawyer in that smart, new town. The
pictures are numerous, and include four
portraits of Lincoln. Col. John Hay
contributes an interesting paper on Ellsworth, the young hero killed at the beginning of the war. On his twenty-second birthday Ellsworth began a diary,
“because,” as he wrote, “my life lias
been, and bids fair to be, such a jumble
of strange incidents that, should 1 become
anybody m anything, this will be useful''!
as a M eans of showing how much suffering and temptation a man must undergo
and still keep clear of despair and vice.”
Col. Hay gives extracts from this diary,
and adds reminiscences from his own
personal intimacy with Ellsworth. The j
paper is fully illustrated.

J«

v

£

McClure’s

brought

healthy.

paragus kidneys

£

In

MAKE the Kidneys strong and

%-
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Notes.

Majo’-Ceneral Oliver O. Howard lias
written an article for the March Forum
on “I he A any as a ( alter.'
“The Foils of Small Talk,*’ is the
piquant title of a three page article in the
< eutun 1 * \ I)r. Allan Me Lane
Hamilton,
the tiienisi, who sets fortJi the relations
of slam: and unc m.^cimis speccli to cebrcbral deterioration.
The Mari ’i F -rum will contain a strikin'. papei by Joseph Nimuuq Jr., entitled
“The Nicaragua Canal an Impracticable
Scheme.
Mr.
Niinmo shows in his
article that from a commercial point of
view the N iearagua < anal is impracticable,
and lie declares the scheme lobe one of
tin- llimsitsf chimeras that have ever
gained human credence.

A

by

as

charming “Canal View in Holland” j

.1. .1. Kedmoud and a study of lloses
|
and Lilacs by Kaoul M. de Longpre are |
the color supplements given this month j
by “The Ait Amateur.” The sheets of

practical working designs

are.

as

usual,

rich in seasonable suggestions for china
painters, wood carvers, chip carvers and
embroiderers, and include some capital
ideas for the decoration of glove and
handkerchief boxes and blotting cases,
either in Needlework, Painting or Pyrography. The Bicycle for Sketching Tours,
and ;i reproduction of Mr. Henry’s picture
at the Water Color Exhibition, tlie first
work of art in which the Bicycle figures,

The publishers of McClure’s Magazine
have, decided to spend twenty thousand
dollars for short stories during the coming
year.
They announce that new writers
will be especially welcome.
Payment
will be made on a very liberal scale, and
it is believed that this will be more satisfactory than offering prizes. stories
should run from 2,000 to (>,000 words.
The shorter the story, the better chance
of success.

Register

of

Deep

Water

Vessels.

Newspaper Notes.

mothers must guide.

8HIPS.

Aimer Coburn, G A Nieliols, sailed from
New' York Feb 12 for Yckahaina.
A G Fopes, David Fivers, aimed at New
York Jan 23 from San Francisco.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from Shanghae F» b 27 for J ioilo.
Alameda, Chaj man, at Sydney, NSW, Dec
14, for sale.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed firm New
York Oct 28 lor Shanghae.
Centennial, li F Colcord, ani\ td at New
York Jan 12 from Baltimore.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Hong Kong Feb 13 for New York.
El Capitan, A L Carver, at New York.
Emily F \\ hitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from Hong Kong Jan 23 for New York.
Gov Home, Nichols,cleared from Philadelphia Oct 25 lor Hiogo; spoken Dec 3, lat 22
S, Ion 29 W.
Great Admiral, Rowell, sailed from New
Yoik March 1 for Melbourne.
Henry B Hyde, Pliiueas Pendleton, arrived at Liverpool Feb 0 from San Francisco.
Iroquois, E D P Nickels, sailed lrom San
Francisco Feb 4 for Honolulu.
John McDonald, '1 P Colcord, arrived at
San Francisco Jan 1 Ik m Ntw Yoik.
Josephus, P R Gilkcy, samd lrom New
York Jan 27 lor Shanghae.
LJeweilyu J Morse, l iapp, arrived at San
Francisco Oct 30 from Kanuk.
Manuel Llaguno, Fow Smalley, sailed
fiom New \ oik Non 21 lor Hong Kong;
spokt li, Dec 10, lat 8 N, Ion 29 W.

The Waterville Mail and the Rumford
Falls Times have had pi lately. They don’t
like it.

Should Watch the Physical Development of Their Daughters.

The Calais Times has

Information They

Proper Time—Knowledge by

Which

J&e Avoided.

Suffering May

Everj' mother possesses information
of vital value to her young daughter.
When the girl's Thoughts become
Biug-gish, with
headache, dizziness, and a disposition to

;

Yoik Non 2b lor Anpr lot t.-ideis,
S P Hitchcock, Gates, sailed (it m Honolulu Nov !) tor Nt w Voi k.
S I> Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from London Feb b lor Now York; passed Pun or 12th.
St Nicholas, C 1 Carver, sailed Ik m Sau
Francisco Jan 5 lor New York.
St. 1 avitl, C aiN er, sailt ti lrom New York
Nov 2 for Amoy; sjioken Dec 8, iat 18 11 S,
Ion 29 01.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
Hiogo Feb 28 for New York.
1 iilit* E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
from New York Dec 22, lor Portland, O;
spoken, Jail 25, lat 24 S, Ion 41 W.
Wandering Jew 1> C Nichols, at Hong
Kong Dec 5 lor New York.
W m II Macy, Amslmry, at Yokahama
Feb 8 for New York via Hiogo.
Wm H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, sailed
from New York Jan 22 for Shanghae; spoken
Feb 14, lat 12 N, Ion 27 VV.
W ,1 Botch, Sewali C Lancaster, at San
Francisco lor Siberia.

What is

ite

Monthly.

of March 1st the Boston
Herald issued to its subscribers one of the
finest miniature Opera Houses ever produced. With it were the characters of “The
Mikado.” A series of plays will be giveu
With its issue

Castoria is I)". Samuel Pitcher's prescription for Infants
aiul Children. It contains neither
Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic suhstanee.
ft is a harmless substitute*
for

Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
Its guarantee- i> thirty years’ use- by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys \\ onus and
allays
feverishness.
Castoria prevents \omiting Sour Curd,

succeeding Sundays. The young people
especially look forward to the coming of
these supplements with eager interest and
derive much enjoyment from them.
on

teething
anel

eyes

dim,
desire
for solitude, v
and a dislike to
the society of
children : when she ks
a mystery to herself and friends, then,
her mother should come to her aid.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound will, at tliis time, prepare the
system for the coming change. See
that she has it, and Mrs. Pinkham, at
Lynn, Mass., will cheerfully answer
any letters where information is desired.
Thousands of women owe their
health to her and the Vegetable Compound, and mothers are constantly
applj ing to her for advice regarding
their daughters

journalism
his

i

II is

DR. E. C. WEST'S NERVE
is sold under positive
authorized agents only,
Loss of Brain and Nerve

AND BRAIN TREATMENT
written guarantee, by
to cure Weak Memory;
Po\v« r: Lost Manhood;
Quickness: Night Losses; Evil Dreams: Lack of
Confidence: Nervousness; Lassitude: all
Drains;
Loss of Lower of the Generative Organs in either
pex. caused by over-exertion. Youthful
Errors, or
Lxcessi/.* Use of Tobacco, Opium or
Liquor,
whi<‘h leads to Misery, Consumption,
Insanity
and Dentil. By mail, $1 a box; six for $5; with
written guarantee to cun' or refund
money.
Sample package, coetaiei g live days’ treatment,
with full instructi ms,
emits.
One sample
only sold to each person by mail.
A m L II I MM.

It Is
the Best
plan,

in buying a wheel, to avoid the
and untried makes.
Huy one that
has stood the test of time.
For seven

ciates

connection

on

a

Editor

of
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selves for their friends.
It is sometimes said,

I’lucnix.” unless a! .ti.
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me ra.nl ».• ••d joints,
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on
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If
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policemen ? Were the “city fathers" fearful
of exercising authority over the few in behalf of the law-abiding majority ?
For the
sake of common decency and good government, lot us hope the disgrace will not be
K.
repeated.
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Boston’s

to

Commerce.

The foreign m ean tonnage of the port of !
Boston in ISP'*, compared with Is1.'!, \v;m as 1
follows:
T.iim

nri»

jest.

[Worcester Telegram.
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have twoBrownie (hastily interrupting)
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CURE Sold
U. H.
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Care
to 3

sun

pack*

pi
by mail,
only by

MOODY, BELFAST.

no

1

ait

$1.00.
29

let

me

I

“1 knew it would come to
expect it so soon.”

didn’t
“Has y«>ur

their cards. You must ask them their
names.
My husband lias discovered 900
different kinds of bacteria on visiting cards.

B
C
Mold

by ail dealt rs.

1

LADIES DO YOU KNOW
OR. FELIX LE

BRUM'S

,Steeif Pennyroyal Pills

the original and only
FRENCH, safe and reliable euro
r on t a market.
Price, $1.00; sent
''by mail. Genuine sold only by
R. H. MOODY, BELFAST, ME.
are

effective.
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Electric Bitters.
Electric Bitters is a medicine suited for
any season, hut perhaps more generally
needed in the Spring, when the languid exhausted feeling prevails, when the liver is
torpid and sluggish and the need of a tonic
ami alterative is felt. A prompt use of this
medicine has often averted long and perhaps
fatal- bilious fevers. No medicine will act
more surely in counteracting > nd freeing
the system from the malarial poison. Headache, Indigestion, Constipation, Dizziness
yield to Electric Bitters. Only fifty cents
per bottle at A. A. Howes & Co’s.
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TO BELFAST.

FRED \\ rn I E. Ap-nt
CALVIN A I S I 1 \ ilfii’l
WILLIAM II HILL. Den
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!•

Manager
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5 25

Bellas!, and Castrne Route.
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15 88
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to 02
to 15
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Winter

Effect Oci

Arrangement —In
1, 1885

station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, tor sale by F. K. ( kowi.ky
1’AYSON Tl'CKKK,
Agent. Belfast.
Vice Ides, anc Lend Manager.
F. E. Booth by. fiend Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1805.

\

in connection wtili il \ H S. t'<■ a>
Leave ‘West Lrook-ville at 7 2t»
7.40, llu*;he> INnnt,
Ky«|er
Lime Kiln, s*.2t>; arriving at itcltast
>

•Brooksville. Mondays, Wednesdays and
days.
Returning, leave Belfast at U <» i*. m .i
above named landings
Passengers going Kast lake steamer *

To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Judicial
Court, begun and Holden at Belfast, in and for
the County of Waldo, on the first Tuesday of

from Be If st at 2 <»n
m.i very Mm
nesday and Friday. Take steam* next
* 'lings from (’astine t
Bar II;»*i

January, A. D. 1806:
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pESPECTKl
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Capital Paid
ASM'

up

OH I M HKK

S

y

in Cash. $200,00b.00
.il.

1>"

>\v lied
nil pa Ml i.
•> 1 lie
incumbered
s
Loans on bond and mortj.ige f, r>;
liei.s.
Stocks and bonds owned h> the company, market aim*...
Loans secured by collateral-.
Cash in tin* <*.-inpany‘s priueipal oibee
and in bank.
Interest and rents due and accrued.
Premiums in due eourse of collection.
Due from other companies

lira I estate

<

lne

..

DICIAL (’<'1 HI, I

Waldo

ss:
January Term, 183(1.
l'pon the foregoing petition it is ordered that
notice of tin* pendency thereof be given to tinrespondents whose residence is known by serving
each of them with an attested copy ot the petit i<>n
with this order thereon thirty days at least before

the term of this court next to he holden at Belfast,
within ami for the county of Waldo, on the third
Tuesday of April, A. !>., 181M».
The service aforesaid may be made by any officer authorized to serve like process in the State
where they may be found residing, bis return
hereon to be verified before a Maine <‘ommissioner. Clerk of a Court of Record, Notary Public or
Justice of the Peace.
And it is further ordered that notice be given t<>
the respondent whose residence is unknown by
publishing an attested copy of said petition and
order thereon three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast,
in the county of Waldo, the last publication to be
thirty days at least before the sitting of tin;court
as aforesaid, that they may then and there
appear
in said court and answer thereto if they see nt.
3wl0
Attest: TILESTON WAOL1N Clerk.
A true copy, Attest: TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.

to

>
«'.*
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•'"tt

STATE OF MAINE.
SUl’KKMK .!l

*»

■»

Maebias take steaniet (astine ft■<•!• iv.i.i
2.(>«> r. M., stop over at Fastim-. tak*
Frank dones next inorume foi all lamb( astine to Maebias.
* reel
\
I. N TS
li
b
II
A
Belfast
Ryder s Cm e Win. I ’r m I l« n, 11 n.. i1'
M
Vogel I, Fast tie R. V 1 »od_e. b.i.

o.

Searspnrt. in said County, that
he is seized in lee simple and as tenant, in eonunon
of and in certain real estate situate in Scarsport.
in said County, to wit a pared of land hounded
on the south by 1’enobseot hay ami the Samuel
Matthews place, so called; on the west tty road
leading to the steamboat wharf and lloln es lot
on the north by Holmes lot and land of Merrill,
and on the east by line runtime; by the lands of
Sullivan. Dunbar,' Hritlin, Putnam ami others, to
said hay containing about live acres; that your
petit tonei is the owner of one midi\ ided half part

$1.00.
Regular
Latter-Day Etiquette.—Mrs. De Science—
Hereafter, when visitors call, you are not to

Yes,

in

y

J

Servant-

mild,

so

thereof with Henn Matthews of Poston in the
commonwealth of .Massachusetts who owns one
undivided loitrth part and Maria .1. Field of
as the results were almost marvelous in the
Franklin Park. Massachusetts. \1 uy
H.u riman
cast* of my wife.
While I was pastor of the wllose residence is unknown to y-uir
petitioner
Baptist Church at Rives .lumtion sin- was and Chesh Matthews ..f Scarsport. a I .m -aid each
brought, down with Pneumonia, succeeding i of Who owns one iiii In ided : welftli p rt ther-< !
Saii! premises heiit" known as he Porter an
La (Jrippe. Terrible parox.vsms of coughing
Matthews Mill lot. and that your peiiiioiei <le
would last, hours with little interruption
sires to hold his said interest in evcralty. Where
and it; seemed as if she could not. survive lore he
prays that notice to all person- interest"U
them.
A friend recommended Dr. King’s may he ordered, commissionerappointed, and
New Discovery; it was quick in its work his said interest set out to him to he held i>y bin
and highly satisfactory in result-.” Trial ! in fee and in several tv.
PEN.! A .M1N t). SAKHENT.
bottles free at A. A. Howes & Co’s Drug
Dated January 20, 18'Jd.
Store.
sizes 50c. and

Mrs. De Science—And when they mention
their names you are particularly to notice if
t.heir voices are hoarse. Colds are catching.
[New York Weekly.

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
S. Western Avenue,
CHICAGO.

ill

j\K

this, but

take

151

in,m
w

Portland. 12 27
{)
4 1:'
Boston
Boston,
D
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haven’t

A HMD S iwio-ceierg.

Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
special or general Neuralgia; also for ltheuinatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Anaemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
and other excesses. Price, 10, 25 and 50 cents.
Effervescent.

take,

1’ M
—

Kill You

PURE, SURE CURE

a

A M

can

Constipation

vour

yy

fo£z

ami

FROM

and

Don t Let

On anil after IN'ov. 4, I MM,..un
Burnham ami AVutcrv li-- wit I, t!:r- .uu'n trainton

not

are

Our

m« nt

>'.n

TIM 10-TAIIL!-:.

When Baby was sfck, we gave her Castoria,
well, and tired o? the !
ageless, nauseating taking of drugs, Dr. San- ^ When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
den of New York wishes to announce that he When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
has just issued a neat illustrated little book When she had Children, she gave them Castoria
fully explaining how they can treat and cure I
themselves at home by electricity. The treatment is so c >mmon-sense that it does not admit of failure, and every woman
suffering feBriggs ley and liis wife do not seem to get
male weakness, rheumatism, lumbago, kid- on very well together.”
ney or stomach complaints, etc., does
‘Oli, yes they do, considering: hut then
herself
they can’t help showing a contempt for
an injustice by not
investigating it. The book each other for the poor taste each made in
holds out no false inducements, but gives
choosing a partner in marriage.” [Boston
sc >res of plain references in
every State who Transcript.
have been cured after all other
treatments
Marvelous Results.
failed. It is free by mail, upon application.
From a letter written by Rev. J. (JundleAddress DR. SANDEN, 83G Broad way, Xew maii of
Dimondale, Mich w <* arc permitted
York City. ESTABLISHED
to make this extract:
“I have no hesitation
30 YEARS.
in recommending l)r King’s New Discovery

who

1>
N

Maine Central R. El,

bus band been mistreating
you ?” asked her visitor olemnly.
“Y-yes,” she sobbed. “He says 1 want
my own way all the time.”
“And won’t he let you have it?"
“That’s the worst of it. lie says that he
doesn’t care if I have my own w—way all
the tune, b—but that 1 won’t make up mv
mind wb—what it is.” [Washington Star.

women

So. Oxi

!

a

mime.

To

II. A. AKCitiM: M.
m(1 St.. Brooklyn,

it:

1

Jonesey—Two lives for a ten ?
Brownie (heartily)—Certainly, old
A Discovery Which Cannot Be Esti.
fellow;
with pleasure.
[Judge.
mated in Dollars and Cents.
Cascarets-Candy Cathartic, Guaranteed to
Cure Constipation,sold by Kiigore .S: Wilson
Cruelty.—“Oh, dear," sobbed Mrs. Hunni-

1

Children Cryfoi Pitcher’s Castoria.

‘ii

Jonesey—Say, Brownie,

]

me.'’

MO-TO-BAC

1XP4

No-To-Bac, Sold and Guaranteed To Cure
tlie Tobacco-Habit, by Kilgore & Wilson.

GOOD NEWS FOR WOMEN

to

1

Please buy and try Cascarets to-day.
Ten cents puts a box in your \
They work while you sleep. If not pleased, buy no more.
Get free sample and booklet from your drug: 1st or from us by mail for the r.'
Cascarets sold by all druggists, ioc. 25c, 50c.
Addm-s neare st offa e.
THE STERLING REMEDY CO.,
Montreal. C n.
NewYnC
Chicago.

Willie—1 guess I hadn't better to-night.
Mother—Why, what do you mean .'
\\ illie—\V ell, since papa said he wouldn’t
give me a bicycle 1 haven’t, felt in the
proper frame of mind. [Detroit Free Press. I

'> a

(Kf.r'On,
i,owt
Mass.

Dandy Cathartic Cure Constipation
So nice

I

prayers.
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vo&coTieUi

an

can

Mother—Come, Willie,
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is s- u
-.<; tochildrf n t!
nd it us super ior to an> proi: ipti

C.

You will find

AKSAPAKII.LA AND NKKVK K »M<
and
d,VI.ion's family 1'Ill.s.
Everybody says so,
and "w hat everybody says must be true."

;,-

uf

m,

known
•

■

excuse for
think of God
while my hands are busy.” To what purpose, if at the same time breaking His cornman 1, keep the Sabbath holy?
Where was
the self-respect of those who were
making a
carnival of our Peace Day? Where their
consideration for others, who were seriously
disturbed by their acts? Where were the

working

TONS

-a rv

oria.

^TfSOl
^

**

<hi

Cas-

The Centaur Company, 77 Murray Street, New York City.

The Journal: It is

In the coastwise trade there arrived pjbfi
a gam of abiaitP per cent, over last
1 lie departures show a similar
year.
perof
increase.
centage

Cost, $ir.O.

stomaeh

sleep.

Plea for Sunday Observance.
the

vessels,

beauty,

the

natural

1

scarcely to be supposed that the people who
were driving about the city, and
racing and
yelling on Northport avenue, one Sunday
lately, nor the crowds who watched from
the sidewalk, were doing this for the glory
of God, or had any thought at all of Him?
It was simply selfish gratification, excepting
possibly one or two who sacrificed them-

^

relieves

flatulency.

physicians in the children's depon
liavr spoken highly
f their expin tin ir outside practice with Ca t
real interest of theirchihben,: nd isc .istor ia
and although we only have among
instead of the various quack is strums winch I
medical supplies what is known as regu'
are destroying their loved ones,
by facing products, yet we are free to confess that t
opium, morphine, soothing syrup and other merits of Cast oria has won us to look
w
liurtful agents down tlicir throats,
thereby favor upon it."
sending them to premature graves
I'mrED Host n vl and Di
Dk. J. F. Kincheloe,
Boston, MasAllen C. Smith, Pres:
Conway, Ark.

the
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\ eSMels Tnmiiitr*'
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and speed.
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Castoria is the b< -t rt m 1% i
children of
which 1 am acquainted. 1 1.■•]>.•< he-ho ifar distant when niothc-s w
con
cr tin-

Arrived..
Cleared...

•'

food,

Urine f-r chil
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_

slight token of
Mr. Badger has
served on the board of trustees for ;!(> years
and for several years has been
president of
the bank.

...

•1

1>k.

•«

u.

•.

in

composed of 7<> pinks, as
fellowship and good will.

new

yi’trrs our
be-sure-you-are-right-andthen go ahea-1
policy lias made the

in

(he

Castoria

iyation

Castoria.

board of trustees of the
Augusta Savings Bank presented him with
a handsome gold-headed cane and a
bouquet
assi

A

fy-AFTEFr^

mentioned

now

daily

new

Colie.

c-onst

iKitvcis, giving healthy

“Castoria isnn \c- laut
drcu. Mother ii:
:
good effect upon their

and

Augusta.
Mr. Wiliiam S. Badger of Augusta, the
veteran publisher of the Maine Farmer, who
has been longest in continuous service of
any publisher on the Kennebec, reached bis
Tilth birthday anniversary Feb. 2Jd. Many
friends called to extend congratulations and
wish him many happy returns of the
day.
a

To

BEFORE

is

name

with

probably only temporary

;s

cures

toria is the Cliiieircn’s Panae-ca—the Mother's friend.

the paper was aggressive he
had the respect and esteem of his political
His retirement from active
opponents.
and while

man

Wind

and

trouhie-s,

Castoria assimilates

Thompson formerly of the Thouiastou
Herald. Mr. Jeffrey's management of the
Democrat attested Ins ability as a newspaper

limbs,

Diarrhoea

cures

H. L.

back and
lower

R.rH.

It is Pleasant.

Last week \\ illiam II. Jeffrey retired
from the management of the Maine Democrat, Augusta, and has been succeeded i.v

j

•"

the 8-

Without doubt the most prominent and
picturesque figure in the American journalism of to-day is that of Charles Anderson
Dana, editor of the New York Sun. His
birth in New Hampshire makes it especially
appropriate that the comprehensive and appreciative sketch of his career by Senator

BARKS.

are particularly
appropriate just now,
Adam W Spies, C N Meyers, arrived at
and lead up to an offer of a prize by the
New York Feb 28 from Hong Kong.
The article on “The United States, editor for the best attachment for a bicyAlice Keed, Alanson Ford, cleared from
Cleat Britain and International Arbitracle suited to artists’ requirements when Montevideo Jan 21 for Boston.
tion,’' by Benjamin F. Trueblood, the on a sketching tour. There are valuable
Amy Turner, C C McClure, sailed from
secretary of the American Peace Society, articles on Pastel Painting, Hints and Hong Kong Jan lo lor Baltimore; passed
which appears in the March number of Notes for Art Students, Drawing in the Anjer Jan 28.
Beatrice Havener, Hichborn, at Pomt-athe New England Magazine, is an especial- Public Schools, and Teaching the Child
Jan Id for New York.
ly timely article. At presents with force to Draw, and illustrated notices of A. Pitre,
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, sailed from
and fulness the splendid service of the Menzei and D. Yierge.
The section deDeinerara Jan 25 for New York.
two nations in the cause of international
voted to China Painting is well filled this
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Washarbitration, and urges the importance of month, and all who desire to make money, ington, D C, Jan 15 from Pori Spain.
their standing together as never belore ! in no matter what department of Art
Edward Kidder, J 11 Park, from Junin
for Hampton Loans, at Valparaiso, leaking.
in behalf of this great principle, which is j Work, will find “The Art Amateur” inEdward May, arrived at New York Nov 1
the hope of modern politics.
Warren F.
dispensable. The department devoted to from
Colombo.
the House and Interior Decoration is full
Kellogg, Park Square, Boston, Mass.
Evie
A T Whittier, arrived at
of priceless
and practical Buenos Keed, Feb 20 lrom
suggestions
New York.
The Century for Much will contain an j
Ayres
hints for those who wish to make their
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Newcastle,
editorial entitled “The Anachronism of i
homes artistic.
Note Book,” which NSW, Jan 20 for Molleudo.
“My
War,’ in which an earnest plea is made is
always signed by the editor, contains
Havana, liice, cleared from Philadelphia
foi ai hit ration as a “short cut to justice,''
much valuable material for collectors, Jan dl lor Havana.
and as a practicable and necessary measHerbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
dealers and picture buyers generally, and
ure for the
from New York March 4 for S; n Jose, Gnat.
prevention of war between is
unique in its independent, honest and
England and America. The writer exHenry A Litchfield, sailed from Savannah
trustworthy information and criticism.
piessed the opinion that the establish- The Insurance of Works of Arts continues March d for New York.
ment of a continuous arbitration commisHenry Norweli, Cushman, arrived at
to occupy attention, and altogether this is
Charleston, S C. March 4 lrom New York.
sion by England and America would reone of the strongest numbers of this allolani, McClure, sailed from New York
sult; ultimately in tin* acceptance of the idea
w ays- welconie
Magazine. (:}“> cents month- Feb 12 lor Honolulu.
by other powers, and concludes: “Herein
A4.00 per annum.) Montague Marks.
Liny A Nickels, C M Nichols, cleared
lies a _i cat opportunity f.*r the English- ly.
from New Yoik Oct 15 for Hong Kong;
-■'> Union Square. New York.
ia.vto
lead mankind to the
speaking
spoken Oct 27, lat d5 db, ion 48 05.
Win
Mabel 1 Meyers,
gl"iiuu> dfistjny if peace. It is a mission
Meyers, sailed
I here is no ext us<* lor any man to
appear from Boston Jan 15 for Buenos Ayres.
to kindle the imagination ami the heart."
n; soc;.-ty with a griz/.i\ heard since the inMatanzas, cleared lr m New York March
t.r> >d ict ion oi
Buck ingliam's
Dye, whirl,
for Ha\ ana.
Among tin many good things “Table ''"ii»i'.H
natural brown or black.
1 ehohscut, F G l ather, aimed at New
d uk
;:ts h- fore us this month is an ar|
j
York F* 1. 15 In m Singapore.
'A hat's this
askeil Marie looking at the
>
tide
Bed- J
Making l>yr Miss
llcl-tcca
bhtnk
(>I'
Ciowell, M G Dow, Cape Hayti
cardboard which Wilbur had
w h dg d
b’J'd. a.i
expert in that line: 1 anded lie:
foi Falmouth for outers, arm ed at Jnagua
A d
!'
\
Mexican Dinner;"
Feh
ai
d
eld.
I’hat s Clioilic Diulrkin's j*i( ture by the
11,
the
g’i .n
!e] u tinea: of llo tse-keeper> HoclltgrU |. iccSS
Post
Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
'•>
iiidi
contains nearly
New Yoik Ft l< 14 in in Brunswick Ga.
Ic';ai] i. >.
lifty I ■'Ihii I don 't sir any lung.”
a
\ei ilabh- cook-book in
i n.it's
Senaiio, K G \\ .<t«. h< use. sailt li fitm
itself: I
just it. ‘This Roentgen light :
1
Sourabaxa
Jan 2b !< G'-rantaio.
mot
tin Now Bill oi F.m
In
d
takes
interiors.
vvlii* li is full of
Barring his exteSt James, F 1- Clifford, aimed at New
:
woman >
.nteieOs; the New Menus for I ioi then isn’t any thing to l hoi,y to take.”
24
in in lit ng Kong.
York Feb
March, uaicli include one for every meal 11iarper's Bazar.
St Lucie, J 'i luskiuc■, cieart d fn in New
“There D Danger In heh y
'** the month:
and “The Eenten ('aim," j
York ,Jan 15 foi 1 ort Natal: spoken Feb 4,
Since LSi.l I have been a gnat sufferer
tn
wliie.'i the writer delves among the
lat 18 N, It.ii dll K.
fancies of Fashion’s world; the enter- from catarrh. 1 tried Ely’s Cream Balm
'1 In.imas A Goddaid, W S Giifilt:, at Koand to all appearainvs am cured. Terrible
tainments. novelt ies, books. —every thing
sano Jai 2 it-i it ston.
head.telies from w hich I had long suffered
Wiiiaid lMudgi tt, A C Colcord, at Montefor the March season of 1*1 Mi,
you will arc gone
W. J. Hitchcock, late
Major l'. video Dec 17 for New York.
find in its pages.
Our readers may obtain
8. Vol. and A. A. On., Buffalo. N. V.'
a sample cony of this
8CHOONKK8.
Ely's Cream Balm has ompletely cured
magazine, free, by
addivssing the Table Talk Publishing Co. me of catarrh when everything else* failed.
Georgia Gilkey, "W R Gilkey, sailed from
of Philadidphia, Pa.
Many acquaintances have used it witli excelRosario Jail 8 lor B< ston.
lent results.— Alfred W Stevens, Caldwell,
Hattie MiG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
The March Century presents three Ohio.
at Salem Dec 20 fn in New Yolk.
more of the .series of pictures
by the eele- ! Absent minded party.
how
do
“Why,
Henry Clausen, Jr, Ajplehy, arm id at
brated painter J. G. \ iberi, accompanied i
you do, Barker? How's your wife?”
Bermuda Fell 7 from Norloik.
by sketches <»r stories from the pen of the
Barker. “My wife? Why, my dear
Horace G Morse, Haminan, arrived at
doctor,
at list.
lu the April uumber three similar ! l never marred.”
Charleston, S C Feh 28 In m New Orleans.
Absent
minded
sketches will close the series.
'Those I
party. “Really! CongratJohn ( Smith, Km eland, sailt d Ik m Bosin the March number are, “The
ton Jan 18 lor Apalachicola ; spoken Fel: 25,
Schism,” i ulate her for me.” [Harper's Bazar.
off
“The Reprimand,” and “The Roll-Caii |
Alligator Shoal.
Weather forecast For this week.John J Marsh, Driukwater, sailed from
after the Pillage," and one can well iin- ; Plenty of it, all sorts, followed
by severe Rockport Nov 11 for
Bolt au Prince.
agine after reading these that Mr. Vibert coughs, colds and distress of the lungs—be
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, cleared from
might have succeeded admirably as a prepared for a dangerous illness- towards
Bangor Nov 27 lor Ni w Yoik.
the last of
writer, lor the happy style and point of Adamson’s the week hut. a few doses of
Linali C Kaminski, S Woodbury, arrived
Botanic Cough Balsam will disthese sketches are rarely found outside
at Philadelphia Feh 28 from Brunswick, Ga.
all had feelings.
pel
1
of
France.
“The Schism” describes a
Lucia Porter,Grindie,cleared from Mobile
tjuurrcl between two dignitaries of the J This inscription painted on a board adorns Feh 12 for Kingston, Ja.
a fence in Kent:
A Hall, M Veazie, arrived at New
Mary
and
the
church,
picture is well known, j “Notis—11
York March 2 from Apalachicola.
any man's or woman’s cows
“The Reprimand” is also familiar, where- !
into these hare otes, his or her tail will
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Portsget.
as “The Roll-call after the
Pillage” is a be cut off as the case may be.”
mouth, N H, Feh 2d from Perth Amboy.
vivid description of the horrible and
R W Hopkins, Hiehboin, arrived at CienTaken In Time
vagabond side of war.
fuegos Feh 15 from Newpoit News.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla lias achieved great sucSa 1 lie- l’On, W H West, arrived at Perth
Outing for March is a delightful num- cess in warding off sickness which, if allow- Amboy Feb 18 from New Y’ork.
ber.
Many beautiful illustrations add to ed to progress, w ould have undermined the
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at New York
whole system and given disease a
the attractiveness of seasonable tastes of
strong Feh 8 from Navassa.
to
cause
much
foothold,
and
even
suffering
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
sport, travel and adventure the world thr. aten death.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has Boston Feh 14 from Pensacola.
over. The contents are as follows: “Duck
done all this and even more. It has been
on
Savannah
Shooting
River”; “Incog-; taken in thousands of cases which were
In uone ol' his papers upon “ThisCounmto,” by Caroline Shelley; “A Cycling ! tho ght to be incurable, and after a fair trial
Tiip in Trinidad,” by Ily. Macbeth; has effected wonderlul cures, bringing try of Ours” has ex-President Harrison
“Wild Sport in Ceylon,” by F. F.
Dixon; health, strength and joy to the afflicted. delivered himself with such vehemence
“Across the Mesaba,” by Janet
point about Hood’s Sar- and emphasis as he has in the March LaShepard; Another important
saparilla is that its cures are permanent, be- dies’ Home Journal on “The President’s
“Among the Russian Bears,” by Fred. cause
start
from
the solid foundation
they
\\ hishaw : “Benz’s World Tour
Duties.”
Besides commending one of
Awheel”; of
vitalized and enriched blood.
“About the Balearics,” by Charles Ed- Hutpurified,
Mr. Cleveland’s acts, and censuiing Amit is not what we say but w hat Hood’s
bassadors for making political speeches,
waides; “Adolph,” by Tlieiese G. Ran- Sarsaparilla does that tells the
story.
dall; “Model Yachts,” by Franklyn Basshe talks of 1 residential appointments in
“Boys,” said the superintendent of a Sun- a most
ford: “Faculty Control of Athletics at
leeling and an almost pathetic
day school, “can any of .\ou quote a verse
J.
W.
English Universities,” by
Laing from scripture to
way.
Upon the latter theme, in giving j
that it's wrong for
and W. W. Bolton; “National Guard of a man to have twoprove
endorsement
to Civil Service Reform, he !
wives?” He paused, and
Nevada," by Lieut. W. R. Hamilton, and after a moment or two a bright boy raised says: “in spite of all the difficulties that |
the usual editorials, poems, records, etc. his hand. “Well, Thomas?”said the teacher beset the question of removals and apencouragingly. Thomas stood up and said : pointments it must be conceded that much j
All the ioundcrs of McClure's Magazine
“No man can serve two masters.” The
in the direction of a betterment i
are recent graduates of
Knox College, question ended there. [Pittsburg Bulletin. progress
of the service has been made.
The Civil i
Galesburg, Illinois, and the Editor, Mr.
Kurklen’s Arnica Halve.
Service Rules have removed a large numMcClure, is a trustee of this college. They
The Best alvk in the world for
Cuts, her of minor < dices in the departments at
have undertaken to assist the college in Bruises, S« res,
Ulcers, Salt Klieum, Fever
and in the postal and other
establishing “The Abraham Lincoln Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Washington,
►School of Science and Practical Arts,” as Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive- services, from the scramble of politics,
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is and have given the President, tin; Cabinet!
a worthy memorial to Abraham Lincoln.
The publishers of McClure’s Magazine guaranteed t.o give perfect satisfaction of officers and the Members of Congress j
have established K)0 scholarships in this money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. great relief; but it still remains true that
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.
in the power of appointment to dice the
new school.
Each scholarship entitles the
President linds the most exacting, unreI see her turn the corner
holder to all the privileges of Knox ColI hear her mannish tread,
lenting and distracting of his duties, in
lege, and can be earned by securing 500
the natuie of things he begins to make
1 feel an awful presence
subscribers to McClure’s Magazine.
A
That fills my soul w ith dread.
enemies irom the start, and has no way
scholarship pays the board, room rent
of escape—it is late; and to a sensitive
and tuition of any young man or woman
Great Scott! she's drawing nearer;
man involves much distress of mind.
His
I’ll vanish while I can,
for a year. The publishers of McClure’s
If she’s the coming woman,
only support is in the good opinion of
Magazine have also undertaken to raise an
those who ehitlly caie that the public
Then I’m the going man.
endowment turn! of a quarter of a million
business shall be well done, and are not
dollars for this new department of Knox [C. W. in Judge.
disturbed by the consideration whether
College.
An Old and Well-Tkied Remedy.—Mrs.
this man or that man is doing it; but he
The February numbers of Littell’s Liv- Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for hears very little directly from this class.
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
well
attest
No
President can conduct a successful adthe
ing Age
versatility and their children while teething, with perfect
value of this magazine.
Taking, almost success. It soothes the child, softens the ministration without the support of Conat random, an article or two from each
gress, and this matter of appointments,
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
weekly issue we find “Five Weeks with is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleas- do w hat he will, often weakens that supthe Cuban Insurgents,” by Hon. H. How- ing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every | port.
It is for him always a sort of compart of the world. Twenty-five cents a hotbetween his ideal and the best
ard; “The Venezuela and British Guiana tie.
Its value is incalculable. Be sure and promise
attainable thing.”
Boundary,” by Hugh Robert Mill; “The ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
and
Soothing
S.>
rup,
Advantage of Fiction,” by M. G. Tuttiet; take no other kind.
lyr4b
“The Sultan and his Priests,” by Richard
Deficient in Gray matter.
Ethel Blushed.—Tomim—Yes, cats
Davey; “The Rule of the Lay woman,” by canAnd
see in the dark and so can
Ethel; ’cause
Mrs. Stephen Batson; “Some SeventeenthOne, of Bill Nye’s best utterances was with
when Mr. Wright walked into the
parlor respect to the Democratic party. “What the
Century Matrons and their Housekeep- when she was
sittin’ all alone in the dark, I
Democratic party needs,” said Bill, “is not
ing,” by Margaret M. Verney; “American heard her say to him: “Why, Arthur,
you so much a new platform as a carload of asDislike of England,” from the Spectator; didn’t get shaved
to-day.” {Life.
sorted brains ‘that some female seminary
has left over.’
And still they say Bill always spoke in

out in

Chandler should appear in the March Gran-

ileep,
Mary L ( nshing, Pendleton, at Hiogo
in
Fel) 5 lor Lhillipine islands and Delaware pains

Break wate r.
May Flint, E D P Nit hols, arrived at
Bristol, E, Feb 14 lrom Sail trancisco.
K li 1 homas, C (i Nichols, sailed from
Hiogo Jan 7 kr New York.
S. tin in, li '! Lancaster, cleared from Now

come

form, much improved, and witii further
improvements in prospect.
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WITH HEART AND SOUL

QUALITY COUNTS.

Our

Ministers

Show

DR. GREENE’S NERVURA.

a

of Health.

Gospel

Krasentativss, Senators, and

Proclaim

Mayors of Two Cities Enthusiastically

Weak, Tired and Debilitated
People Blow Health and Strength
fan ISo Easily Obtained—The Clad
to

Recommend Or. Greene’s Nervura.

Tidings Echoed Far and Near.
There are no words so strong as these spoken
by the true minister of the Gospel. One knows
and feels, instinctively, that such words come
from the h 'art, and are uttered only with the

Best and Safest Advisers

of the

People

earnest purpose of

doing good

Mayor Wing,
Robinson,

of Montpelier Vt., and Mayor
of Concord, N. H., Advise
Use of Dr. Greene’s Nervura.— The Best

humanitv.
The boundless influence fur good for those

I naninionslv

_ree

who

this

on

words

One Point.

weak, nervous, debilitated, and run
1:1 health, of the strong and
powerful
of these well-known clergymen is an

preachers

Difference of

Opinion.

mportnnt Derision Arrived
At

Spear,

Victor I.

Braintree, Yt..

of

ii!ifil every hiirh position in the £rift of
-r s;
--I have used Dr. Greene’s
i:v t;v111il> with
troubled with

as

trouble

a

of

on

and at the
c /enia.

satBfaetory
and trreatlv im-

very
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very

blood and

Nervura

GiveiieN
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My
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her hands like
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!ie*ly
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■u nervous
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All Sides.

on

renewed heaith, hope, happiness.

Rev. V. 11. Buffum, of Winchester. X. H.,
who is Grand Army Chaplain for the state
of New Hampshire, says:
4*
l consider it a serious matter to arouse a
hope in the mind of a sufferer. I understand
that it is the intent of a recommendation to
inspire that hope. With this view 1 could not
take the responsibility of uttering a testimonial
to the worth of a remedy where there is room
for doubt.
In the case of Pr. Greene's Nervura Mood
and nerve remedy there is no ground left me
for hesitation, and the results of its use
in my own family have been so conclusive that
I feel sure no ailing one can be misled by my
certifying to its efticaev.
T he remedial effect of Pr. Greene's Nervura blood and nerve remedy on the weaknesses
and nervous prostration of my wife, was so
po-itive and speedy that we can heartily testify
to its undoubted merits."
Kov.
1.. Wells, of Hardwick. AT., writes:
1 have use 1 Pr. Greene's Nervura blood and
nerve remedy with mo,-t excellent results.
My
wife iias had the grip twice very severely.
“1 heard of ami procured a bottle of Pr.
Greene's Nervura Mood and nerve remedy,
and afterwards got more of the same, and believe that the medicine did great good for her,
and bedew it prevented her from having the
gr; ;> again this w- iter.
Wc think highly of Pr.
been"
Nervura blood ami nerve remedy,
and cordial!
rec<mimend it."
<
II
P. U. Me n ham. ] astor Paptist
Gnu: !•.. 1 >iisli.nl. Yt.. states.: “1 am very
-lad to-iv m reran! !•> Pr. Greene’s great
reined' that whe
m\ Mood was badly
impovi'11~h d i'\ an
1 sciofuia humor, and my
"u-:
;i
ua.•* greatly
impaired, Pr.
«
m -dimne g w me wonderful relief.
“At tuc pie.--, it time my health is as good
gs at an. time
my life, ami my rontidence
ui
Pr. Giw tie's remedy is
constantly in-

No

Good.

People’s

Spring Medicine.

of cure for sufferers.
These great
thus proclaim a new Gospel of
Health to the sick and discouraged, which

assurance

means

the

to

are

down

Obituary.
Mrs. Helen C. Conley died suddenly at her
home on York Island Feb. 19th. Mrs. Conley
always lived at Isle au Haul until a few
years since when she erected a fine cottage
on York Island, where she lived until her
death. She had been in fairly good health
until Thursday night, Feb. 13th, when her
daughter Grace, who roomed with her,
heard an unnatural breathing, which startled her, and finding her mother was unconscious, aroused the family. Dr. Boynton of North Haven was brought as soon as
possible,but it was of no avail. It seemed to he
a paralytic shock, from which she never fairly regained consciousness. The daughter
Lizzie, who was employed in Manchester;
Kate, living in Chelsea, and son Lincoln,
expressmm on the Maine Central It. R.,
and Rev. I. B. Conley, pastor at Gott’s Island, were all summoned. Since the death
of her liushind, 23 years ago, she had had
the care of eight children, all living. Mr.
James Conley living in his own home near
by, William aud Grace were with their
mother during her illness.
The funeral
services were conducted by Rev. S. A.
Aprahamian of Green’s Landing Congl.
church. A choir from Green’s Landing,
consisting of Mrs. Rose Arey, organist; Mrs.
Wm. Colby and Miss Sadie Colby, soprano;
H. N. Haskell, tenor; V. Goss, alto and S. S.
Stanley, bass, sang “Sometime We’ll Understand” and “Shall We Meet Beyond the
River?” The only brother of the deceased,
Barbour Turner, a resident of Vinalhaven,
was present at the funeral.
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:il of a Twenty-Five Years’ Member
New H amps In re Legislature.
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‘1 Hr. Greener Xervura

n-

of Weston, W. Ya.,
s:i;verers from any says:
J--»r ten years I have been nervous and
<»l- d i-t ll
I.I'C
<>f the InTVoUS growing wor-e all tlm-e wars.
During the
li is peculiarly valuable as a nerve la-t our >r liw \'ear's |
came s<> nervous I

1

1

ail

use to

recommend

cati

it

to

all

a.-* an

'••uld

it could be
>'• n
I w'ii> -.1 ii rvous that I coiiid not read
my ow n -tuumm notes after they had been laid
aside aw hile.
Vl'OR FRANK PLUMLEY SPEAKS
1 wi' mint
to li d my li ,i.] steady in
HUN*. GEO. "W. YYIXO, M.VYOl' UE MOXTl'KI.fEH. VT.
tk'-' pulpit, nor foii il
I hold or handle mv
HON. GEORGE W. WING,
‘•As a medwint* it is a crown jmvol.
I'linlo ami p.i p.*rs without embarassmt tit owing
•o Republican National Convention,
“A ;i remedy I delieve it to be unequalled
to tii'- 1111 n i: i
a k 11
i' my hand'
g and
U .s Word is Weighty.
in elli'-acy.
li
'1
i V :l' '(> 1!
nil'
tit
I COU. 11
of the Capital City of Vermont,
Mayor
i haw found lica!t!i, strength, bnir.-an-w
j myselt.
In tact, my nervous
s,,ai,‘vl;,
r Frank F'luur y, of X irtlitield, Vt.,
-t ,ii w.i' '- recked.
Says in regard to tie wonderful curative conraire in its u>e, which I began as a mere
a of national reputation.
The aide
“1 took two bottles of Dr. Greene’s Nerv- | powers of Dr. (ireenc's Ncrvura blood and exp. riment.
l commend it and recommend it to even-;
Hi the 'ail of ls"j, I came out nra blond and tie ve ivniedy, and found >o nerve remedy
**1 have used Dr. Greene s
I
much
i\
f that I boueiit two more bottles, Ncrvura blood and nerve remedy in m\ depressed man and woman.
'clential cauipa.irn with my nervous
It is a benefaction to the diseased and
lb-'t and tl:e ordinary and now I am wonderfully improved in health family, witi 1 marked and decided benetit.
|'i l-rok. u.
Dr. Greene s Nervnra blood
i.d m t a-'.-t me.
I',specially has it been useful in insomnia, disordered, a charming solace to tired and
Sinne of my and ,'trenntli.
nervous workers in every held of useful enfrom
and
attendant
its
indigestion
and
nerve
did
arising
it.
1
can heartily and
iiunls ad\ i.-cd me to take a spec:.!
remedy
1 think well of Dr. Greene’s Nervura deavor.
1'r. Greene's medicines, which 1 did, truthfully rc-numiend it to the sick.
Too ! evils.
I give permission to print this unqualified
'■iic
1 use Dr. Greene's Xer\- much eat not i>• >aid in praise of this splendid blood and nerve remedy, and freely grant
testimonial whenever and wherever desired:
medicine.
1
! 1:111 i it an excellent remedy tor that
say this for the good of other permission to use this letter in advertising it.”
When such a man, occupying so high the sterling character o! the proprietors and
>u caused !.\ lone continued mental sufferers from nervous and prostrating diseases
who can be cured by this remedy.
endorses the the superior merits of l)r. Greene's Ncrvura
.rid think well of it."
For mvself a position in community,
1
l am thankful to God that i found Dr. Greene’s j great curative powers and recommends the warrant and deserve all that can sav in its
HENRY ROBINSON.
Nervnra blood and nerve remedy and for sick and suffering to use Dr. Greene’s Nerv- praise.”
JUDGE CHARLES J. NOYES,
ura blood and nerve remedy, no one should
Dr. Greene’s Ncrvura blood and nerve
I what it. has done for me.”
Doubtless the same heartfelt sympathy and hesitate to use this grand medical discovery, remedy will surely cure you if you take it. It
! great desire to see the sick
and
of
health
this
restorer
strength.
great
made
well, inspired
tker Massachusetts House of Repreis not a patent medicine, but the prescription
| the Res. Dr. J. W. Walker, Presiding Elder
sentatives, Advises Nervura.
of one of the most successful specialists in
of the Methodist Church, Fort Dodge, la., to
ENTHUSIASTIC MAYOR ROBINSON.
curing nervous and chronic diseases, Dr.
Noyes says: Dr. Greene's Nervura1 also recommend Dr. Greene's Nervnra blood
and nerve remedy to the sick.
He too has Hon. Henry Robinson, Mayor of Concord, Greene, of 34 Temple Flace, Boston, Mass.
nl nerve remedy reinvigorated and
used it himself; lie too knows that it cures,
N. H., Emphatic in Praise of Nervura.
The great reputation of Dr. Greene is a guarmy severely taxed nerves and that it is sure to make the sick well if they use
EXECUTIVE I) El* A ltTM ENT,
antee that his medicine will euro, aud the fact
o.t-ii vitality. To all needimr an invigor- it.
He says:—
CITY OF CONCORD, N. II.,
l have given Dr. Greene’s Nervnra blood
1 permanent restorative. 'Dr. Green*■'> 1
that he can bo consulted by any one, at any
bh»od and nerve remedy is t!l£ very and tivirvc remedy a fair test, and am free to HENRY ItOHINSON, MAYOR.
time, free of charge, personally or by letter,
^■'lieine within my knowledge or ebser- ,■ >ay that I consider it rightly named. 1 have
Let me certify my appreciation of Dr. gives absolute assurance of the beneficial acl recommended its use to several.”
Greene's blood and nerve remedy.
tion of this wonderful medicine.
scan-.-

sign

my

name

so

'•

I

it*, wife of Goodwill Me Gray, died in
Feh. 2nd, aged 44 years and 7
Mrs. McGray died of heart failure
after a few hours’ illness. She leaves a husband, three sons, one daughter, a mother
and a host of friends.
A11
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reeted genius.
Our inventors have been
protected in their rights and they have
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I have taken up this matter of an
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personal effort, and its im-

sary to protect the rights of the people.
Vet, it must ever be remembered that the
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lemand that
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telegraph

shal.i he owned and operaternniem.
They demand

apli

lines which

now

exist

the property <>i the general
and all lines that may he
after shall he erected by the
■venunent.
se,

The

has had its

telegraph,like
early struggles,

many tilings, it has survived
mles and grown to gigantic
'Flic first

practical working
up about fifty-two years ago.
ow living can remember the
that

erected and maintained their various lines

fair-minded

person

things which

even

that there

Death

at their just value and pay for them with
the such currency would be to practically
nation confiscate them. And coniiscation of law-

are

government has

some

not

A government or a
power to do.
than the average ful, peaceful and peace-making rights is
never rise higher
plane of its citizens. The moral, educa- anarchy.
The postal aiiairs of this country are
tional and business status of a people are
can

reach to the average capacity of that people—-be such capacity high or low. It is

was

sent,

'•■member when

it

at

least,

was

trans-

or

under the
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so

great that the loss is fully justified.
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the mails and needs

terprise

can

be trusted to maintain

is not
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enough: it is incumbent upon them,
party, to show that their proposed

The J. B. Williams Co., Glastonbury, Conn.
Makers of Williams' Famous Shaving Soaps.
sent

Free upon

Request.
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RESTORED

Hon.

of

Win.

How

I)r.

LaQrippe.
Nervine

Restored

Kentucky’s

Business

Atiles’

One of

Aten to

ment

would have

tain them at

a

sity to every

man

no

moral

loss.
and

right
Were they
woman

in

to

main-

a

neces-

our

land,

the

case might be different.
But while
they icumin a necessity to the few and a
luxury to the many (I speak of their use
in business life) there is no call for the

government to burden itself with them
under our present form of national life.
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Our Furniture is

Moving

Because it is offered at prices that tempt buyers.
Here are some of tiie bargains we offer:
Wood Seat Chairs from 25c. upwards.
Bedsteads from 50c. upwards.
Lounges from $3.50 upwards.

lion. William Whitney Rice, ex-mayor 1
of Worcester, Mass., and for ten years a |
member of Congress from the 'Worcester i
district, died in that city Sunday evening, j
March 1st.
Mr. Rice fitted for college at
]
Gorham Academy more than fifty years
and
at
Rowdoin
in
1840.
graduated
ago,
lie was mayor of Boston in 1800, and he
served live terms in Congress, beginning
in 1870.
In 1880 lie received the degree
of LL. D. from Rowdoin.
He had the
distinction of being the oldest ex-mayor
of Boston, and his career in Congress as
well as at the bar was distinguished.

From

t.

KERVERINS

<

Iiice.

\Vr.

l

Tile jrreat remedy for nervous pivsi ra• ion am! ail nervous
diseases of tlie {jeneraiive o«
o
ii- n sox, sueli as
Nervous Pros! ran on, 1 ai iny t |
Man
d. 1 m potency,
Nii>*iitIv Emissions, \* ui: fu! Iv
iM. n:ai W'orrv, ex*
eessive use of Tobacco or Opiu*i:. wi i«-! s a
(ousuiuptienand Insanity. With ever.
w
i. a written
guarantee to cure «*r re'umi th- n -mn
*1.00
per box, 0 boxes for *>*».00.

Extension Tables from S3.50 upwards,
Chamber Sets from $10,50 upwards.
Fancy Chairs at almost your own price
Extra Soft Tap Mattresses from S1 59 upwards
Hair Top and Wool iower than ever before
Sofas and Parlor Sets lower than any firro
Since we have been in business.

MR. WIIiLeXS

a

first-class workman, is connected

w it

h

this establishment.

Repairing of Furniture, Upholstering and Varnishing done in a thorough manner and
with despatch.

health.

J. C.

& Son.

Thompson

THE NAME OF THE NEXT

PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES
Wild, UK ANNOIM

KI)
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Old"

them;

where the amount of business will not
warrant their being set up, the govern-

newspaper held,
constitutional right to give
a
payment, and which would transmitting news, they are, indeed,
to all the people.
Vet the need
necessity
with
those
notes
the
is
certain
to
effect
a
pay
prolegitimate
remedy
reasonably
a. and is. the most powerful,
cure.
We are all willing to ackno. ledge ceeds of its venture, but they are to be is such that enterprising men will fully
It is not the government’s businded inventor may believe his the existence of the evil (in what does it bought by a .government that is to have meet it.
ness to furnish the news to its people.
id confer lasting
no
to
its
notes
for
give
right
any purpose
advantage not exist?) but, as rational citizens, ean1 he telephone is so much a private ne\\ world, but he is quite sure
j not he expected to overturn a good system whatever, under any conditions that may cessity, and is so extensively used beit will bring fame and for- I unless there is positive
its
but
must
bills
a
arise,
tween
pay
by issuing [
private business houses, that the
certainty of having
> If.
The able man of law has a better.
There are cases in which it is sufficient amount of currency to cover the j government could only own and operate
! it
by owning and operating the whole
value of whatever it may buy—whether
his power to aid the cause of ! right to let well tried systems
go and subbusiness of the country. Populists should
lie keeps ever before himself stitute something new and untried in their its purchase be property or labor.
Lest know that solid men can
only be won by
one great success leaves an
stead.
Those cases occur when evil has this statement be denied by my Populist practical means; they should know that
t"i a greater.
The clergyman become so great and wrong, so oppressive readers, let me further explain: If all cur- this demand is not practical and can never
be forced upon the earnest, hard working,
and work to save souls (or that a change must of necessity become rency is to be issued by the government I
I pushing, energetic men of the land. The
relieves is saving them) and to an advantage.
But when the affairs of and furnished directly to the people, in ! fact that so much has been accomplished
Ids church, but a call to a larger the people in private life are not injured, large or small sums as they may elect, it ; in less than half a century under our wise
!
more desirable income is apt to
but rather benefitted; when the life of the can only follow that whenever there are and benificent laws, is, in and of itself,
men from
j sufficient to deter practical
1
bills
to
such
a
as a
the
reAnd
nation
is
made
and
so
I
more
pay by
government
stronger
duty {?).
might
powerful;
recklessly demanding a radical change.
j
which
are
available are found in Were this the
"how that every worker in life when the world at large is the gainer, it is sources
only reckless demand made
“ ss
spurred on by the hope of not the part of wisdom to abolish any- its right to issue currency. 1 have already by the Populist leaders they might find
room for hope; but when it is shown that
^ aid.
It is right that ability thing which helps to produce these re- shown in previous papers that government
their demands are all more or less imprac"Imuld be rewarded. It would sults and substitute something therefor has no right to make profit from the labor
tical, and the leaders, both in State and
vide to sustain a
of its citizei.s; it could, therefore, only nation, are also the reverse of practical,
high degree of which may prove a detriment.
111 a
1 come now to the consideration of an follow' that all government business would there is no possibility of their demands
country where the people
being accepted by the intelligent voters of
ie was
nothing to work for.
important question in connection with the have to be done on a simple living basis. ! Maine, or America.
ude and indifference of the in- subject. Could the government
manage It would, therefore, have no funds with
Many lines of thought present them"1
those parts of the world these lines if it owned them? At first which to make this or other purchases, selves in connection with this subject,
1
but as
are mostly applicable to the
''un* yields an abundance foi
sight it may appear like a simple question but wTould have to issue more money (?) to j railroadthey
question, which I shall next con1sufficient proof of this state- to ask and a more simple one to answer. meet its obligation. To buy the property j
I
will
take
sider,
up the argument in conlie
telegraph is the result of pro- But mature thought will reveal to any of the telegraph and telephone companies nection with that subject. E. C. Dow.
factors in the question of
men to do their
chosen work.
Of these, the
11

you represent it. The cake of Olive Oil Soap
in tivh package is sup' i >t to anything I have
used for chapped hands.” Mrs. \Y. A. Hevwood,
as

comes

Pawtucket, K. I.

ALWAYS

the
this

Where their
and personal gain, keeps the owners and the needs of the people.
and support will be warranted
managers of these lines constantly on the erection
alert.
Government officials would not by the volume of business, private en-

protection of the laws of the
country.
Capital has been invested to
its humble beginning, they good advantage and labor has been em- have the incentive to exertion that private
d its growth up to the
present ployed at good wages; the different de- individuals now have, and their work
h land and sea are practicalpartments of life, financial, social, educa- would be poorer and less trustworthy in
"iih wires.
tional, religious and political, have all direct proportion to the loss of incentive
effort has been the one great been benelitted by the
telegraph. It must to exertion.
The reader will please bear in mind that
‘dvancing the material pros- be shown by the Populists that these matworld. And it has ever been ters would be more benelitted by national this proposed change is not to be made
it something has existed to
ownership than they have been, and are under existing forms of government, but
effort before it lias been put
u* *w, by private enterprise, or else
they it is to come when the Populists have
'• sire for
self-advancement, a have no right to come before the people gained their other very peculiar demands.
r some work, ora belief that
and ;isk their votes to help secure the The telegraph and telephone companies
"ild be benelitted, have been change.
Simply to show that evil exists will not be bought, out by a government

■••if

soaps for years,

shaving

to

T obacco

disease in all its various forms.
Dr. E. E. Tull, Chicago.
0m41

Everybody
them,
lights of the individual can only he justly ! for this reason that any system of popular but the proportion of citizens who have a
restricted when it becomes necessary for' government can only increase in efficiency daily need of the telegraph is very small.
the public good.
Personal liberty must! as the people develop power in themselves. Those who do need it are able to take adgive place to public liberty and national It is the one great argument of the Popu- vantage of it in private or public affairs
right. How are the Populists to get con- list that the government runs the postal at a cost which they can afford to pay.
trol of the telegraph and telephone lines business and, hence, could also success- While the few must use the telegraph in
of the country? Do they intend to buy fully manage the telegraph and telephone business life, and are willing to pay for its
them and issue a sufficient amount of cur- lines.
There is hardly to be found auy use, the many are benefited by it as a
The news
rency to pay for them at their full value? common ground between the mail facili- means of transmitting news.
<)r will they confiscate them as contraties and the telegraph and telephone on of the world can be, and is, furnished to
band articles of war?i. e., of political war. which to base their claim.
Even if there the reading public at a cost so slight that
It will he admitted by all that the govern- were, it would not of necessity follow no man needs be ignorant of w hat is goOn the face of the
ment has no right to the property of its that it would be advisable for government ing on in the world.
citizeus in times of peace, unless such to own and manage the telegraph and matter it appears like insane folly to
even think of erecting a telegraph line in
property is paid for at its fair market tele}) hone. Private enterprise, pushed
value.
The telegraph companies have ahead by the desire for self-advancement every town for the purpose of meeting

passed over unit
.-l applies to indi\ iduals.
>\ith more or less force, to

11!
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to

own."

t h\

ever

me

CSfP'List of Choice Premiums

of Rheumatism.

remedy for Rheumatism; in fact, it is
only one I have found for the cure of

portanee, to prepare tin* reader for an imlined fact, that there is more ; partial consideration of the Populists' de- ! the only correct standard by which to run at a large annual loss to the governThe attempt to give practically
mauds upon this subject and others which ! judge the government of those people. ment.
connection with till of tin
>
•! life
it is very easy to ; are to follow.
Enterpiisi g men may stand far ahead of uniform mail facilities to all the people is
It is an acknowledged nght of govern- the masses and lead their fellows on, but the cause of this loss: hut the advantage
hit: more diJli«* 1111 to «»ver:- often ve: v eas\ to 1 ead the
ment to enact such laws as may be necesthe people acting for themselves can only which the people derive from the mails is
11

has used your

try y >ur Ivorine Washing
Powder, which I find most excellent, and as pure and

Sort

>

witli

he induced

good

Right

After using Groff’s Rheumatic Cure for
some time in my practice 1 take great pleasure in saying that it is a most wonderful

••

Birds

and

that

months.
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William A. Wales, formerly of Waterville,
died in New York Feb. 22. Mr. Wales was
born in Belfast, September 23, 1830, and
went to Waterville in 1845.
He served an
apprenticeship with the late J. M. Crooker
and was afterward a member of the firm.
Mr. Wales was also interested in the printing business, being connected at one time
with the Waterville Mail, then published by
Maxhatn & Wing, afterwards working on
the Yankee Blade, then published in Waterville and afterwards at Gardiner. Mr. Wales
left Waterville early in the '50’s. Previous to
the war lie formed a partnership with Frederick A. Giles, and George C. F. Wright, 13
Maiden Lane, New York.
The firm organiz d in 18li5 the Gnited States Watch Go.
I
1S7;‘> lie withdrew from the firm and for a
while was connected with the Auburndale
Watch Co. at Auburndale, Mass. In 1X8(1
he retired from active business, making Ins
residence in New York.
Mr. Wales was a
member of Kune Lodge, No. 454, F. and A.
M.
He leaves a wife and one sou.
His
body was brought to Waterville for inter-

Burnham,

|

\V.

My husband

Rev. Janies Boyd of Isles boro was in the
eit.v Friday en route from Falmouth, where
lie had been railed by the death of his daughter, Mrs. Alice Giraud of that place. Only
an hour or two previous to the death of the
mother, occurred that of a little daughter, 7vears-old, of tonsilit.is, and at the time tin*
husband "'as seriously ill with the same disease, an indeed sadly affiicted family.
Mr.
Boyd is well known in this city and his
friends here are exceedingly sorry for him
and the bereaved family
[Rockland Courier-Gazette. March .">.

■'

1

WASHING POWDER A

,

will always be interested in whatever makes
his wife’s work easier and lighter.

of

Jr.'in Staples of Brouklin, Maine, died sudat Campello, Mass., Wednesday night.,
Feh. 2»>th.
He had just arrived on a visit to
his nephew, Mr. E lvvin A. Staples.
He had
only been in the house about ten minutes
when he expired. IF' was .”>(> years of age
and leaves a widow and four children.
Mr.
Staples served during the war in the Thirteenth Maine regiment and lost, his right
arm in the battle of Pleasant Hill.
He was
a
prominent member of tin* Grand Army,
Order
of
Odd
Ancient
Independent
Fellows,
Order of United Workmen and Patrons of
Husbandry. He had been a town official
for many years.

creasing."
remedy, and take pleasure ill
II o. Ib'urv Langford,

its

:

Husband

denly
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Ivorine

ment.
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DISEASE has

No peculiarities

ever

as

leaves its victims

so

sleepless, nerveless,

presented

LaGrippe.

as

so many
No disease

debilitated, useless,

LaGrippe.

Mr. D. W. Ililton, state asrent of the Mutual Life Insurance Co., of Kentucky, says:
“In 1S89 and’90 1 had two severe attacks
of LaGrippe, the last one an tic u: rip my nervous system with suc'n severity that rny life
I had not slept for more
was despaired of.
than two months except by the use of narcotics that stupefied rue, hut pave me no
rest.. I was oniy conscious of intense menial
weakness, nponizimr bodiiy pain and tne
fact that I was hourly crowim: v. a er.
Winm in this eon hit ion. i cornmeaceu usimr
Dr. Mlies’ Iii-stor.itive Nervine. In two days
I bo pan to improve and in one rriont h's t line
I was cured, much t<» tne surnriM* of all w.uu
knew of my condition. 1 fuive neeti in excellent hea 1th since and have recommended
your remedies to many of my friends
D. W. Iiilton.
Louisville, Jan. 22, le»95.

Dr. Miles’ Nervine Restores Health.

NOVEMBER -It It, 1

Public interest will steadily increase, and the question Imw the men whose
vote turned the scale at the last election, are satisfied with the results under the administration they elected, will make the cani]»aif»n the most intensely ex< itine in the
istoryof the country.

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,
the

leading Republican family newspaper of the I'nited Stales, will publish ali the
political news of the day, interesting to every American citizen ie-,ndless >t party

a filiations.

Also general news in attractive, form, foreign correspondence e..ver;t g the news
of the world, an agricultural depart ment second to none in the emit r\, market reach
in
ports which are recognized authority, fascinating short stories, e *inp;,
number, the cream of the humorous papers, foreign and domestic, up., their best
comic pictures, fashion plates and elaborate descriptions of woman’s it in with at
varied and attractive department of household interest.
I’he “New York W- k 1 v
Tribune” is an ideal family paper, with a circulation larger than that -f any other
in
the
I irj* ehinges
weekly publication
countiy issued from the otliei .-t adiPv.
are being made in its details, tending to give, it greatei life and woP-tv. .*
*
i
illy
more interest to the women and the young
of
the
household.
people
■

A SPECIAL CONTRACT enables

Republican

11s

to

offer t IPs splendid

journal

and

It €

Journal” for

OXTE TSAR FOR 0£TL7 $2.00,
CASH IN ADVANCE.
CURES

(The regular subscription price

SCROFULA,

BLOOD POISON.

of the two papers is

SUBSCRIPTIONS MAY BEOIN

AT

ANY

$:’..00.)

TIME.

Address all orders to

■

■

j
^

ll

$

TOE

CANCER,
ECZEMA, TETTER.

CURES

The

Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast, Me.

Write your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo, W. Best, Room 2
Tribune Building, New York City, and a sample copy of THE NEW YORK 'AEEKL Y
TRIBUNE will be mailed 'o you.

BELFAST ILLUMINATING CO.
The

5

blood

undersigned hereby gives notice to all
VERSONS INDEBTED TO SAID COMPANY that lie will
be at his office in McClintock Block, at the corner
ol Main and High streets, daily, on and after
Monday, May 20th, from 10 to 12 a. M.,to receive
payment.

N. F. HOUSTON, Receiver,
For Belfast Illuminating Co.

May 13, 1895.—23tf

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
fine cellar, city water in house ; nice garden, under
H'ood cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc.
Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. (\ I>IL\V< nmi,
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.
44tf

Locals.

Searsp it

G. A. Robertson of Augusta

COUNTY
in town

was

Tuesday.
Mary E. Dodge and daughter have
returned to Bucksport.
W. E. Grinuell has sold several pairs of
tine work horses recently.
Mrs.

Sell. A. J. Whiting is loading kiln wood
for the Rockland market.

a

Sell. Emma W. Day sailed Tuesday with
cargo of hay for Portland.
E. K. Smart leaves to-day, Thursday, for
home at Kingsley, Kansas.

his

&

Clement

have

Adams

exhibition

on

their spring line of wall papers.
Mrs. Amos Nichols is visitiug E. P. Tupper and family at North Berwick.
G. V. Turgeon and wife left Wednesday
morning for their home in Auburn.

jurors drawn

The
term

April

at the

serve

Eaton and J. B. Sweetser.

J. S.

are

to

Shormau & Co. are shipping a large quantity oi lent he rboard by steamer from here,
John M. Stevens of Middleboro, Mass.,
called home,by the set ere illness of Ins

t

was

father.
\\ iiliam

West-, engineer

bought
village.
has

spool mill,
place in the

at llie

W ilmoth i’orter

tin

Mi". Oin E Kaudall, who lias been teaching at Yarmouth, returned home by train
Saturday.

Gilkey

Mrs. N. E

and Miss

leave tins week for
er 1\

a

visit

to

A. N.

Carver

friends in Sev-

Mass.

Kliodes, who taught in the Ml.
Ephraim district, left for lus home at Brunswick Monday.
E.

J.

Tilt* last
Inch

\\

snow

in cords of

madt grand sleighing,
improving by running

storm

farmers

our

spool

are

docks

are

entirely

free.

Newell White has been very busy for several weeks, as several of the surrounding
towns employ him to print their
reports.
v.

The schools in town closed last Friday,
itli the exception of the high school in the

village,

continued this week.

which will he

Those who attended the drama at the
Harbor Monday evening say it was among
the best ever given by the Harbor Dramatic
Club.
the storm last week Dr.
Lombard was unable to be at his dental
rooms here, but will be here next
Saturday,
On

account

of

sure.

Capt. C. N. Meyers and wife left by steamMonday to join the bark Adam W. Spies,
which Capt. Meyers will command for the

er

voyage.

normal students from
the sunounding towns went from here MonQuite

Belfast

Penobscot, connecting

steamer

at

Camden. Edward Henry Clews and Miss
Tiliie Elsie March were uuited in marriage
Wednesday evening. March 4th, by Rev.
Henry Jones. The young people were accompanied by Mrs. Jennie Gilkey and Miss
Flora Cookson to the rectory, where the

er

marriage

and after

ator and A

Mar. 9th at
age done by
closed

a.

Sunday.

m.

It

members will

tilled boskets.

their

with well

mine

Tie- Am.'S lb

lit

hers

hoped

wood

sawing

careful

inquiry
not hing.

w

concert

damage

amounts

which

given liy
here the bah inst
nut of the

tind The

<

was
to
have been
Baptist chorus choir of Belfast

tin'

has been

bridge being

postponed ounrThe date will

up.

be given later.
Among those most inconvenienced by the
damage to the Belfast bridge is Lancaster’s
.John conies up smiling,
express.
drives
the extra fourteen miles without a murmur
usual goes

loaded both ways.

No alarm was given for a tire which occurred in the Belfast hack road
Tuesday’
morning, when the buildings of Clarence

Wyman were totally destroyed. The family lost nearly all their household goods,
wearing apparel and farming implements.
Partially insured.
Since the deluge certain of our citizens
were opposed to the R. G. Ames
method
of building bridges have been
obliged to retract some of the assertions
they made at
ho

time

mill

bridge was built; for
though heavily pressed by tons of ice and
logs the well built split stone abutments
our

stood without

Among
the

past

the

a

dollar’s

damage.
Searsport House

arrivals at the

week

the

following: G. V.
L. Haskell, Bangor, J. E. Rhodes, Brunswick, G. F. Cook, A. H. Emerson, Bangor,
H. B. Manley, Boston, W. M. Randall, Portland, Horace Twotubly, Belfast, W. H.
Mason, T.E. Cuddy, Frankfort, M. S. French,
W. J. Hugill, Boston, G. A. Robertson, AuE.
gusta, P
Osborne, Sunlight, F. J.
Cay ting, Warren Savage, M. F. Hurley,
Bangor.
were

the town warrant, “To
instruct the selectmen
to move the soldier’s monument from Its
present location to the memorial lot, corner
of Main and Elm streets, and how much
money the town will raise therefor,” will
interest ali who have ever taken part in
decoration exercises.
Another class who
will be interested in the passage of the article is our Masonic and Odd Fellow brethren, for if the monument is moved no doubt
arrangements can be concluded to place the
Article No. 42 in

see

There

was

have been

to

Saturday evening, but

it

an

enter-

was

given

of the storm.... Miss J. E.
McFarland has visited in Rockland recently.
on

up

account

F.

Muzzy of Bucksport lias been
spending a few days in town...Miss Abbie
-H.

W. Fuller has returned to Castine to attend
Normal School. She is a member of the
class of ’9(i-Mr. BertTootliaker is at home
from Bucksport where he has been at school
the

at the

Seminary-The

free

High School;

will begin March Kith.
Montvillk

Following

is

an

abstract of

report for the year ending March

the town

1, 1890:
Real estate

valuation.$234,929

Personal valuation.

00,187

00
00

Total valuation.$295,116 (X)
Number of polls, 274; percentage
of cash tax, including highway
tax, .023; poll tax, $1.50.

Money

raised

by

vote of town-

State tax.

County tax.
Overlay.
Total amount assessed.
A mount expended :

highways, summer.
highways, winter, 1894 and ’95

For

town officers’ bills.
support of poor.
abatements.
support of schools.
support of insane..
State tax.
county tax.
moving and repairing schoolhouses.

$5,209

00
889 06
69810
341 90

if the town will

$7,198

66

$1,745 42

1,547

03
254 85
434 33
116 56
844 00
468 97
889 66
098 10
374 44

>7,373 30
Resources.
Liabilities.
Uesourees
Last year it
A

\S « are i’li a.aed T" he able T.o
reply to The
.Journal's rip ular inquiring how much damage tta* dol e by t|,r rer-llt flood that from

the

x.

ma-

quickly.

w

V.

not absent

tainment

all

expected shortly

are

h«power

is

chine, and large numbers ..1 our citizens
h:a\ e engaged t In m, .1* 1 he saw ing is done so

as

meeting

Town

electing

one half day : Ralph BryBartlett, Wilfred Cross, J. Leigh
Farrar, Ralph Fowler, Willie Merrill, John
Bn hards, Horace Ripley and Eugene Rey-

opened
Sunday within

It,

and

will

ant, Edith

and

was

There will he degree work.

c

Feb.

were

Odd Fellows will give a picnic supper
regular meeting Friday evening.

rJ he

couple

met March
Caswell moderL. MadUocks clerk adjourned to
10 a. in. on account of the dam.
the storm.... The village school
29th. The following scholars

Seaksmont.

2d,

at their

to

The young

surance.

distributed for the first time
the remembrance of our oldest citizens

with

place.

future home in Camden and
though they have not long been in this
place they have made many friends,
all of whom extend congratulations....
Fred Moody’s meat market at Millville,
was burned early
Friday morning, March
<»t 11.
The fire originated around the stove.
The building and its contents were destroyed, the total loss being about $800. No in-

The Saturday night mail did not arrive

The

took

make their

net

gain

than liabilities.

more

$5,202

08

3,756 3,0
$1,500 05
754 31

was...

in Ls95

$751 74
The selertmcn have renewed the interest

hearing
new

orders that

>!.

at 0 per cent, with

were

orders at 4 per cent.

1‘kosi*k<

t.

Some

4<>

people, mostly

the

Sunday school scholars and Bible class of
Stockton and vicinity met at William
Clark’s recently and enjoyed a very pleasant

Sacred music and all the old
evening.
of our ancestors were, si.ng. Mrs.

hymns

Jennie Marden favored the company with
recitations, delivered in her usual
pleasant manner, Miss Bertha Partridge gave
a selection, Mrs. Gertrude Clifford and Miss

several

Evelyn Gray sang, with organ accompaniment, and others fa. cred the company' with
songs

or

gave recitations

supper, prepared
the housekeeper,

by

readings. The
Chesley Ridley,

or

Mrs.

tine and it is safe to
say she is one of the best housekeepers and
cooks in town-The Baud of Mercy, Miss
Bertha Partridge, President, met at Mr. and
Mrs. Wilber Ridley’s Wednesday evening,
Feb. 20th. The program was as follows:
Singing by the choir; remarks by the Presiwas

dent; reading, F. Percy Partridge; reading,
Simon Littlefield; singing, Mrs. Wilber
Ridley; recitation, Miss Jessie Marden;
reading, Addie Blanchard; singing, Mrs.
Gertrude Clifford; reading, Miss Jennie
Staples; music, F. Percy Partridge; distribution of Band of Mercy papers; singing, by
the choir.

After the exercises games and
singing were enjoyed and pop corn and
candy were furnished by Mrs. Ridley. The

evening was pleasantly and profitably
spent-The Prospect and Stockton members of the Sunday school in the Centre
district met recently with Mr. and Mis. Edward Clifford, with the Sandy point sociable. The evening was enjoyably spel t in
talking over old times and old acquaintances,
and singing sacred music, with recitations
from Mrs.

Jennie Marden and Miss Rice.

erry.
Mrs. Mary J. Pierce, a
former resident of this place, died in Dor-

I

rospect

chester, Mass., March 3d, after an illness of
a few days.
Mrs. P. had been afflicted with
asthma all her life, and it was a bad attack
of asthma with grip that caused her death.
She had been living the last two years with
her daughter, Mrs. M. C. Proctor. Her remains were brought to this place March 7th,
accompanied by Mrs. Proctor, Mr. and Mrs.
G. A. Brown and son Arthur of Dorchester,
long talked-of society building. It is hoped
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Pierce of Peaall who are interested wili he at the town
body, Mass. The funeral services were held
house Monday, March Kith.
at George Avery’s March 8th, Rev. Wm.
Laconia, N. H., has just opened a new Forsythe of Bucksport officiating. The flowMasonic Temple, built by the Masonic
ers were beautiful. There was a
large pillow
Temple Association at a cost of over 850,000. from her children in Massachusetts, a wreath
In a notice of the building the Laconia of
ivy from her daughter, Mrs. G. A. Avery,
Democrat says;
of this place, cut flowers from Mrs. M. C.
The dimensions of the Temple are one
Procter, and a bouquet of ferns and pinks
hundred and twenty-three feet on Main
street, with a depth of eighty-six feet, and from Mrs. L. H. Wetherell of Dorchester,
four stories in height.
Mass. Mrs. P. was a noble Christian woman,
The building is constructed of brick and iron with brown stone
beloved by all who knew her. She leaves
and terra cotta trimmings.
It is equipped
two sons—Frank A. Pierce of Green’s Laudwith both gas and electric lights, heated by
in v and S. G Pierce of Peabody, Mass.—and
a hot water system, and has all the modern
conveniences, including the only passenger three daughters, Mrs. M. C. Procter and Mrs.
ele\ator in the city of Laconia. The two
G. A. Brown of Dorchester, Mass,, and
upjer stories of the structure are reserved
lor the rooms of
the several
Masonic Mrs. G. A. Avery of this place, who have
fraternities, hut the first and second floors the sympathy of all their friends. Mrs. P.’s
are designed for mercantile and professional
age was 69 years, 10 months_Francis
purposes. The Laconia Hardware Co. was
the first tenant and they have one of the
finest retail and wholesale stores in their
line to be found in New

Hampshire,

at the

north end of the ground floor of the Temple.
Halldale.

It is

reported that Eben Vose

has bought the J. B. Bartlett farm of Geo. W.
Hall-Rev. J. Washburn left for Detroit
last Saturday. He expected to preach there
last Sunday. He will preach here again
March 22d_The next meeting of the
Ladies’ Circle will he at Charles Vose*8,
March 17th.

Heath of Bucksport called at Mrs. A. S.
Wilson’s last Friday-Lewis Pendleton of
Frankfort visited at Mrs. Jessie Harding’s
last Thursday-Arthur Grindle has gone
to Bangor to work in a grocery store....
E. W. GrinHarding
working
dle’s grocery store-The Ladies’ Circle
met with
Mrs.
Evander Harriman last
Frank

is

iu

Thursday. Forty were present and a good
time enjoyed by all_Mrs. Annie Dever-

eaux is still confined to the house-Mrs.
Abbie McLellan of Bucksport called on relatives here last Sunday.

Centre Lincolnville. Mrs. Allen Moody,
who has been quite sick for the past two
weeks, is now recovering.... Mrs. Albert
is

Eula Worthing
and friend of Brauch Mills spent last week
with Mrs. Henry Mahoney... Mr. and Mrs.
Mark A. Wadlin of Northport spent last
Sunday with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Marriner... L. A. Mahoney and brothSearsmont.

East

Mrs.

Harry of East Northport

Mrs.

p. m-There will be a Leap Year ball at
Town Hall Thursday evening, March 12th,
(silver grays.) Floor manager, Louisa
Mayo; aids, Phebe Snow, Minnie Spearin,
Josie Croxford. Music by Luce orchestra of
Newburgh_Mrs. Laura Curtis has been
confined to her bed the past week suffering

are

from

Sunday.
The gale of wind and high
tide on March 1st broke the ice in the Bagaduee, and the river is now open to navigation from its mouth to its source-Mr. and
Penobscot.

C.

James A. Hadley of Somerville, Mass.,
the guests of Joseph A. Perry-Herbert
Perry after an absence of two years in

Massachusetts,

is

visiting

his

a

complication

Axim, W. C. A., to March 4. Ar, bark Chas. F.
Ward, Coombs, Boston.
Honolulu, Feb. 20. Ar, ship Iroquois, San Fran-

cisco.

Bahia, March 4. Sid, bark Dons, Baltimore for
Rio Janeiro.
Rio Janeiro, March 3. Sid, bark White
Wings,
Davidson, Barbadoes.
Anjer, Feb. 3. Passed, ship Emily F. Whitney,
for
New
York.
Hong Kong
Barbadoes, Feb. 25. Ar, sch. Star of the Sea,
Hopkins, New York; March 10, sld, sells. Jerome
B. Look, Hodgkins, San Domingo; Mabel Jordan,
Balano, Turk’s Island.
Falmouth. Eng., March 8. Ar, bark Rebecca

Crowell, Inagua.
Bermuda, March 5. In port, sells. Henry ClauJr., Appleby, for Jacksonville; Walter Sumner (Br). Buck, for Booth bay,
repairing; Carrie A.
Bucknaiu, Stubbs, Fernandina for Point a-Pitre,
ready for sea; Jeanie Lippett, Chase, Philadelphia
for St Lucia, nearly ready for sea.
Feb. 1. ( Id, bark Sonoma,
Sydney, N. S. \\
Noyes, Nt weastle, N. S. W.

sen,

.,

MARINE MISCELLANY.

Freeman Kicker’s. Her health is very
poor. Mrs. Daniel Manson is still sick.
Nathan Stearns is on the sick list....Miss
Susie Gould, our popular school teacher,
was to open a
high school in Monroe at
Multon Corner last Monday, but on account
of sickness was unable to. It is doubtful
if she will be able to have one.
die may
have a short private school-Capt. Durham was confined t<> the house last week
with a bad cold.. Mrs. Betsey Colson will
visit her son and family in Bangor this
week....Guy Twombly will attend the

parents.

j

j

j

j

J

|

with Mrs.

is

Chapman

of

E.

P.

Bangor

Hampden

Curtis_Mrs.
is

visiting

her

and

H. C.

Liberty.

Samuel Davey of Hyde Park,
Mass
has bought what is known as the
Thomas Hatch place, recently occupied by
Nathan Bennett.
His family ♦consists of
wife and daughter. Mrs. D. is a native of
this place, a sister of Mrs. A. A. Brown.
Mr. Davey is a tine machinist, but has trouble with his eyes-Ralph 1. Morse and
Louis Glidden will return to Pittsfield MonThrough them Liberty has received
some little distinction at the M. C. Institute.
Ralph was chosen salutatorian and Louis
gives the class prophecy. Liberty has another young man, Walter N. Cargill, who
He is but eighappears to be doing well.
teen years of age and has taught two suc-

day.

the village where
He is now teaching a term
of High school, and his old schoolmates are
his pupils. He will enter the State College
at Orono next fall_Miss Blanche Moody
left town Monday morning to visit friends
in
Gardiner and Keuuebunk.Walter
Clough returned last Sunday from Boston,
where he has been spending the winter...
Miss Kittie Walker is at home for a time.
-Owing to the storm last Thursday night
there was no lecture.
We learn that Rev.
J. H. Parshley of Rockland will lecture
cessful terms of school in
was

raised.

next Thursday evening-This town was
without mail from Feb. 29tli until March bth.

Swanville. Miss Clara Mudgett. of Stockton was the guest of Miss Kathie Nickerson
last week-Mr. E. C. Marden is at home
from Bangor, accompanied by his wife and
daughter, who have been visiting in Centre
Conway, N. H....F. L. Osgood took the
picture of Sylvanus Nickerson’s family
group the lirst of the week-Adelbert

caught a speckled beauty Saturday,
weighing 3 3 4 lbs-Mr. Hiram Miller was
Brown

in town last week and

returned to Wiuter-

port accompanied by his sister Blanche,
who has been boarding at Josiah Nickerson’s-Josiah Nickerson is still quite sick.
-The remains of Mrs. Abram

aged lady,

Stiff Hats,

Caps.

i
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Kimball,

an

interred here last Sunday.
Services at the house of her son Daniel.. Last
Friday morning we were sadly shocked by
the sudden death of Cleveland, youngest
sou of Charles and Martha Hartshorn.
He
was a line young man and a favorite with
all who knew him. The last sad rites were
conducted by Rev. C. H. Wells of Belfast at
the church Sunday. Loving hands loaded
the casket with liowrers and his late schoolmates went in a body as mourners. The
family have the sympathy of a large circle
of friends. The well chosen words of the
pastor brought to mind these line.
were

“Over our hearts and into our lives
Shadows must sometimes fall,
But the sunshine is never wholly dead
And the heaven is shadowless overhead.
And God is over all.”

half the

people remain
accordingly as they eat

ONE

well

or

are

made

ill
wholesome or unwholesome food.
The danger to the public at once becomes active if
unskilled people, or others who are indifferent as to the

every-day food.
Recently
baking powder makers, entirely
without knowledge of the chemical relationships involved or liable to be disturbed, attempted to substitute
some cheap materials in the preparation of their powder.
The bakiy(f powder spoiled, of course, and the manufacturers’ wagons are busy taking it back, but as some of

results,

are

permitted

to

manipulate

our

certain

it had been sold to
were

also

wasted,
Although
them

to

their biscuit and cake

good flour, sugar, butter and eggs
great disappointment and vexation.

spoiled,

to their

housekeepers

anti

the extra dozens

continue

to offer

given

this brand

to them to induce
to

their

customers

may square the grocers for their loss of reputation, the
housekeeper cannot be compensate 1 for the loss and
annoyance which she has suffered.
Such are the results when novices
most of the

interfere, and unbaking powders are made in

fortunately
this slipshod way.
Nothing of this kind can occur with ROYAL BAKING
POWDER. It is not only scientifically made from highly
refined and healthful materials, but there is the most
careful consideration and study of the hygienic relations
The result
to be adjusted and established in the food.

leavening agent with properties that
to the wholesomeness of the food, making
is

a

out fear of

failure, the lightest, sweetest,
and
whose
use is economical.
foods,
ROYAL BAKING POWDER

add

actually
always, with-

most

delicious

CO., 106 WALL ST., NEW-YORK.

<jnirk

or

lose it.

you

P.

Palmer;

Temple.Belfast,M:|

Masonic

%X

('apt. F. H. Meadek, Boothhav Harbor, Me., was troubled
| with Scrofula bunches and sores
for years. He used Dalton’s for
a few
months ami they .: sapHe states that Dal| pouredton's is the only remedy that
j ever benefited him.

*

59c. Underwear

j
i

KEPORT OF THE (UMHTlOy OF T!,

BELFAST
Al

NATIONAL

BANK

Belfast, in the Male of Maine, at tbbusiness February 28, IMtrt.
KESOt KCES.

Loans ami discounts.

.>-j

Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
Bonds to secure circulation■.
iTouiiums on 1 S. Bonds
Stocks, securities, etc
Banking-In<usc,furniturc and tixturcs.
Other real estate and mortgages owned
Due from approved reserve agents
Cheeks and other cash items.
Noies of other National Banks
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents..
Lonju! Money lirsm-f in Honk, riz
!

Remember there is no better
Pill in THE WORLD than DALTON’S for Liver troubles anil for

general family

S.

..

..

use.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

Specie. 2,21*1
Lean I tender

notes.

OO

],<»f>f>(*o

Redemption fund with I S Treasur
cr
p. rent, of eirculatiouj..

BQKfl.

Total.
BaKTr.u. In Green's Landing. Deer Isle, Fell.
28. to Mr. and Mr- Orrin I*. Barter, a daught.
Bi.oim; r i. In West Brooksvi!!.*, I*'el>. is,
\!.
ami Mrs. Barker Blodgett, a on.
Dtin v. In Blneliill. Fell. 22, to Mr. and M 1
Richard Dull v, a daughter.
I*'>ss.
In Hancock. Fell. 27. to Mr. and .Mrs. A
gust 11- 1 Foss, a son.
• itt.u.
In Belfast, Kelt. 2".». ;■
Mr. and .Mi
Walter M <Day, a son.
I Mitt it a M.
Ill < Hen r<> ve. Fell. 20. 1.. M
•Mrs. W. F. Ingraham, a son.
Lkacii
In iVnoliseot, Feh, 2*. t* Mr. ami W
Kverard I.i-arh, a daughter.
M* iK t \
In North Wane'
F*-i.
to Mr
>.•.
.Mrs. !■;<:
11 .Morey, a daughter.
s 1.1.1 1:hr l’eiiob-cot. Fed 2
Mi
William M. Sellers, a daughter
■

u

ii,mi

a

».i

k paid in
fund...

<'apttal
Surplus
I mihided piofi;-.
taxes paid

r\

s.

stoi

>

!e---

expenses

aim.

National Bank Doles .«utstandncj
Inn- :o other Nat ional B inks
Due to Slat. Banks ami hanker.*l)i\idemls unpaid
.-he.
hnliv dual dep..si
ad.j.s
Demand certifu-aies <u deposit.

•'

S’

1

I

..

W.
1. (
bank. <b>

M

i:>(

\\

(•.

A tNI

solemn.>

-wv

<

S doelibed and
dav .d March. I s'.n;

MARRIED
1

-iw.cl

C'-I'reet

A

■

n

-is

A key. In Hucksport Centre, March s, An. <
A rev. aged 60 years.
Hi n k Kit. In Montville, Feb. 25. Lizzie, daugh
ter ot Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hunker. f<>rmcrl\ ft
Yinalhaveu, to which place the remains were

taken for burial.
Clk.vkm. In Penobscot, Feb. 26. /.oath Clement, aged at years
Kdwin < nshCushino. In Thomaston, March
ing, aged 86 years, 8 months mil 4 day-. The remains were taken to North vVarren t<>r btnial
Freeman
In Lowell, Mass., Feb 25, Mrs Annie L. Cleveland) Freeman, native <d West llo k
port, Me
Kimkall. In Swanville, March 4, Mr- Hannah
Kiiuhall, aged si years, 6 months and 7 day-.
Knowlton. In'East Warren, Feb. 27, Benjamin
Know)ion, aged 7s years.
Lockhart. Ii Marine Hospital, Portland, Feb.
27, Capt. Oliver Lockhart of Ellsworth.
Miner. In Penobscot, March 6, Horace Mixer,
a native of Paris, Me., and for 40 years a resident
of Penobscot, aged 76 years.
M orison.
In Minneapolis, Minn., March 7.
Sarah Christiana, infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. \V. K. Morison.
Pierce. In New York, March 4. Capt W m I>
Pierce, formerly of Rockland, a native of Southport, aged 74 years.
Ring. In Searsmont, March 9, Albert Ring,
aged .7 years. 7 months and 16 days.
Til.men
In South Braintree, Mass., Feb. 7,
Capt. Isaac Tilden, formerly of Camden, aged
years. The remains were taken to Camden tribunal.
Yoi nc, In Eden. March 2. Minnie \Y
eldest
daughter of < apt. and Mrs. P. H. Young, aged 22
years, 4 months and 22 days.

Price

Current.

medium, 1 Bn // 1 75
el'w eyes 1 4n« I 5i
But ter. | > ft.,
1 B ,t lit»
no 7
Beef, p lb.
Bariev. | > bu,
50,/ 55
( heese. p lb.
lo„ 12
( llirkeii, p tb,
1 1
13
(all Si.ins.
5n I no
14/, IB.
Durk, p lb.
12
EiZZ.fi, p doz,
8
10
Fowl, p |b,
14a IB.
Geese, p It.,
*•

He tail rric,.

Beef, corned, p lb, 7 8
1 8
Butter, salt, p box,
< orn, p bu.
45
( racked Corn, p bu,
45
Corn Meal, p bu,
45
14,, IB
Cheese, p tb.

Cotton Seed, p ewt, 1 20
B 0
Codfish, dry, p It.
ranberries, p <jt, .Sail)
1 4
lover Seed, p It.. 13
Flour, p bbl, 3 75 ,,4 75
H.< i.Seed, bu, 2 85,, 3 00
H a 11
Lard p lb,

riiooks.
l'I ! (IKK,
S\\ A \,
OMHFION 01-

fc.

KKSOtKl I

Loans and discount-.overdrafts, secured and unsecured.
I s. Ronds to secure eir--ulatinu..
Stocks, securities, etc.
Ranking-house,fwrniiur* ami fixtureItucfroin National Ranks (not He-*er e
Agents',.
l»ue irom approved reserve agents
('hecks a ml ■' bei ash i t»• 11,
Notes of other National RankFraet iona! paper orrem > .tie Uei- am

»

-.

>

cents
I.it It hi'

M'l/H

IJ

/.'*',>«•

/’•

/■

7 7 1 .'to

Specie.
Legal ternier m.,r-

r..f.t»<* <><
!••• iegu!
OS it
certili' ate-« of
tenders..
Redemption fund wnh L. s Trea
urer,
percent of eireu’atioj.

I

S.

—

Total.
IIAIUI.il It

s.

Capital stock paid m
Surplus fund
Ln livnied profits, less expenses ami
ta xes paid.
National Rank notes outstanding...
I hvidends unpaid
Individual deposits .subject to cheek.
..

..

....

Total.STATK

OF

M

VINK.

*»IM V

o

7-

\N

I. ( HAS. F. (loKliON, Cashiei
named bank, do solemnly swear ib:r
statement is true to tbe t•«---» ot u:\ k11•
(HAS
I
OOKHO.V
belie!
Subscribed and swoii to before n
da\ ot March, l.v.c;
(HAULMS 1
Not;
Correct. Attest
.JAM MS «. l’F.NDLETON.
CKO 1 SMITH.
,J. B. NICHOLS,

Fire

Insurance

Incorporated in \<\ember.

c

b i)u« I

1-71

Comment cd Business ml >.

Price. Paid Producer

f><i a 75 Ilav. \> ton,
Apples, p bu.
4 ii 5 Hides, |‘ It,,
dried, p lb.
1 85//2 no Lam 11, | > tb,
Beaus,,pea,

1 |

»
u,

OK HARTFORD. CONN.

CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOCKNAL.

Produce Market.

V !.-(
to t--• 1A

Searsport, in ihe Male of Maine, at
business fehruar) 2*, I MML

National
Belfast

\V

National

Searsport
41

I

the

ISKI'II wild l \
Noia

John

HM’OKT ilY 1IIF

Doin; k-Hi KHUi
In lfncki.ui'i. I
\\ i'll I>udee and Josie c. Hnivon^hs l>■ *;i
l> elland.
In \ inall ave.n. March :»
(iu.ciiUKST ( assii
John C. (filch rest and Jeannie «'a-sir
-th •!
\ inalliaven.
M EA i>EK t'LAKK.
Ill I’cVk spOI
F«
I
Meatier of West Kllsworth and ('arm- < lark
Prospect No cards.

:
hai

test:
I
W
W M
It

Newburgh.

\\

I

..

ar

n

K

-M .\i:sii
In ('am-!.-n. Mar- h k
H. Clews and Miss Tiliie I
Marsh. l--.tii
den.
Ckoxiord-Folsom
M iroe, Feb. 2
residence of Hamlin 1. Fenlu- n. A
\ai.n
ford of Monroe and Miss <iertrude Ma- I
< lkw>

V

.i-hi,

"I

<

lie I'

DIED.

Where
Novices must not
Meddle.

.....

Bargain

4

Scrofula,

anti

<

ONLY A FEW PIECES OF Til A

j

Ritual anti Serves in ortler,
Gives you APPETITE anti

Strength.

is not

Tele-

It banishes •■Tif t T TIRED

j^^puts

by myself,

by any Hat on the market foi
Lo-'k
beauty and durability.

brother,

P. C. Rich....Rev. H. W. Norton conducted
the quarterly meeting services at the Methodist church Sunday.

he

SPRING STYLES,

Soft Hats,

|

{

Me

Hats & Caps,

[SPRING
| TONICS

j

A. Grmdle has returned from

Medical Co., Westbrook,

Scates

Spoken Ship Josephus, Gilkey, from New York
for Shanghai, no date, lat. 17 NT. Ion. ‘24 \V ihv
steamer Sapphire (Hr.) at Galveston, .March 3..
Portland, Me., March 4. The logs, ice and other

debris which has been carried out of tin* Maine
rivers into the ocean are said to he a serious menace to navigation.
Logs are adrift miles at sea,
and are veiy dangerous to sailing vessels and
steamers.
Especially is this true of Casco Bay
and the harbor, where an immense amount of
timber is adrift.
Disasters, Etc. Bark W illard Mudgett. ColEncampment... .Miss Madge Thompson has
cord. from Montevideo via Dutch Island Harbor
returned to the Castine Normal school,
for Boston, in tow, arrived at Vineyard Haven
March <?. Reports crossed the equator dan. 27,
where she intends to graduate this spring.
in Ion. 3‘d. Experienced violent hurricane from
Mr. Freeman Johnson lias been ill for
1# to 23. hut sustained o material
damage.
Fell. 2f>. French seaman Rudernum was killed
the past week.
by
lading horn aloi t... .Sell. ('arrie T. Bala no, which
was
partly burned at Port. Royal last fall, and after
Waldo, E. C. Chase of Bangor was m
spring term of school at Hampden Academy. sold at auction has been repaired and now on the
town last week visiting friends_LeForest
way to Boston, ('apt. W. A Turner, who is part
owner, remains in command_Sell. Jennie F.
E.
L.
and
Mabel
Bartlett
Shorey,
Harding
W illey, from
Roekport for Port an Prince, which
left Monday for Castine to attend school-!
put into Boston leaking, has repaired and came
SHU' NKWS.
oil
the
dock
Fell. 21), ready to proceed.... Brig
Miss Marcia Simmons, who has been very
Eugene Hale, Harding, from Savanna-la Mar for
sick, is improving.... Mrs. W. I. Neal of
Boston, reports heavy N. W gales the entire pasPUhi or BELFAST.
sage ; lost and split sails anil sustained some damPittsfield is in town on a visit_H. S. LitBark H. J. Libby of Portland,
age to hull..
ARRIVED.
tlefield of Brooks is teaching a term of
Pray, from Turks Island for Boston, with salt,
March
March 0. Sells. Maria Webster, Turner, Rock- went ashore at Fire Island at 4.3<> a. m
school in the Holmes district-J. R. Little2. aid has 12 feet of water in her. Rudder broken
P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Vinalliaven.
field was in Corinna last week, visiting his land;
and cargo ruined. Crew landed at Fire Island....
March 8. Sch. Polly, .VI c Faria ml, Boothbay.
The following vessels dragged ashore at ( tanberMarch 9. Sch. Miaiitonoiuali, Ryan, Boston.
brother-in-law, H. B. RacklilT, who has been
ry Isles March 5th.—Sell. James A. Stetson, from
Boston forEastport; Seth Nyman, from GouldsSAILED.
quite sick-1. B. Clary came over from
boro lor Rockland; Ella A Jennie, for (Hand MaCastine last week to visit his parents, Mr.
March 10. Sch. Fannie A' Edith, Ryder, Sandy- nan-Sch. Lizzie B.
Willey, Rivers, New York
from Demerara, reports a succession of
point and Boston.
and Mrs. N. E. Clary.
heavy N.
W. gales with fierce squalls and heavy seas, in
AMERICAN PORTS.
Morrill.
Mr. Elisba Brown returned
which split sails and had everything movable
washed
from
the decks.
New York, March 3. Sld, sell James A. Garfrom Lawrence, Mass., last week_Mr.
Charters. Ship Gov. Robie, (previously) Hiogo
field, Orange BlulT, Fla.; 4, cld, sch. 1) J. Sawyer,
Ephraim Rowe and Mrs. Amanda Achorn Kelley, Port an Prince; sld, schs. Florence
Ice- and Hong Kong to New York, $14,500, if Hiogo
have been very sick and are under the doc- land, Jacksonville; Levi Hart. Wilmington, N. C.: only, $13,000. Hark Penobscot, New York to
5, sld, sch. Henry S. Woodruff, Port an Prince; <>, Adelaide, general cargo, basis about 17s. 2d.
tor’s care.
Master Leforest White was ar, schs. Lizzie
B. Willey, Rivers, Denierara: Mary Hark Ed. L. Mayberry, New York to Rosario,
threatened with fever last week, but all are Manning, Bootlibay; eld, sch. Celia F., Randall, lumber, $7. Hark Willard Mudgett, Portland to
Buenos Ayres, lumber, $7, Rosario, $8. Sell.
7. ar, sch. F. C. Pendleton, ProviJacksonville;
improving. Mrs. Charles Brown is poorly. dence for Norfolk; sld, bark Lizzie Carter, Dyer, Mabel Jordan, Turks Island to Boston, salt, at or
Mrs. F. W. Banan remains about the same. Elizaliethport for Philadelphia ; 9, ar, bark Fred about 5 12 cents. Sell James A. Garfield, Orange
HluIF to Port Spain, lumber. $5.75. Sch. H. J.
P. Litchfield, Baltimore.
-Miss Bertha Woods is with her aunt in
Boston, March 3. C d, sch. Daylight, Philadel- Cottrell, Darien to Philadelphia, lumber, $4.87
1-2.
Sch. Tofa, Darien to Boston, lumber, owncld
sch.
Sarah
E.
4,
phia;
Palmer, Whittier,
Knox....The firm of Banan & Dickey are
Bath; 5, cld, schs. D niel B. Fearing, coal port; ers’ account. Ship Kennebec, Hiogo to New York,
actively at work, turning off vegetable seed Daylight, do.; 8, ar. bark Willard Mudgett, Monte $1(5,000. Bark Fred P. Litchfield, New York to
video via. Dutch Island Harbor (in tow); schs. Sydney, Melbourne or Adelaide, general cargo, p.
planters, and lately completed a horse Viola
Reppard. Brunswick, Ga.; Odell, McDon- t. Bark Lizzie Carter. Philadelphia to St. Croix,
planter which looks aud acts as though it ough, Belfast; sld, sch. Helen, Batclielder, Rock- coal, $1.75. Sch. James A. Garfield, Trinidad to
land;
9,
ar, sch. Sadie Corey, Lowe, Winterport ; Hastings, asphalt, $1.00 and discharged. Sell Wilmight do what they claim for it.
Newton, Brunswick to Philadelphia, lumber,
cld, sch. Susan N. Pickering, Haskell, Darien ; sld, lie
Freedom
Mr. and Mrs. Clias. Fowler of schs. Minnetta, Winterport; Onward, Bueksport. $4.25. Sch. Gen. A. Ames, Fernaudina to PhilaBaltina re, March 1. Ar, sen. Win. K. Park, delphia. lumber, $4 25. Sch. Melissa A. Willev,
Unity, Mr. aud Mrs. James Foster of Bar Lake, Boothbay; sld, sch. Mary E. Palmer, Bos- Brunswick to Rondout, lumber, §4.80. Sell. Mary
ton
sell. Jose Olavarri, A rev, Washington, F. Corson, Weeliawken to Salem, coal, 75 cents.
Harbor, and Dr. and Mrs. A. J. Billings and D. C. 9, ar,
Rkh;uts.
The Freight Circular of Brown &
San Francisco, March 7.
Master Harry Sprowl visited Mr. aud Mrs.
Sld, ship Wm, J. Co., Ne.v York, reports for the week ending .March
eh, Lancaster, Vladivostoek.
7
The past week has been pr ductive of only
Gustavus Bellows March 8th... .The Ladies’ Rot
New Orleans, March 7. Ar, sch. Olive Pecker, moderate business
results, the volume being held
Circle met with Mrs. Abbie Lamson Friday Torrey, Punta Gorda.
in check by the continued light
offerings to ton
Providence. Feb 28. Sld, sell F C. Pendleton, nage in the leading
to
the
storm
departments, and the unsatisafternoon, owing
Thursday.... Burgess, Norfolk, Ya.; 29, ar, sch W Wallace
j factory rates that prevail for the trunsportat ion
Ward,
W
Law- ! of the various
Norfolk; March ('», sld, sch Sarah
Dirigo Grange entertains the union meeting
staples. Tonnage for ea e oil to
rence,
8, ar, sell. Gov. Ames, Newport the far Fast is in demand, hut negotiations are
of neighboring Granges March 12th.
In the ; News. Norfolk;
pursued rather cautiously, shippers being opposed i
Charleston, Feb 29. Cld, brig H B Hussey, to the terms
evening the Grange has an entertainment..
required by owners. The latter, how
Ware, Boston.
ever, appear to he favored in their position, as
Mr. and Mrs. Luring Penney of Newton,
Galveston, Feb 29. Clil, sch Isaiah Hart, Wil- suitable vessels spot and for early loading an* ex
Mass., who have been visiting their mother liams, Boston.
tremely scarce, hence with this fact in view there
Pascagoula, March 4. Ar, sch Carrie E Look,! is a general disposit ion to insist firmly upon the
and sister, have returned home. Miss Penny,
Stevens, Galveston.
hi I quotations of the market. Long voyage tonMarch
I)
1)
7.
sch
Savannah,
Sld,
who has been very sick, is improving.
Haskell, nage for general cargo"is also inquired lor, the
Pressey, Boston.
several lines being prepared to encage berth \esApalachicola, Feb. 29. Ar, seb Maud Snare, scN for r i^ month loading; the offerings, howWinterfort. The funeral services of;
Salvage, Demerara.
ever, are
limited, hence owners are inBertha E. Weed were held at the Methodist j Jacksonville, March 2. Cld, sch Susie P Oliver, dillerent extremely
to business hi any concession ftom the
San Domingo.
rates recently paid.
Barrel petroleum freights
church Tuesday afternoon, conducted hv Jordan,
Fernandina, March 3 Sld, sch Senator Sulli- continue exceedingly dull, but as suitable vessels
Kev. J. B. Simonton.
Bertha was a very van, Crockett, New York.
for the carrying do not increase in number,
preBrunswick, Ga, March 4. Ar. sell Sarah I> J vious
are steadily adhered to.
Tonnage tor
exemplary and lovable girl and her loss is ! llawson. French, St .Johns, P R.: J Holmes r’.ird- naval rates
stores from primary mar els is in moderkeenly fe.lt. not only in the family circle but sail, Iiirdsail, Boston.: F*. sld, sell olive T Whit- ate demand, hut there are lew spot vessels availten, (from Cardenas) for Plii’adelphia.
Some business is said to be doing abroad
by all her young friends. Her age was 15 j Port Royal. March 4. Cld, sell. Anna Pendle- aide. the
basis of 2-* 4 1-2d.r/2s. ad. for ro-in to
upon
years. The
Sunday School and Junior ton, Thomas Boston.
Cork f o., and d>. 7 I-2d.« 4s. lor spirits, as t.>
Darien, Ga., March 5. Ar, sch. H. J. Cottrell, si/. and class of vessels Vessels arc wanted in
League to which she belonged attended the Haskell, New Bedford.
tbe Brazil and Hiver Plate lumber trade, (iulf
Not folk, March 7.
\ r, sch. Tola, Carteret.
funeral in a body and their floral tributes i
loading, but shippers find it difficult to execute
Mobile, March 7. Cld, sch. Abide C. Stubbs, their orders upon the basis o| last fixtures. Tonwere very beautiful.
The church was filled Whitney, Cienfuegos.
nage for the transportation is exceeding scarce,
8
with sympathizing friends and neighbors.
Sld, sch. Charlotte and where such is available there is a hesitancy
Vineyard Haven, March
T. Sibley. Bartlett, Pascagoula for Boston.
to accept the freight unless at some improvement
The sad news reached us Friday of the death
March
8.
sch
B.
Daniel
Fear- upon the
Ar,
Philadelphia,
carrying terms. There is a steady modof iMiss Myra Fredericks, a former resident i ing. Boston.
erate inquiry for general cargo tonnage to South
Tampa, March 8. Sld, sch. Talofa, Fletcher, America, West Indies and Windward islands, ami
of this place.
For some years she has made Carteret. N. J.
though vessels arc being closed for these several
her home with her cousin, Mrs. Philo BlaisWashington, March 9. Cld, bark C. P. Dixon, destinations, tonnage offerings ar by no means
Gilkey, Baltimore.
liberal, owners being opposed to the acceptance
dell, of Bradford, Pa. Her death resulted
of present unremunerative rates
There is more
FOREIGN PORTS.
from pneumonia. She leaves one brother,
inquiry for coastwise lum -er tonnage, though no
Montevideo. Feb. 23. Ar, bark Mannie Swan, improvement in rates is noticed. The coal trade
two sisters, and a large circle of relatives
continues extremely dull.
Higgins, New York.
anil friends to mourn their loss_Miss L.
....

j

ter.

is at

Centre Montville. The town meeting,
which was to have been held the first Monday in the month, was postponed to March
Kith-Simon Erskiue has returned from
Bangor, wlie.e lie attended the G. A. It.

«

Trask, New York.
Guantanamo Feb. 22.
In port, bark Grace
Lynwo .d, to sail March 6 for Delaware Breakwa-

Mrs. Kent

of diseases.

If it don't cure yon, cash the check
is offered to all. Why not take advantage
this great offe ? Dr. John Swan, the emiiit-rr I
i
specialist in nervous diseases and all h*
affections, will advise without charge all w
may call at our laboratory or who will wf
their symptoms to us. Dr. Swan’s valuav
prescription, under which Dr. Swan's Ner\t
and Blood Tonic is formulated, has acton
I
piished many wonderful cures and is recoin !
mended and prescribed by eminent phv1
cians everywhere.
It supplies the nerve
i
with food, makes new blood and removes tin !
cause of disease, and makes
1
you well. \\
give a bank check with every bottle. If tin
remedy don’t cure you. cash'the check. Von
are sure to get your money back.
Full pints
Ji. Sold everywhere, or sent carriage free on
receipt of price.

Noyes, unc.
Kingston, Ja., Feb. 21. Sid, sch. Henry Crosby,
Stubbs, Savanna-la-Mar; 22, ar, sch.Lucia Porter,
Pascagoula.
Macoris, March 3. Sid, sch. Isaiah K. Stetson,

Supervisor of Schools. Committee to engage
and examine teachers, Dow, Ritchie and
Grant.
Committee to build and repair
schoolhouses, Dow, Tasker and Dawson.
Voted to meet at Town Hall, April 4th, at 2

in town

were

La Plata, Feb. 4.
Ar, ship Cora, Fairbaira,
Buenos Ayres.
Buenos Ayres, Feb. 5. Ar, sch. Nimbus, Young,
Boston, via Montevideo.
Maceio, Jan. 25. Ar, bark Thomas J. Stewart,
Blake, Rio Janeiro.
Hong Kong, Jan. 29. In port, bark Coloma,

Monroe. The patrons of The Monroe
Cheese Co. met at town hall, March 5th,
and elected officers as follows: President,
Freeman Atwood; Vice President, Loren O.
Robinson; Sec. and Treas., E. H. Neally;
Trustees, Daniel Mansur, Freeman Ricker,
W. R F.
Twombly. Mr. E. H. Neally will
buy the milk next season, paying for the
months of May, June and July 8 mills per
pound, and for August, September and October 9 mills per pound_The school committee, consisting of Everett Grant, Arthur
Ritchie, John Tasker, Henry R. Dawson
and Enoch C. Dow, met at Town Hall, Saturday, March 7th, and elected E. C. Dow

with rheumatism, is much better.

confined to the house by severe
Knight
sickness... .Rev. Mr. Winslow preached a
very interesting sermon at the church Sunday afternoon.

with the steamer for Castine.

until b

Burnham. Hon. and Mrs. I. C. Libby of
Waterville were in town Sunday.... Mrs.
F. L. Libby returned from the Maine State
hospital last week much improved in health.
..Mrs. G. E. Sherman, w'ho has been very ill

Thorndike. The V. I. Society of Thorndike will give an entertainment Saturday
evening, March 14th, at Harmon’s Hall, to
consist of dialogues, recitations and music,
The
concluding with a slave sociable.
young ladies will be sold to the highest bidders, to include supper for the successful bidder. Each lady will please bring supper
for herself and partner. Admission to ball 5
cents.
Doors open at 7 o’clock; entertainment begins at 8 o’clock.

number of

a

day by

South Montville. F. E. Gilman was at
home from Camden last Saturday and Sunday-Dr.'E. A. Porter of Pittsfield visited
his patients in this vicinity last Sunday.

nolds.

wood.

There is the least ice in the docks ami
harbor for several years, and at present the
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.1 \mks \ i< imi>
K. «;. Hn ii \iti•>,

Pre-idei.i
Seercta*

a„ \ i
Capital Paid up in Cash. $l.t)00
f> i, 7 ;
Lamb skins,
M< • n 4.7 j
A SSI. is l>K' l.MliKU .51. lf*‘.‘
.7
t
Mutton, | lb.
Keal estate owned b\ the ••oiiipauv.
< tats.
| > lm, M2 lb Ml' a M2 1
incumbered
Mil
Potatoes.
27
I.nans on bond and mortgage ir
Pound 11"-;.
4 1 -2 n 7
liens
Si raw |7 ton, o Odd b 1 n 1 !
Stocks and bind- owned by ilie*
lb,/is
Turkev, |;> lb.
pany,.nuuket value.
2.4
Tallow,
I .nans secured by collaterals.
b ./ 7
Veal, |* lb,
Cas.li in the eompuns s prim ip.il Ml
VN ool, unwashed. 1 4 //
7
and in bank.
\\ ood, bard
M ,">(>«•,".<n 1 :
Wood, soft, M OO it/ M ..ii I Interest due aipl accrued..
Premiums in d ie c-mr.-e ol e dlecrio'
llrttiil Mark' 1.
!)(!« 1 00 1 A ggregateol all the admitted assetLime, 1» bbl,
the eon,pany at their actual \alue
-2 a 4
Oat Meal, |a lb, M
Inions. |d lb.
2 1 -2 M
MHi.it :.i. imc
t iA tui nii s okoil,kerosene, gal, IM,/ 17 ; Net amount ol
unpaid losses am
4 </ 4 1 2 |
Pollock, fc> tb.
claims.
7ns
Pork, t> lb.
Amount required to safely re ins',1.
1 2<>
Plaster, \> bbl,
all outstanding risks
n.M
Pye Meal, jd lb,
com
!)()</b.7 All other demands against the
Shorts, |> cwt,
•;
pany, i/ commissions, etc
7
n
sugar, |d lb.
lm.
4"
Salt, T 1
Total amount of liabilities, excep
Sweet Potatoes. 4 n 4 1-2
capital stock and net surplus.
2 I 2,/M
Wheat Meal,
Capital actually paid up in cash.

•>

n

....

<■

...

Surplus beyond capital

Boston

Produce

Market.

Aggregate amount of liabilities, m
eluding net surplus.
FIELD & WEST, Agents. Bella....

Boston, March 0, 1896.

The

following

are

to-

day’s quotations:
Butter -Cream,
20c.

choice, 25c; North, choice,

17a

Cheese—Northern, choice, 10a 10 1-2.
Eggs —Hennery, choice, 16a fsc; Eastern, 12a
12 1-2.
Beans—Pea, $1.25a 1.45; mediums, $1.30,a 1.65;
yellow eyes, 81 35ai 4-3; red kidneys, $1.25a 1.60.
Potatoes-Choice Hebrons, 60®63c p bush;
Rose, Aroostook County, seed, 40@45e.
Apples—Choice, p bbl, $3.00a3.75; Baldwins at
$6 OCa 3.75C.

Tenement for Rm
The grouud tenement in the brick !•
ing thehomestead of Mrs Emily I*•
street, is offered for rent about Mart
ly located in best part of city ; has Mn
ed ; citv water, etc. Apply to
C. W. FKEDEKll K
Belfast. March 4,1896.—4wl0*

>
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